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ABSTRACT 

Current theories for analyzing images in technical communication are inadequate 

to handle the complex and rhetorically powerful images with which technical 

communicators work. Illustrations are "diverse and situationally specific" (Brasseur, 

2003, p. 49), and the same applies to sites for empirical research into illustrations. 

Paleontology provides an excellent case for examining the insufficiency of contemporary 

theories of visual communication to adequately explain technical illustrations. My study, 

focusing on the production of images in paleontology, unveils the complex rhetorical 

situations faced by the collaborators (scientists and artists and others) responsible for 

dinosaur images. While pictures of dinosaurs (along with innumerable other objects of 

scientific inquiry both observable and invisible) serve multiple purposes and help create 

knowledge in both technical and public spheres, technical communication scholarship is 

based on assumptions and paradigms which effectively limit a rich and complete 

understanding of the rhetorical function of the images. Because current visual theories in 

technical communication tend to minimize the rhetorical power and complexity of 

images, I propose an alternative way to theorize about visuals, a critical theory of 

illustrations, that will enable researchers, teachers, and practitioners to exploit and 

understand the way illustrations can function in knowledge-making. This alternative 

critical theory might replace the default assumptions in technical communication that 

images and words have distinct roles; that technical images have less power than words 

in both rhetorical efficacy and knowledge-making; and that technical and scientific 
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images merely convey neutral information in a non-ideological manner to a 

homogeneous audience. 

This dissertation foregrounds the problem presented by the lack of an adequate 

theory of visual communication within technical communication, submits my research 

study of the production of paleoimagery, and proposes a modified approach to technical 

illustrations to expand the current state of knowledge in the field. 
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CHAPTER I 

IDENTIFYING THE PROBLEM 

The field of technical communication continuously examines knowledge 

production in various places, some of the more common sites being the high-tech 

corporate workplace and the academic classroom (Mirel & Spilka, 2002; MacNealy, 

1992; Gurak & Lay, 2002). Less common, but still considered well within the 

disciplinary boundaries of technical communication are electronic forums (Koerber, 

2001), electronic media (Wysocki, 2001), policy-making sessions (Waddell, 1996; 

McCarthy & Gerring, 1994), think tanks (Baake, 2003) and scientific laboratories (Knorr-

Cetina, 1999; Graves, 1992). This study enters the world of the historical scientist, 

examines the challenges in knowledge construction in paleontology, and also explores the 

closely-related world of the illustrators who produce images used in historical science 

discourse. Because of the nature of the discourse, primarily geared toward knowing about 

a subject rather than knowing how to do a procedure, some technical communication 

research, theory, and associated literature is inapplicable. Yet, the scientific discourse 

genres (referential, educational, and technical), substantially overlapping technical 

genres, invite technical communications scholars to include science writing in our scope. 

As our research domain expands, so must the set of tools with which we approach 

different discursive artifacts; this dissertation offers news tools and new theoretical 

approaches that will enable future scholars to approach technical and scientific images 

with greater ability to understand and articulate the rhetorical functions of illustrations. 



hi some scientific fields-namely, the historical sciences of paleontology and 

paleomithology-knowledge is irrefutably constructed at least in part from interpretations 

of evidence and not solely from objective, verifiable phenomena. Paleontological 

knowledge is based largely on imperfect and incomplete fossil evidence (Isham, Klitz, & 

Hueber, 1989; Shipman, 1998), causing its knowledge to be rhetorical in nature insofar as 

the communication is inherently persuasive, audience-directed, and contingent. This 

knowledge is constructed in myriad ways by various agents: through direct observations 

and interpretations of data; through social communication and interaction; within the 

mind of a scientist; and by the scientists' collaborators, who may include students, field 

workers, employees, photographers, artists, editors, and specialists from other academic 

disciplines, government agencies, and for-profit or non-profit corporations. And the 

knowledge is expressed in various ways as well, chief among them perhaps verbal, but 

also in various nonlinguistic forms, most notably illustrations. The images of 

paleontology represent information that functions in a way inadequately addressed 

through the employment of current technical communication theories. For these reasons 

and more, paleontology offers an inviting site for technical communication research into 

scientific image production. This dissertation will focus primarily on full restorations of 

animals-pictures, especially paintings, that show idealized and highly mediated images of 

ancient life. 

An intriguing example of such a scientific illustration based on a collaborative 

interpretation is a painting of a protobird gracing the cover of the book The Rise of Birds: 

225 million years of evolution (Figure 1.1). This painting, a reconstruction of Protoavis 



texensis, was painted by Michael Nickell in close collaboration with the scientist who 

discovered the fossils, Sankar Chatterjee. The illustration accompanies Chatterjee's 

(1997) book, in which he claims that the fossils he found represent not only a bird, but 

the oldest known bird, predating Archaeopteryx lithographica by 75 million years. The 

book provides an extended argument for Chatterjee's interpretations of the fossils, 

hypotheses about the origin of avians, and hypotheses about the development of flight in 

birds. The degree to which the cover art, and other illustrations within the book, make or 

support Chatterjee's knowledge claims is a question that is handled differently by 

theorists with different assumptions, as will be explained in more detail later. The content 

of this dissertation provides a step toward greater understanding of the role of such 

illustrations, but primarily offers a critique of the challenges for such analysis within the 

field of technical communication. The challenge is a result of the field's assumption that 

illustrations are limited in their communicative functions and effects. A brief example of 

a technical communication approach to an illustration follows; the example is a motif to 

which my analysis will return at various stages of the argument contained here. 

A typical approach to such an illustration as Figure 1.1 would be to consider it in 

terms of truthfulness. If the painting credibly restores tangible evidence and presents a 

plausible image of the animal from which the fossils came, then the painting is acceptable 

or of high quality. The fragmentary and incomplete nature of Protoavis texensis fossils 

makes this a difficult charge. More important to commercial artists such as Nickell is 

whether the image faithfully represents what was in the mind of the scientist (M. Nickell, 

personal communication, May 15, 2003). Yet the scientist's interpretation may be 



challenged among peers, and this was the case for Chatterjee in the wake of his extensive, 

peer-reviewed, and well-placed pubUcations regarding Protoavis, with paleomithologists 

countering Chatterjee's claims about the fossils tiiemselves, his interpretations, and the 

theories on which he based his interpretations of the fossils. Accuracy in such images is 

difficult to evaluate, yet is an attainable goal based on the existence of fossils to provide 

evidence for the form of the animal and contemporary analogs that show how similar 

species today looked, moved, and lived. 

Elaine Hodges, a widely-published expert on scientific illustration, claims that 

scientific illustrations "should be beautiful, and the best qualify as art, but accuracy 

comes first" (1989, p. 104). The tension between art and accuracy may seem obvious, but 

on closer examination, the far more puzzling aspect of paleontology illustrations occurs 

after considering the complex trail of ideas leading from the physical artifact-the fossils, 

which are quite often incomplete and damaged by millions of years of compaction and 

movement (Shipman, 1998), through the collaborative process between artists, 

photographers, editors, and other scientists, to the printed page, and into public view 

where the illustrations create knowledge in a completely new context for a variety of 

audiences. Along the path from fossil excavation to publication, terms like "accuracy," 

"truth," and "fact" become increasingly difficult to quantify or qualify. The contingency 

of scientific knowledge, then, is entailed in the process of producing paleoart, which 

offers an interpretive visualization of an unverifiable phenomenon in almost every 

depiction of every dinosaur. Note that use of the term "unverifiable" is intended to evoke 

awe in the presence of scientific undertakings, not to disparage paleontology as 



subjective or unscientific. The cover portrait of Protoavis is a good reminder of the 

rhetorical complexity of paleoimagery because although the image is beautiful and a 

faithful representation of Chatterjee's interpretation, the fossil evidence is sparse, die 

arguments against Protoavis are many and vehement, and the challenge Protoavis, in this 

manifestation, poses to modem theories of avian evolution are only understandable 

through an interrogation of the image that goes far beyond either its aesthetics or empty 

worries about "truthfulness." 

Discourse studies in technical communication primarily focus on verbal texts 

without fully considering the power of the images featured prominently in scientific 

discourse. For some audiences in some contexts, more knowledge is generated by the 

pictures than the text; the images function in rhetorically powerful ways that are not 

interrogated through current technical communication theories, which typically place the 

burden of meaning-making on verbal text. The iconic images of dinosaurs, for example, 

are powerful in our culture and have been for a very long time. President Thomas 

Jefferson recognized the power of the dinosaur figure as a political trope (Mitchell, 

1998). Yet, technical communication and other rhetoric-based disciplines have yet to 

theorize about nonverbal communication in a way that accounts for the power of the 

image in meaning-making. Paleontology provides a good case for testing theories of 

visual communication because of the nature of those images. 



Background of the Research Project 

To study the production of paleontology images, it was necessary for me to work 

beyond the limitations of disciplinary tiiinking about images and to enter the world of the 

scientist, the illustrator, and other contributors to the complex and collaborative process 

of scientific image production. The empirical component of this project emerges in the 

case studies of the production of paleontology images, where these technical illustrations 

can be shown to perform rhetorical acts in a way that technical communication theories, 

research, and scholarship tend to either overlook or reject outright. Scholarship in other 

fields, however, provides alternative ways of theorizing images; Sol Worth in 1966 began 

to study film through this lens, and is credited with having "conviction that visual media 

were forms of communication that, while fundamentally different from speech, could and 

must be seriously examined as ways by which human beings create and share 

knowledge" (Worth & Gross, 1981, p. 1). Paleoimages are readily acknowledged as 

powerful rhetorical artifacts in the greater social and cultural contexts (Mitchell, 1998; 

Gould, 1989). Mitchell, a theorist whose academic home disciplines include both visual 

and verbal, largely discusses dinosaur images as icons, noting that through their iconic 

status they make knowledge for public audiences in powerful ways. And Stephen Jay 

Gould, as a specialist writing for the nonspecialist public, epitomizes the scientific 

popularizer, a scientist who brings the message of science to non-scientists. Gould and 

Mitchell agree on the iconic nature and power of many scientific images, but Gould 

problematizes the production and distribution of scientific images insofar as their 

messages can be taken more literally than they should be, and they can be incorporated 



into a public consciousness to the detriment of general understanding of science. For 

example, in selecting as a developed example the case of the "march of progress" 

illustration depicting hominids from ancient forms through modem man, Gould's book. 

Wonderful Life: The Burgess Shale and the Nature of History (1989) reminds us of the 

most common image concerning human evolution. The image, depicting stages of human 

evolution, is a line of profiles of hominids with an increasingly upright stance as the 

reader's eye moves temporally toward the present and spatially toward the right. 

Gould considers the "march of progress" an exemplar of bad iconography, that is, 

an image that misleads the audience about evolution more than it contributes to 

understanding, creating false knowledge. An excellent and closely related discussion of 

misleading visuals is provided by Fahnestock (2003), in her examination of visual 

parallelism and a graphic depiction of embryo development first published by Haeckel in 

1874. The image is similar to the march of progress in that a sequence of images 

represents stages of development, in this case, embryonic. In the Haeckel graphic, four 

species are traces over three stages of development to argue that mammals share a 

common ancestor (Fahnestock, 2003). Despite tiie artifice of the image, being a distortion 

of reality, Fahnestock notes that the images in the picture "argue effectively" (p. 145). 

Yet, most of her examples rely on verbal parallelism and she does not primarily argue 

that the images operate independently of language. 

Finally, Gould (1989) tells the story of the illustrations of the Burgess shale, in 

which "a complex shift in ideas is epitomized by an alteration in pictures" (p. 26). In 

Charles Knight's illusti-ations, produced in collaboration with one of America's greatest 



paleontologists, Charles Doolittie Walcott, tiie species of the Burgess shale are 

represented as members of modem groups. Revisitations of the Burgess shale, 

summarized by Gould, suggest that at least twenty additional groups are represented by 

the fossils, and that classifying the fossils as if they fit into modem groups ignores the 

richness of the range of types of creatures that once existed and are now extinct. 

Interpretations of the classifications of organisms and their interactions are reified in 

illustrations reflecting those interpretations, and a more contemporary reconstruction of 

the Burgess shale fauna by Janice Lilien, Gould claims, "unlike Knight's, features odd 

organisms" (p. 27). The Burgess shale example entails obvious arguments in the images 

directed toward varied audiences, from specialists to the public. 

Similar to Gould's discussion of the Burgess shale, my study is focused more on 

the productive aspects of paleontology illustrations rather than audience reception, 

though it is difficult to study either production or reception without consideration of the 

other. Despite the wealth of theorizing about imagery typified by the work of scholars 

like Gould and Mitchell, technical communication as a discipline still stmggles with 

theories of the visible and visual. The present study demonstrates how paleontology 

illustrations pose challenges for technical communication that have not been thoroughly 

examined through visual rhetoric theories and how theories from other fields might be 

adopted by technical communication to better understand, research, and teach about 

images. 

The image is by no means ignored by the field of technical communication. While 

deception and distortion and lies are examined in much of the literature on technical 



illustirations (Yoos, 1994; Dragga & Voss, 2001, 2003), the contingency of scientific fact 

in historical sciences such as paleontology makes proclamations about tmth problematic. 

The cover porti-ait of Protoavis is an example that resonates here: if a strict requirement 

of verifiable tratii were demanded, no portrait of Protoavis would be possible because we 

have no way to know what its featiiers (if it possessed feathers) looked like, what its skin 

was like, or precisely how it stood or moved or what it ate. Yet having no image of 

Protoavis would deprive the public of a way to visualize an animal that did live-fossils 

are evidence of it, and the interpretations by Chatterjee and other paleontologists are 

indeed the best measure of accuracy as to its morphology and habits. 

The humanistic concems raised by Dragga and Voss (2001, 2003) are also less 

relevant to the historical natural sciences than they would be to human-centered concems 

including disasters involving a human death toll or images making suggestions about how 

a particular technology should be implemented. Yet our understandings of naturzil 

history, questions about paleoclimates, and even theological discussions about creation 

are related to how we view and interpret illustrations of dinosaurs. A judgment about the 

ethics of paleoart is certainly possible; an ethical image would present a credible, 

supportable claim in furtherance of understanding, while an unethical image might distort 

scientific understandings or present an unsupportable view of ancient worlds. 

Much of the literature on illustrations in technical communication assumes that 

solutions to communication problems lie within technical communication, yet the 

complexities of understanding scientific illustrations may necessarily involve borrowing 

wisdom in the form of theory and terminology from other disciplines-science and design. 



for example. My research in paleontology illustrations is also different from much of the 

technical communication literature in tiiat I consider the illustrations to be the domain of 

subject-matter experts (illustrators and scientists) rather than within the realm of the 

generic technical communicator. Most of the scholarship about scientific illustrations 

within technical communication is about and addressed to technical communicators 

themselves, but paleontology illustrations typically involve die talents of artists, 

scientists, editors, and others, with none of those participants labeling themselves as 

"technical communicators." 

Generally speaking, science communication is problematic, public 

(mis)perceptions of science being what they are, making scientific images inherently 

interesting to technical communicators who see their roles as partly interpretive and/or 

translative. For the purpose of examining the production of knowledge-making through 

scientific images, paleontological illustrations examined in this study provided a rich and 

untapped area for technical communication research. 

Theories Relevant to Production of Scientific Illustrations 

Scientific illustrations are discussed in technical communication literature, but as 

I will argue in Chapter n, perhaps not under the most appropriate set of assumptions. A 

historical analysis of technical communication reflects the industry-driven demand that 

prompted the emergence of technical writing as an occupation and eventually a discipline 

(Schriver, 1997). Images, therefore, are valued insofar as they contribute to the needs, 

and reflect the values and expectations, of corporate or government clients. In Baker's 
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Technical Publications (1955), he wrote in the chapter about "The Value of Illustrations," 

that illusti-ations and text should "present information in the simplest and clearest way" 

(p. 112) and that tiiey should work together seamlessly. Though illustrations were not 

actually dismissed, they were not fully examined for their impact on audiences or 

contribution to comprehension or knowledge-making. 

In 1990, Greg Myers complained that pictures were largely ignored in the study of 

scientific texts. Myers' exploration of the illustiation as a way to reach readers outside 

the core disciplinary audience still serves as an excellent foundation for moving beyond 

simplicity and clarity encouraged by scholars like Baker. Myers also began to theorize 

images, interrogating elements of the compositions for rhetorical effect in much the same 

way that discourse analysis isolates elements of verbal discourse. 

Movements afoot in various academic departments led to the popularity of new 

approaches to interpreting illustrations during the 1980s and 1990s. Cultural, semiotic, 

and cognitive approaches to texts were applied to images as postmodem concepts of 

social constraction of knowledge achieved status. Inspired and fueled by theories fi-om 

various scholars, including semioticians Barthes and Burke and philosophers Marcuse 

and Habermas, both the image/text dichotomy and the subordination of the image were 

challenged on various fronts. This cross-pollination has inspired technical communication 

researchers as evidenced by the productive use of extradisciplinary sources in our 

scholarship. These theories tend to discuss the power of images in the shadow of 

language, committing the error of interartistic comparison that reduce the objects of 

interest of one discipline to the terms allowed by another. Mitchell (1994) discusses the 

11 



shallowness of interpreting a painting using methods from literature: though die 

comparison between media may be interesting at fu-st, the uniqueness of literature and 

painting and most especially artifacts employing more than one primary medium are 

quashed under die mediods of analysis. Thus, the argument has been made diat by 

tiransferring one discipline's assumptions to objects outside tiiat discipline, littie is 

achieved unless the underlying assumptions about communication and meaning are also 

open to change. 

Mitchell's critiques of the dangers of interartistic comparison notwithstanding, 

semiotic methods have certainly influenced technical communication scholarship. 

Semiotics relies on the analysis of meaning making through signs (words or images) and 

their connections to objects or ideas as translated through communicative media. 

Harrison (2003) recommends that workplace practitioners of technical writing develop a 

terminology with which they may plan, design, and evaluate images; she calls this 

approach visual social semiotics after Kress and van Leeuwen (1996). The goal of the 

process recommended by Harrison is typical of technical communication: clarity, 

efficiency, and simplicity, reminiscent of Baker's 1955 mandate. 

Lee Brasseur (2003) claims that cognitive theories have guided most discussions 

of technical visual genres, at the expense of considerations of culture, experience, and 

communication (p. 1). Her broad mapping of technical visual genres provides a backdrop 

for my specific interrogation of scientific illustration production, reflecting our mutual 

concem that "technical visual genres are so often ignored, mistmsted and misunderstood" 

(p. 4). She presents a critical approach to five genres, including the technical illustration. 
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whereas my work culminates in a critical approach to particular kinds of scientific 

illustrations. 

Producers as Rhetors 

Illustrations dominate the visual communications of the paleontological 

disciplines. These illustrations are produced collaboratively. While scientists and field 

workers excavate the fossils (the ontologically indisputable basis for the illustrations), 

few scientists produce their own images when anatomical reconstructions of skeletons or 

habitat restorations of animals in their natural environment are needed for publication. 

Paleontologists typically work with teams of people: field workers, specimen preparers, 

photographers, illustrators, and editors. While the onus of authority resides with the 

scientist as primary investigator, the context of paleontological rhetorical invention is 

necessarily polyvocal. In some cases, illustrations of dinosaurs are commissioned by 

publishers, editors, or museum personnel directly from artists, and little or no input by 

those most familiar with die data is expressly provided during the image-production 

process; the responsibility for research rests with the artists. Though the contexts for 

image production vary, the illustrator is a primary contributor to scientific knowledge-

making whose role in meaning-making is relatively unstudied. For public audiences, the 

book Paleoimagery by Debus and Debus (2002) offers some insight into how paleoart is 

produced; Mitchell's cultural study provides glimpses, but not sustained inquky, into 

image production. In Chapter IV, I present my research results in die form of specific and 

developed examinations of die rhetorical context and power of die illustrators. A major 
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assumption diroughout diis dissertation is that die illustt-ators are rhetors and that die 

images are technical rhetorical artifacts. This claim, in tum, provides an exigence for 

technical communication to tiieorize diose processes and artifacts in a way that promotes 

our disciplinary missions of research and pedagogy. 

The Verbal Hurdle of Rhetorical Theory 

A primary reason that technical communication fails to adequately address 

technical visuals is that verbal artifacts overshadow visual ones in our field. Verbal 

stmctures are considered to be the primary contributors in the meaning-making process of 

humans. Not unlike other rhetoric-based disciplines which prefer the comfort of natural 

language (Blair, 1998), technical communication tends to accept an image-word 

distinction, placing more value on words than images. 

Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca's The New Rhetoric (1969) provides many 

scholars with a modem rationale for restricting rhetoric to verbal constmcts. Rhetoricians 

including Tony Blair (1996) and David Fleming (1996) have relied on assumptions stated 

in Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca to categorically exclude illustrations from the realm of 

argumentation. Rhetoric is not restricted to any particular mode of communication 

(written or verbal), but is restricted to "discursive means" of symbolic inducement 

through language (8). While Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca acknowledge that 

persuasion can be wrought nonverbally, they exclude such inducements from the realm of 

rhetoric. They also exclude the non-linguistic aspects of verbal communication so 

popularly researched and theorized today-those visible features of discourse including 
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conventions of delivery such as inflection or typeface. While technical communication 

scholars have been known to overlook hurdles to broadening die scope of rhetoric, 

Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca, Blair, and Fleming are still extremely influential. 

Studies of how language makes meaning have, over time, privileged different 

models of meaning-making or cognition along with altemating primary modalities. In 

1982, Ong wrote that a critical examination by highly literate scholars into orality poses 

challenges, but reaps benefits in terms of a better perspective on how humans make 

knowledge across and within cultures, based on whether the cultures are primarily oral 

(without writing) or literate. This anthropological approach to communication is broader 

than a rhetorical approach because the artifacts of interest are traditionally more limited 

in rhetorical theory than they are for social scientists examining communication. Yet 

similar challenges exist to all types of language theorists (linguists, anthropologists, 

sociologists, rhetoricians, and technical communicators, to name a few) in delimiting the 

field of study based on the modality of the communicative artifact. 

Rhetoric underlies the theoretical foundations of technical communication, and 

rhetorical theories tend to apply most neatly, and to be applied most frequently to, verbal 

discourse. While Mailloux's (2002) definition of text-an object of interpretive attention-

effectively and convincingly challenges the modernist sense of "text" as singularly 

verbal, technical communication has been slow to adopt his, or any other, expanded 

definition of text. And the definition of text, inasmuch as "text" is typically the object of 

rhetorical analysis, helps delimit the communicative components to which rhetorical 

theories can be unproblematically applied. 
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The scope of rhetorical consti^ucts of interest to technical communicators has been 

discussed compellingly in many odier works (e.g., Whitburn, 2000). Whitbum makes a 

case for expanding die province of technical communication, and this dissertation 

answers his call for technical communicators to engage productively with a wider range 

of discursive artifacts and rhetorical situations, developing mediods and theories that help 

us ask and answer interesting questions about social problems. 

Underlying the challenges of finding a suitable theory or dieories to help explain 

the power of images is the assumption of many rhetoricians that images are subordinate 

in meaning-making to verbal constmcts in the form of sentences and paragraphs. 

Pictures, these theorists assert, lack the essential ingredient for compelling 

communication: verbal language. Cultural studies dieorist W. J. T. Mitchell (1986, 1994), 

scholar of art and language, states that images are considered secondary in meaning-

making potential to words, that we tend to artificially-and to our detriment-distinguish 

symbolic modes of communication; he claims that our theories of knowledge production 

overlook the possibility that knowledge production is not primarily verbal. 

Part of the challenge of making the case for visual artifacts as rhetorical objects is 

that in our research, too often, theories are tested against examples of discourse that 

combine words with images. In such examples, taken from sites such as political cartoons 

and advertisements, the image is typically considered to be evocative of verbal 

explanations which themselves contain the rhetorical elements of interest to technical 

communication theorists (Fleming, 1996; Blair 1996). Because the verbal and iconic 

symbol systems are represented together, the temptation is strong to move too quickly 
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from the image to the linguistic interpretation of it, resulting in the assumption that the 

image merely decorates the discursive heart of the object, or evokes a sentiment 

translatable into language. Thus, this dissertation uses as examples images whose 

meanings are clear without their accompanying verbal explanations (corresponding 

passages from paragraphs, captions, etc.). The paintings in this study are viewed under 

conditions of minimal verbal interference and are therefore inarguably visual and not 

bound together with words or dependent on verbal stmctures for knowledge creation. 

While the argument can be made that this approach artificially shifts the communicative 

role to the illustration and away from the verbal discourse, the question is whether this 

shift can be made, not whether or not such a shift is forced. If the image can be 

demonstrated, even under contrived circumstances, to hold the potential for complex 

commuiricative functions such as argumentation, then the image is more richly rhetorical 

than allowed by the prevailing scholarship in technical communication. Perhaps more 

importantly, if the image divorced from the text is able to evoke satisfactory rhetorical 

engagement independent of any accompanying verbal text, the image is worthy of a 

promotion from the status of supplement to rhetorical artifact. The most important 

implication is that other non-verbal phenomena may be rhetorical objects worthy of 

theorizing and research outside the boundaries concomitant with the assumption that 

verbalizations and/or verbal communicative artifacts are most important in making 

meaning. 
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Purpose of the Studv 

My study of scientific illustiration, based upon a series of informal and semi-

structured interviews, observations, and image-based interviews, was undertaken with 

several goals in mind. My research was influenced primarily by naturalistic inquiry as 

described by Lincoln and Guba (1985), widi a predetermined set of concems and goals 

dkecdy impacting my evolving research questions as well as die research methods 

employed for probing them. In general, my goals were these: 

• To understand how paleontology illustrations are produced; 

• To interrogate current theories of visual rhetoric used by technical communication 

that tend to discount nonverbal aspects of communication; and 

• To examine the differences between the communicative goals of the producers of 

images and the ways current theory recommends understanding and treatment of 

those images. 

These concems are not tightly constmcted hypotheses, and the study was 

conducted in the spirit of qualitative, naturalistic inquiry which allows for research driven 

by curiosity rather than by focused empirical interrogatives. The goals led me to the 

methods. During the process of data collection, I noted the degree to which the work of 

scientific illustrators is rhetorical and the keenness of rhetorical complexity possessed by 

the illustrators. I learned about the complexity of the messages in paleontology 

illustrations. 

The choice of paleontology as a site for examining images, rather than other 

sciences, was a fortunate coincidence. The question about how illustrations are produced 
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is more interesting when the "reality" depicted in such images contains an interpreted 

component. The relative scarcity of absolute knowledge in historical sciences 

foregrounds the instability of the knowledge upon which arguments in those fields are 

constmcted. As an extieme end of a spectmm of absolute knowledge potential, 

paleontology allows the examination of contingent knowledge creation rather than 

instmction about facts. Knowledge in all sciences, of course, is now subject to the 

suggestion that political and social forces govem what is known and knowable; data is 

not the only force behind knowledge construction in any science. Thus, whether the 

arguments are presented verbally, visually, or through combinations of media, rhetorical 

aspects of argumentation in scientific disciplines particularly interest technical 

communication and rhetoric scholars, whether the objects of rhetorical interest are 

historical discourse conventions (Gross, Harmon, & Reidy, 2002; Fahnestock, 2003), 

stasis and sites of disputation (Prelli, 1989; Fahnestock, 1994;), or generic functions like 

epideictic (Sullivan, 1991) or figures (Fahnestock, 1996, 1999). 

An increasing body of data, including my own experience conducting this study, 

suggests a widening gulf between what scientists mean and what the public interprets 

through scientific discourse. As the goal of technical communicators is, at least in part, 

the presentation and interpretation of scientific or technical information to the lay 

audience, this project will interest technical communication scholars because of the 

methods used to examine production contexts. Paleontology illustrations pose interesting 

problems of tmth, interpretation, and power that have not been extensively studied within 

technical communication. The reason for the shortage of research is diat images are, by 
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default, considered to convey objective reality, when they-and reality-are more 

complicated than assumptions of their objectivity allow. While some of the theories 

discussed in Chapter n assign greater rhetorical power to images, those theories still fall 

short of offering a rich and thorough approach to illustrations that will help guide 

research and pedagogy. Especially because adherence to particular types of theories tends 

to cause the theorist to reject other approaches to illustrations even if they are more 

appropriate, a more comprehensive approach to nonverbal technical communication 

would likely benefit the field by broadening the lens through which we approach 

technical discursive artifacts. 

My primary objects of study are artifacts whose visual rhetorical nature is 

clearest: paintings of dinosaurs, produced by professional scientific illustrators, for the 

purpose of educating or persuading a specific audience. My study develops the point that 

commercial paleoart is rhetorical and is moreover a good site for study of visual technical 

communication. The implications for our discipline will be explored as well: the role we 

take as document designers requires that we use, produce, and teach about illustrations, 

yet our understanding of the illustrations is hampered by the inadequacy of theories to 

guide us. 

The purpose of this study can also be described as the "unblackboxing" of 

paleoart. Black-boxing, a metaphor used by Latour (1987, 1999) in his studies of how 

scientists make knowledge, suggests diat the public understanding of science is hampered 

by die reduction of scientific processes to inputs and outputs widi total dismissal of die 

complex processes of scientific ways of knowing and making meaning. Even scientists 
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put complex transformations aside (into black boxes) and use conclusions built on 

complex processes of both logic and persuasion without critical reconsideration of the 

methods of achieving such conclusions. Transformations of data are "hidden" in the 

black boxes, but the outputs are used to build new knowledge. So, data such as 225-

million-year-old fossilized remains of a protobird like Protoavis function as inputs to the 

black box, and radically transformed outputs emerge, for example, the image depicted in 

Figure 1.1 of red-eyed, winged Protoavis texensis. Paleontological image production is a 

process analogous to other instantiations of "blackboxing" in science. We know the 

inputs: fossils. The outputs, paleoartistic renderings, are also familiar. Yet unpacking the 

process of turning fossil data into paleontology images may be vital in understanding 

how scientific knowledge is made. Examining cases such as paleoart, in which 

knowledge is made visually, through complex, collaborative, and contingent 

transformations of data, information, lore, and paradigm, can only serve to make 

technical communication a more informed and robust discipline. 

Organization of the Dissertation 

This introductory chapter contextualizes the study and points out that scientific 

illustration production is underresearched and undertheorized despite its obvious social 

impact, allowing technical communication as a discipline to overlook the important 

communicative role of nonverbal constmcts. 

Chapter II explicates tiieories employed for the study of scientific illustrations and 

the ubiquity of an oversimplified treatment of images in technical communication 
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literature. Examinations of terms used to describe communication artifacts are examined 

because the terminology may categorically delimit certain lines of inquiry. The current 

state of the tieatment of visuals is examined through a brief survey of textbooks and a 

discussion of how they treat images and non-verbal features of communicative artifacts. 

Chapter HI explains the methods employed for examining the production of 

illustrations. The image-based interview in which illusttations are the focus of discussion 

is developed and advocated. 

Chapter IV explores results from the research with respect to the illustrators, and 

Chapter V examines the paleontology illustrations as technical and rhetorical artifacts. 

Chapter VI presents a general discussion and conclusions from the study and 

suggests directions for future research. A critical theory of illustrations is recommended 

to account for the varying ways in which illustrations might contribute to knowledge 

formation. Suggestions for future research are implied throughout the dissertation and 

summarized in this final chapter. 

Summary 

Technical communication faces a challenge with respect to how we handle 

various aspects of nonverbal communication. While the dominants theories in our 

emerging field are rooted in rhetoric, theories of visual rhetoric fail to allow technical 

communicators to fully engage in analyses of rhetorically complex images. 

This dissertation is intended to persuade readers that the impact of illustrations in 

technical communication is underrated. Through a discussion of my study, I predict and 
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recommend a change in pedagogy toward acknowledging and engaging the rhetorical 

power of nonlinguistic aspects of communication, especially technical illustrations, 

though a robust theory will certainly be useful for practitioners as well. Clarity in 

understanding will not come to technical communication without more research into the 

production and reception of illustrations in all their various guises; this dissertation 

represents a step toward greater awareness about non-verbal meaning-making which 

could have noticeable impact on how we train students to be producers and consumers of 

information. 
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Figure 1.1. Protoavis texensis, by Michael NickeU, pubUshed in Chatterjee (1997). 
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CHAPTER n 

WHY TECHNICAL COMMUNICATION LACKS AN 

ADEQUATE APPROACH TO IMAGES 

Approximately twenty years ago, Ben Barton and Martiialee Barton (1985) 

examined the state of visuals in technical communication pedagogy and identified a 

looming "problem of crisis proportions" (p. 126). They called for an end to ''de facto 

devaluation of visuals in technical communication courses, including textbooks" (p. 126). 

In a combined quantitative and qualitative analysis. Barton and Barton claimed that 

instmctional materials tended to employ an "aJ hoc, behaviorist and atheoretical" 

treatment of visuals (pi 128). Current studies indicate that the problem has not visibly 

diminished despite an increased volume of literature on every aspect of technical 

communication. In a recent quantification of the scholarly literature on visual rhetoric in 

technical communication, Palmer (2003) surveyed articles from four leading technical 

communication joumals spanning a five-year time period and found the same ratio of 

pages dealing with visuals in those joumals as did Barton and Barton in their textbook 

page counts: five percent. While Palmer's visual rhetoric study was not primarily focused 

on wisuslpedagogy as Barton and Barton's was, the net finding is consistent and can be 

paraphrased: Technical communication research, pedagogy, and theory privilege verbal 

discourse over nonverbal aspects of discourse, resulting in a superficial understanding of 

the range of ways in which images create meaning in the field of technical 

communication. 
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Though scholars, dieorists, and practitioners might intuitively grasp the rhetorical 

power of the scientific illustration, our field has long tended to subordinate the nonverbal 

to the verbal, perhaps because of technical communicators' tendencies to have academic 

backgrounds in verbal arts (Barton & Barton, 1985; Brasseur, 1997). The current state of 

technical communication is that our theories of visual rhetoric are insufficient for 

explaining the function and power of the image. Anne Wysocki (2001) notes this in her 

examination of the stmcture of information on interactive digital media and calls for 

expansion or modification of "conceptual categories we use in our teaching about the 

visual aspects of texts" (p. 209), echoing the admonition of Barton and Barton (1985). In 

her analysis of interactive CDs featuring collections of the work of artist Henri Matisse, 

Wysocki challenges the text/image dichotomy upon which technical communication 

demarcates modes of communication, noting that the dichotomy is a false one and that 

assertions are embodied in the stmcture of the information. 

Kelli Cargile Cook's (2002) discussion of various literacies that should be taught 

in the technical communication classroom creates space for promoting the status of 

visuals into equity with verbal constmcts, though her examples deemphasize visuals. Her 

article leads to a question about how images should be handled in technical 

communication-in isolation as artifacts in their own right, or conflated with words and 

other design features in a holistic approach. The technical communication literature, with 

Cargile Cook's article a fine exemplar, is sttonger on image-word connections and visible 

aspects of discourse than it is on theorizing the image (especially the illustration) in its 

own right. Though an argument can be made diat visual Uteracy should be identified as a 
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discrete goal of technical communication pedagogy, and dius to isolate images a priori, 

die tendency to categorize ti-eatment of visuals separately isolates visuals from other 

aspects of communicative artifacts including design, words, and contexts. Perhaps only 

by integrating a discussion of non-verbal features of texts into most or all discussions of 

technical writing will die purposes and functions of illusti-ations achieve appropriate 

status. 

Fields outside technical communication experience the challenge of demarcation 

between visual and nonvisual communication in similar ways, and an interesting case 

exists among diose who study digital interface development. Within human-computer 

interaction, Marriott and Meyer (1998) note the problems associated with terminology 

including "visual language" and the concepts of spatial, sequential, and temporal 

languages (p. 1). They make a salient point: "The theory and understanding of visual 

languages is much less advanced [than that of sequential language]. In part, this is 

because visual language research occurs in several different communities, largely 

unaware of each other" (p. 2). Marriott and Meyer, working in a discipline far removed 

from the English and communications departments that house most technical 

communication programs, are also answering Barton and Barton's call for theories that 

address the variations in visual rhetoric of the computer age, for example, theories 

applicable to technologies such as CAD and interactive maps. 

Scholars interested in visual literacy in science and technology education (STE) 

demonstiate a keen awareness of the complexity and power of images. Lowe (2000) 

claims that visual literacy is not effectively taught because "teachers generally assume 
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diat pictures are self-explanatory" (p. 4). He also writes that a conflation between various 

types of images "can give the misleading impression that visual language is somehow 

generally much easier to understand and more universal than verbal or mathematical 

language" (p. 2). In fields including art, design, linguistics, mass communication, 

advertising, and odiers, progress toward dieorizing visuals is being made, but die state of 

the knowledge may be fragmented beyond any single discipline's ability to encompass 

visual theory in a definitive way. 

One goal of my dissertation is to answer the call sounded by Barton and Barton in 

1985 and echoed by contemporary scholars (Rosner, 2001; Salinas, 2002; Brasseur, 

2003), to push the field of technical communication toward greater engagement with the 

images that communicate meaning in the texts we create, edit, and use. We who lean this 

direction must do so knowing we will meet resistance, based on practical and theoretical 

reasons. Eminent scholars including Walter Ong have warned about "complacency" in 

the "tendency... to reduce all sensation and indeed all human experience to visual 

analogues" (1982, p. 76). With this in mind, my goal is not to reduce technical 

communication to its visual components, nor to reframe all text in visual terms, but to 

challenge the field to engage non-verbal rhetorical elements as well as we are able to 

engage the verbal ones. Other visual theorists (Mitchell, 2003; Wysocki, 2001) might 

argue that my phrasing of the challenge is misstated because all media are mixed media 

and that dividing communication into aural, visual, and oral aspects is part of the problem 

and not the solution. 
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This chapter will first problematize some key terms related to visual rhetorical 

dieory and pertinent to my study. These terms and diek accepted meanings tend to 

exclude some types of information, for example, scientific illustrations, from die realm of 

our discipline, or to subordinate die visual to die textual. A discussion of how a 

potentially viable function of images-argumentation-is categorically omitted from the 

province of visual rhetoric is given shape. After explication of key terms, textbooks are 

examined because they are repositories of foundational knowledge in technical 

communication. From technical communication textbooks, practitioners, students, and 

scholars create, distribute, and take in the message that images inherently carry less 

communicative potential than words. The examination of several textbooks and their 

treatment of images bolsters my claim that the received knowledge about nonverbal 

discourse in the field of technical communication is insufficient for 21^' century 

understandings of non-verbal aspects of technical and scientific communication. Next, 

theories that inform technical communicators' research in nonverbal components of texts 

and examples of research implicidy or explicitly based upon these theories are provided. 

All classification schemes risk reductionism, overgeneralization, and exclusion, yet in 

this case classification will be a helpful for large-scale inquiry. The inquiry will build to 

an argument about how technical communication might employ the best approach to the 

analysis or production or revision of images in a manner superior to narrower theoretical 

positions such as the behaviorist model criticized by Barton and Barton (1985). 
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Rhetoric, Text, Argument 

Rhetoric, generally speaking, is defined as die suasory use of symbols for an 

intended audience, and die objects of interest have often been referred to broadly as texts. 

The degree to which rhetoric is a foundation of technical communication is unresolved 

(Johnson, 2003; Moore, 1997; Whitbum, 2000). Despite claims like Johnson's and 

Moore's, that rhetoric is not foundational to technical communication, die prevaiUng 

sense in die field is diat diat contexts and artifacts of interest to technical communicators 

are persuasive and audience-oriented: wholly rhetorical. While technical communication 

textbooks and scholarly studies about scientific discourse tend to focus more on die 

writing than die illustiations, the concept of text itself is far from static. Although "text" 

is used generically to reference verbal language, the term "text" is taking on a much 

broader meaning and technical communicators should keep abreast of such 

developments. 

Technical communication scholar Charles Kostelnick (1996) suggests "supra-

textual design" to encompass the verbal, spatial, and design elements of documents, yet 

the term "supra-textual" has not been widely adopted. Kostelnick places illustrations in 

the subcategory of "extia-textual," contributing to the pervasive sense of illustrations as 

being separate from and subordinate to verbal modes of communication. The vagaries of 

terminology can be problematic: Kostelnick also uses the term "visual language" yet in a 

far different sense from the way in which HCI visual theorists Marriott and Meyer (1998) 

and others use the term. Terminology delimits spheres of influence and demarcates 

pattems of exclusion, so the distinctions between words as used by various scholars or 
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factions within technical communication are of interest, diough most of diem must be 

bypassed here. 

Design dieorist Richard Buchanan (1989) and rhetorician Steve Mailloux are 

among diose who expand definitions of text. A "text" is, according to Mailloux (2002), 

an object of interpretive attention (p. 98). Objects of interpretive attention in technical 

communication studies are largely the components and stmctures of particular genres of 

print texts and electronic prose, purely because we choose to pay attention to those 

stmctures rather than to nonverbal elements such as pattems of links and nodes in a 

hypertext. The ever-expanding body of scholarship on hypertexts includes discussions of 

suasory elements in navigational stmctures (Wysocki, 2001) and audience and generic 

conventions as visual rhetorical elements of hypertexts (Hocks, 2003). 

Objects of interpretive attention under an increasingly extended definition might 

include food and body language. To be an object of rhetorical attention, symboUc 

persuasion must be embodied in or somehow enacted by that object (keeping in mind that 

neither object nor symbol is necessarily a material element). The suasory nature 

(persuasive or dissuasive) of the object is essential to understanding the rhetorical product 

as weU as what Mailloux means by "interpretive attention" or critical rhetoric. Based on 

Aristotle's (1991) applications of rhetoric, the suasory intent or effect of the object is 

cential to the rhetorical analysis, although new critical suggestions including discussions 

of the intentional and affective fallacies pose challenges to this claim. The field of 

technical communication will benefit from wider adoption of the term "text" as a 
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communicative artifact or environment diat extends beyond die boundaries of the printed 

and spoken word and entails nonverbal and nonmaterial aspects of communication. 

In the same way that differentiations between primary orality and primary literacy 

contributed to language theorizing in die latter part of the 20* century, as evidenced by 

the work of Walter Ong (1982), examinations of orality, literacy, and graphicacy (an 

increasingly common term for visual hteracy) may help technical communication 

theorists explore the way meaning in constmcted through communicative situations. 

Technical communication scholar Cargile Cook's (2002) notion of layered literacies and 

multiple types of approaches necessary for technical communication pedagogy solidifies 

this concept for the field. Work such as Lee Brasseur's (2003) examinations of various 

technical visual genres pushes the field to interrogate not just artifacts, but generic 

conventions as rhetorically purposeful. 

Rhetoric's role as a production mbric and/or an interpretive hermeneutic has been 

debated widely. What rhetoric should do, and how it should be applied to scientific 

discourse, is examined in depth in several places. One notable collection is rhetorician 

Alan Gross and Bill Keith's (1997) Rhetorical Hermeneutics: Invention and 

Interpretation in the Age of Science, critical essays on the use of rhetoric as a vehicle for 

interpretation. Within the book, an argument is proposed that broadening die scope of 

rhetorical criticism eliminates die power of such analysis. The argument may be 

paraphrased, diat an endeavor like rhetoric may have breaddi or depdi, but not both. The 

more widely applicable die analytic tool, die less profound die effects of the analysis; 

and, conversely, the more restricted die range of die tool, die deeper die insight diat may 
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be gleaned from its use. For the purposes of this dissertation, the existence of persuasion, 

in intent or effect, will be necessary and sufficient for an object to be considered through 

the lens of rhetorical theory, thus broadening the scope and perhaps weakening the 

rhetorical analysis. While expanding the domain of rhetoric far beyond the oratory to 

which Aristotle confined rhetoric, the criterion of suasion allows the power of rhetorical 

theory to be employed in discussions about paleontology illustiations, the objects of 

interest in my study. 

Given an acceptable expanded definition of text taken from Mailloux, scientific 

illustiations need only be determined to effect persuasion, symbolic communication, and 

audience to be legitimate objects of rhetorical attention. In the right contexts and 

combinations, these elements suggest an argumentative component in nonverbal textual 

artifacts or rhetorical situations. Argument, however, is specialized subtype of rhetoric. 

Just as not everything that is persuasive is rhetorical, not everything that is rhetorical is an 

argument. An argument must first be rhetorical, but it must also provide a 

claim/reason/evidence stmcture, and depending on whose definition is used, may require 

other features: 

• interlocutors who seek a positive outcome; 

• opportunity for dialectic; and 

• verbal symbol systems. 

For the purpose of discussion, I will consider all these to be negotiable conditions. The 

fact for scholars in technical communication remains: images as rhetorical and images as 
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argumentative are two separate issues, even if they are separated more by degree than 

type. 

Whedier illustiations can be arguments has been asked and answered in a 

considerable body of research. The answers, however, conflict with each other, and they 

tend to be applicable only within narrow contexts; for example, textbook authors 

Moriarty's and Hartz's claim diat "graphics support a text; they are not an argument" 

(Moriarty, 1997, p. 113) occurs in the context of a science writing textbook designed to 

efficientiy and unambiguously teach writing to science students. 

The definition of argument varies (van Eemeren, Grootendorst, & Henkemans, 

1996), yet typically requires elements including a contentious claim, support for that 

claim, acknowledgement of the counterclaims, and underlying assumptions (warrants) 

that an audience can make explicit. Theorist Stephen Toulmin (1958) is typically credited 

with codifying the best-known description of an argument, listing data, qualifier, claim, 

warrant, and backing as elements common to various types of arguments (p. 111). Other 

definitions of "argument" may eliminate some candidates, such as the requirement that 

interlocutors be engaged in an active search for tmth (van Eemeren et al., 1996). 

The elements of arguments are classified in textbooks about writing arguments, 

such as Ramage and Bean's popular Writing Arguments: A Rhetoric with Readings, 

currently in its fifth edition. Ramage and Bean teach students that the "core" of an 

argument is a claim with reasons, evidence is important for supporting the claim and 

developing the reasons, and arguments come in many different types. Most of the 

discussion on argumentation for the purpose of technical communication and rhetoric 
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relies at least partiy on The New Rhetoric: A Treatise on Argumentation by Chaim 

Perelman and Lucie Olbrechts-Tyteca (1969, 2000). They consider only "discursive 

means" of persuasion (p. 8) as rhetorical, and diey cite "use of language" as a necessary 

ingredient for argumentation (p. 8). More recently, argument theorists van Eemeren et al., 

(1996) provide an extensive review of the ways argumentation has been defined and 

described, and most approaches to argumentation assume language as the vehicle for 

argument and linguistic ways of knowing to be superior to other ways of knowing. Thus, 

application of argument dieory to images is problematic if die images are disassociated 

from the verbal components of ttaditionally defined arguments. However, if images are 

shown to have dja. argumentative potential or function or purpose, images might be 

considered to be worthy of more concentrated and complex study by technical 

communication scholars, rather than relegated to a position of subordination to the verbal 

components of texts. 

The most concentiated coverage of the question of whether images can argue 

perhaps exists in two 1996 volumes of Argumentation and Advocacy. Rhetoricians Tony 

Blair and David Heming argue in separate articles that images cannot argue in same 

sense allowed by verbal discourse (written or spoken). They do acknowledge the possible 

rhetorical effects of nonverbal components of texts, but their positions are fairly rigid in 

claiming that illustiations lie outside the realm of argumentation. 

The paradoxical nature of our sense of argument as a verbal construct emerges 

when argumentation theory is applied to images. If we define arguments verbally, we 

must translate images into verbal analogs in order to parse them. While verbal primacy 
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has not provided as much of a hurdle for rhetoricians as argument theorists, and in fact 

has home fmit in texts such as Jeanne Fahnestock's Rhetorical Figures in Science (1999), 

it may quash one avenue toward a sophisticated understanding of the power of die image 

in making knowledge. The notion that knowledge may be made without die requkement 

of verbal analog, verbal translation, or a primarily verbal function of the mind or brain is 

absent in much of the literature about scientific and technical argumentation, though the 

notion is extensively developed elsewhere (Mitchell, 1986, 1994; Kress & van Leeuwen 

1996, 1998). 

Rhetoric is often considered the superdiscipline and argumentation a subordinate 

classification within rhetoric, meaning that rhetorical theory may be applicable to some 

things which cannot be arguments, but all arguments are rhetorical. Blair (1996) writes, 

"it would be a mistake to assimilate all means of cognitive and affective influence to 

argument, or even to assimilate all persuasion to argument" (p. 23), demarcating the 

boundaries of argument from rhetoric. Argument theorists are even more stubbom about 

adopting the non-verbal as part of their domain than are rhetoricians and ignore the 

narrowness of their examples (in Blair's case, mosdy movies and advertisements) in 

driving their conclusions. Despite the limitations of his analysis, Blair speaks for many 

when he concludes that visual argumentation does not exist independent of verbal 

argumentation. 

Cameron Shelley (1996), in the same issue of Argumentation and Advocacy, 

makes a case for visual argument, but he does so widiout dkecdy addressing Blair's 

challenge that the arguments in images only exist after thek ttanslation into verbal forms. 
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And in a fourth article in die same Argumentation and Advocacy issue, Gretchen 

Barbatsis (1996) comes much closer to countering Blak, writing that "the pictorial 

stiucture of a multimediated expression, whedier print, film or televisual, can and should 

be addressed independentiy and in its own terms [and diat] realization of symbolic 

stiiictures in pictorial terms need not be a matter of shifting dieu- definitions to fit a 

particular symbolic mode" (p. 69). Barbatsis argues not only for die existence of symbol 

in image, required for images to be rhetorical, but also for a way to theorize about the 

particular rhetorical functions of images. 

Mark Tumer, in Reading Minds (1991) matches metaphor to concepts of 

argumentation. He claims not only that without metaphor, argument would be impossible, 

but also that deductive reasoning relies on metaphor. Tumer's work suggests a deeper 

examination of metaphoric aspects of paleontology illustrations that constitute 

argumentative elements and exploration of deductive (and informal) logics of illustrations 

which contain argumentative elements. At the same time I should note that some theorists 

beUeve that images cannot argue when they claim that perhaps "only" at the level of 

metaphor might images argue, suggesting that metaphor is subordinate to "tme" 

argument (Blair, 1996). Yet the complexity of the rhetorical function of metaphor is 

being revisited in technical communication (Baake, 2003). 

According to technical communication scholar Karen Schriver (personal 

communication, March 19, 2003), a good case for the image as argument has not been 

made, and in Chapter V I will attempt to provide one by examining how paleontology 

illusttations function to make claims, to provide reasons, and to persuade a particular 
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audience dirough die use of symbols in a manner diat might be acknowledged as 

argumentative. With references to illusttations such as die Protoavis texensis portrait in 

Figure 1.1,1 build a case diat paleontology illusttations function as text, rhetoric, and 

argument. 

In the next section, the stage is set for an analysis of scientific illustrations and 

theories used to explain and study illusttations by examining how textbooks ttain us to 

see, read, and produce visuals. At this point a distinction must be made between terms I 

used to talk about what we otherwise call "graphics" or "visual aids" in technical 

communication. Mitchell (1994) offers a definition to which I will generally adhere in 

this dissertation, especially when the terms picture and image are used. A picture is a 

"concrete, representational object in which images appear" (p. 4). An image, then, 

appears in a picture; all illusttations referred to in this dissertation are pictures that 

contain at least one image. In the larger context of meaning-making, the difference 

between reality and a version of reality portrayed in representations (pictures and images) 

has implications for research. 

Brasseur (2003), in her discussion of technical visual genres, identifies 

"illusttations" as "idealized representations" (p. 53). She notes that "illusttation" in 

technical communication is a catch-all term for graphics, including photographs, graphs, 

and maps, among others (p. 49), and the term illustration is used by me as bodi a catch-all 

and with specific reference to paintings. Brasseur restricts her discussion to projective 

and perspective line drawings; produced by a freehand or computer-assisted process of 

"drawing" or "rendering." My discussion largely revolves around idealized 
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representations of paleolandscapes and dinosaurs, which dieir producers, artists, refer to 

as "paintings" or "pictures," produced dirough die process of "painting" or "illustrating." 

References herein to "visuals," in keeping with usage in technical communication, are 

made to loosely connote visual aspects of documents or the illusttations themselves, and 

visuals are sometimes roughly equated with images, though visuals are not necessarily 

discrete parts of pictures and images are. 

Illusttations' Treatment in Technical Communication Textbooks 

The scientific illusttation has historically received much less attention as a 

knowledge-constituting convention or set of conventions than has verbal text (Myers, 

1990). My interest in building a better theory of scientific and technical illusttation is 

affected by the state of knowledge of the discipUne, which is catalogued in our textbooks. 

This section will examine several textbooks for their treatments of visuals, followed by a 

description of visual research and theory in technical communication in an examination 

of whether and how scholarship contributes an underdeveloped concept of illusttations 

that may be reflected in these textbooks. 

In the textbooks examined, all geared toward the technical communication service 

course, coverage of visuals varies greatly. Six textbooks in current editions approached 

the teaching of images in various explicit ways, and the design of the textbook itself gives 

implicit messages about text and image. The textbooks were selected informally with no 

attempt toward randomness in the sample, with conscious omission of the only book I 

have used when teaching die technical communication service course, and with the 
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addition of die best-selling technical communication service course text, John Lannon's 

Technical Communication (9"̂  Edition). The examination is impressionistic, but is 

provided for die purpose of bolstering a critique of the tteatment of images; Rosner 

(2001) reached similar conclusions in her examinations of technical communication 

textbooks. During die examinations, I kept notes about number and types of images, use 

of color, explanations of how images function, terms used to describe or define images, 

and the overall sense 1 took from the text about how images should be handled in a 

technical communication service course, the audience for which all these books are 

intended. Part of this examination is based on lore: that textbooks instmct the teachers as 

much if not more than the students in the class. The textbooks may influence instmctors' 

emphasis on verbal aspects of texts, especially given that our instmctor pool for technical 

communication service courses is primarily composed of English majors already 

predisposed to a verbal bias. When those instmctors are graduate students or otherwise 

academically active, they perpetuate their sense of images' importance beyond the 

service course classroom. The textbooks below offer different treatments of visuals, 

complicating my ability to make a clear point about the inadequacy of visual pedagogy; 

however, my goal is not to oversimplify a problem but to engage in a responsible, if not 

unbiased, examination of the textbook as an important vehicle of pedagogy. 

Diana Reep's Technical Writing: Principles, Strategies, and Readings (5' Ed.) is 

text-heavy minimizing visuals by dealing with them mostiy in a single chapter, "Chapter 

6: Document Design." Reep states that the reader "reads the visual presentation of the 

text" (p. 129) and that "words and visuals support each odier" (p. 129). Typically Reep 
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considers die visible aspects of die text to be "visuals." According to Reep, computer 

software makes it possible for the technical writer to produce "any design feature needed 

by readers," (p. 129), negating die work of design specialists. In an explanation of 

consistency, Reep chooses to explain the use of color and subheadings in an AIDS 

information brochure (p. 131) rather than print it, perhaps because of the expense of 

reproducing the color brochure in the textbook; regardless of the reason, the textual 

explanation seems awkward compared to other texts that provide photographs or 

representations of the examples. Reep explains that graphic aids are figures and tables; 

the examples which follow in the text include all types of charts and diagrams, 

schematics, line drawings, maps, photographs, and enhanced text. Throughout Chapter 6, 

Reep sttesses the need for verbal labels with images: the message is clear that images 

cannot communicate by themselves. Reep also implies that graphics are an obligation 

faced by the technical writer whose responsibility is to give readers information they 

need in a form they can use. The entire book is printed in black ink with no color used at 

all. New to the 5*̂  edition are halftone "models" of web pages. Reep's book implicitly 

and explicitly reflects conservativism and ttaditionalism with respect to visual 

communication in this textbook. 

Sharon Gerson and Stephen Gerson's (2003) Technical Writing: Process and 

Product (4'^ Ed.) is immediately notable for being far more colorful than other texts, 

including Reep's, with green ink used for accenting throughout and four-color exemplars 

in several places as well. The textbook gives the initial impression of greater visual 

awareness through conventions including their use of color, yet, like Reep, Gerson and 
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Gerson offer littie support for die employment of ttained design professionals. Gerson 

and Gerson recommend diat writers download images from the web, download and 

modify, or produce dieir own images (p. 239). The tone of die chapters covering images 

(Chapter 8, Document Design and Chapter 9, Graphics) is more enthusiastic than Reep's, 

but the complexities of producing visuals are again tteated reductively. 

The 5 edition of Rebecca Burnett's Technical Communication (2001) pays far 

greater attention to images, bodi to dieur knowledge-constitutive potential and their 

rhetorical effects on readers. Bumett problematizes visual communication far more than 

either Reep or Gerson and Gerson. Like Gerson and Gerson, some four-color printing is 

included in the book and green highlighting is used throughout the text for emphasis; the 

visual impact of those textbooks is similar, but the rhetorical effects are different. Unlike 

eidier of the previously considered books, Bumett demonsttates nonverbal 

communication through tactile conmiunication strategies: a different weight of paper is 

used for featured sections of the textbook, causing the book to open to those sections 

when thumbed through. One of these enhanced sections is "Avoiding Distortion and 

Misuse of Visuals" (p. 319) and anodier is an "Ethics Sidebar" (p. 277). Unlike Reep, 

who tends toward the "tight coupling" model of visuals and verbals (Hom, 2000), Bumett 

claims that "visuals work by themselves and in combination with text to create stories for 

readers" (p. 276, emphasis mine). Throughout the textbook, in all the chapters with 

assignments or genre explanations, a discussion on visuals is incorporated. And though 

an undergraduate textbook may not aspire to teach design theory, Bumett offers far more 

examples and explanations of design elements than most other textbooks on the market 
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(including and beyond those reviewed here). For example, one image Bumett includes is 

a series of diree drawings of a horse's hoof, widi a "representation," "phantom view," 

and "cutaway view" (p. 309). While no dieorizing is done about the impact of the three 

styles of representation, die interaction between form and function is indicated succinctiy. 

Bumett does not suggest diat die technical writing student might simply cobble together 

dus type of sophisticated graphic. Bumett problematizes more than other textbooks in her 

recommendations section discussing color at die end of die "Using Visual Forms" 

chapter. She notes that color can accomplish the purpose of influencing interpretation (p. 

315). Quantatively, more space is devoted to images in Bumett than in the other 

textbooks, reinforcing the theme that images communicate powerfully, effectively, and 

independently. 

The cover art of William Sanbom Pfeiffer's Technical Writing (S"' Ed. 2003) is a 

19*-century Japanese print, making the cover visually unique among its peers. The 

choice of cover art was made, according to the author, because it "mirrors qualities of 

good communication," such as an intemational (or at least not so obviously Westem) 

context, collaborative work, and simplicity. This odd image is immediately explained on 

the first page of the book (unnumbered flyleaf), foreshadowing the "tightiy coupled" 

(Hom, 1990) theory of verbal and visual that is emphasized in the book. Even the highly 

visual Preface displays images along with numbered, written explanations of the features. 

Otherwise, Pfeiffer's book contains similar features to Bumett's. Purple, rather 

than green, is the main color for emphasis, and both orange and green are used 

extensively. As with Bumett, a color insert is included with different stock for the 
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purpose of tactile appeal. Unlike die odier texts, Pfeiffer separates die chapter on page 

design from die chapter on graphics. Pfeiffer's book is long on die verbal and seems to 

consider the visual to be mostiy enhancement. He also confuses the role of the technical 

writer by giving a lengdiy analysis of die process an illusttator undertook to create an 

award-winning graphic (p. 450). The process described is clearly beyond die skills of 

typical technical writers, but Pfeiffer offers die example after stating that die student 

should simply "Follow these guidelines for producing technical drawings that 

complement your text" (p. 447), implying that anyone can create award-winning 

graphics. Pfeiffer's words reflect the 1985 prediction of Barton and Barton, who 

suggested that in the computer age, "if the professional earlier tumed to an illustrator to 

generate visuals, he or she will now tum over the details of graphic production to a 

computer" (p. 136). Whether computers have replaced illusttators, and to what end, 

deserves closer examination but is beyond the scope of this analysis. Generally speaking, 

with respect to the tteatment of nonverbal communication, Pfeiffer subordinates images 

to a role of "complementing" text. 

A textbook that even more explicitiy aims for an audience beyond the Westem 

one is Deborah Andrews' Technical Communication in the Global Community (2° Ed., 

2001). She sttesses electtonic communication and cross-cultural communication in each 

chapter. While some textbooks and theories (and electtonics manufacturing conventions) 

suggest that icons can serve as intemational language, icons, like all images, are just as 

culturally bound as words (Kress & van Leeuwen, 1996). To her credit, Andrews does 

not make this mistake. 
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Andrews also organizes her textbook in a notewordiy way with respect to images: 

"Chapter 8, Composing Visuals" comes before "Chapter 9, Composing Text." Andrews 

writes, "as a technical professional, you'll write and speak as much in visuals as in 

words" (p. 151). She also writes tiiat "A simple visual can focus political and technical 

argument" (p. 242), which suggests a rhetorical function closely aligned with, if not 

indistinguishable from, argumentation. While not coming outright and claiming diat 

images can argue, Andrews provides illusttations that combine image and text as a key 

example in an otherwise text-dominated chapter on "Persuading and Proving." 

While Andrews' textbook is far less colorful than the other books and does 

contain text-heavy sections, her theory is more critical and more in keeping with the 

current academic scholarship on images. She claims that in her book, ''design takes center 

stage," (p. XV, emphasis original) and that the order of the chapters has been changed in 

this edition specifically to reflect the importance of design. The overall focus on 

collaboration gives a more realistic picture to the student than the assumption in some of 

the other books that technical writers can do everything required for producing 

documentation. Her book complicates, rather than oversimplifies, the work of the 

technical writer at least insofar as images and design are concemed. 

Touted as the best-selling textbook of this type, John Lannon's 9* Edition of 

Technical Communication includes two chapters foregrounding visuals in the fourth 

section of the textbook. The inttoductory material is written in such as way as to not 

specifically subordinate visuals to verbal aspects of documents. Production contexts and 

scenarios of document design allow students or instmctors to consider visuals along with 
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discussions focusing on die verbal text if diey so desire. Yet, throughout the book, when 

visuals are mentioned, they are subordinated to "content" diat seems to insinuate written 

content, as in a bulleted list of document features (p. 5) which lists content, organization, 

style, visuals, format, and supplements. Though bulleted lists deemphasize order, the list 

does seem to be ordered, the order roughly matches die order in which the textbook itself 

approaches these features, and the argument is easy to make that Lannon's presentation 

subordinates visuals to verbal aspects. Lannon also urges students to consider information 

as primarily conveyed through writing (p. 5) and to consider visuals as supplements (p. 

291) with the goals of clarification and emphasis, among others, but not as a primary 

mode of conveying information. Lannon, tike other authors, notes the ease with which 

graphics can be downloaded or produced with current technology; he stresses that "This 

doesn't mean that verbal messages have become obsolete" (p. 291), and he quotes Hom's 

definition of visual language in a discussion of tightly coupled texts. Here, Lannon claims 

that "we rely on visuals because our audiences expect them" (p. 291), not because they 

may be knowledge-constitutive. 

Lannon also claims that visuals "serve as a universal language" (p. 292), though 

he qualifies this claim by undercutting their power: ''carefully designed visuals can 

ttanscend cultural and language differences and thus facilitate intemational 

communication" (p. 292; emphasis added). While the ubiquity of illusttations is 

acknowledged and accommodated by Lannon, the power of illusttations to convey 

meaning independently of or superior to the written word is not considered. 
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Generally speaking, the analysis of the textbooks supports my concem with the 

way images are handled in technical communication: 

• Too often, technical writing students are encouraged to "include graphics" but not 

taught how images are produced or how they might affect audiences. 

• Images are most often seen as "accompaniments" to the text-as enhancements. 

• Images are not sufficiendy problematized when they are described and assigned. 

• Images are examined synchronically-as stable artifacts, rather than as possibly 

diachronic, or mutable over time. 

• Some common types of technical images (e.g., reconstmctions and paintings) are 

almost completely ignored. 

Pedagogy, research, and theory are dynamically interrelated processes, and that the subtle 

messages about images in the various textbooks affect technical communication teachers. 

Semiotician Gunther Kress (1998) claims that in textbooks and related media, "it is the 

image which carries the information." The tteatment of visuals as seen in textbooks by 

Reep, Gerson and Gerson, and Pfeiffer overly constrains the way we are taught to 

perceive, teach, research, and theorize about images, yet it accurately covers images as 

they are conceived by the field of technical communication: as instramental, relatively 

unimportant aspects of texts whose meaning is carried through predominantly verbal and 

cognitive processes. 
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Summary of Visual Theory and Associated Research in Technical Communication 

Most scholarship about technical communication reflects and unconsciously 

promotes assumptions that illusttations are graphical supplements to written texts, that 

images are ideologically neuttal, and that nonverbal aspects of texts are less worthy of 

intensive analysis or focus than are verbal stmctures. The concem of technical 

communicators resides primarily in appearances and objective realities, in keeping with a 

Modernist sense of stmcture and order, than with altemative ways of knowing, 

challenging, or interpreting. The need for practical advice addressed to technical 

communication professionals provides a powerful exigence for defining technical 

communication research within Modernist stmctures. In his widely-anthologized article, 

"The Ediic of Expediency," Steven Katz (1992) writes diat "die fallacy of die objective 

stance has been discussed extensively from an epistemological standpoint," yet the 

objective stance of Modernism and most especially of the Enlightenment, with the 

appeeding concept of scientific rationality, still reigns in our field. 

When diverging from the rationalist assumption that images are subordinate to 

words in technical texts, critical scholarship about images tends toward demonizing 

images and yearns for, rather than provides, sttonger theorizing. As George Yoos (1994) 

tells us, "pictures lie." Images can deceive by omission or distortion, or they can trick us 

about diett intentions. Katz's "The Ediic of Expediency," explicating die genocidal 

results of Nazi technologies, chills us because it illusttates the dangers of powerful 

communication deployed unthinkingly against die interests of humanity. Katz's 

arguments are as applicable to images as they are to verbal texts, as Dombrowski (2000) 
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demonsttates in Ethics in Technical Communication. Notably, Katz's arguments work 

best with human ttagedy as a backdrop; his lessons are not as applicable to the less 

immediate cases of possible misunderstanding or mishandling of technical information. 

Altemative ways of hypothesizing die effect of illustrations on audiences are 

provided by theorists from many different fields, but my goal is to remain centered to the 

extent possible in technical communication as a unique emerging discipline rather than 

merely a subfield or a pastiche of other disciplines. Technical communication itself is 

largely grounded in the philosophical ttaditions of ancient Greece and Rome as modified 

throughout the ages (Schriver, 1997; Peeples, 2003; Whitbum, 2000), making it a 

rhetoric-based discipline. The theories that we employ for analyzing nonverbal aspects of 

communication often come to us directly from rhetorical studies, sometimes as 

interpreted by other rhetoric-based disciplines including speech communication and 

composition. Yet sociopolitical, sociocultural, linguistic, cognitive, semiotic, and literary 

theories, intersecting with rhetoric in complex and dynamic ways, are also quite 

important for technical communication, especially as our work crosses disciplinary 

boundaries, and some version of one or more of these is inevitably evident whenever 

technical communicators theorize images. Visual theories, like theories of technology 

(Feenberg, 1991), can be classified into four types: 

• Instrumental 

• Deterministic 

• Socio-cultural 

• Critical. 
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While these four types are perhaps not exhaustive, the classification will assist 

with a discussion of theories extending beyond and grouping individual theorists to 

achieve a broader view of visual theory. Different scholars consider different types of 

theories to be more influential, and of course this would affect their approaches to this 

type of taxonomizing. For example, Brasseur (2003) favors cultural criticism over 

ttaditional cognitive approaches; however, I consider cognitive theories to be part of the 

socio-cultural theory family because the cognitivist approach to epistemology is a 

cultural practice based on an academic paradigm, as narrative in effect as other more 

obviously socio-cultural theories such as feminist critiques. A rhetorical foundation is, or 

can be, infused throughout all the theories; rhetorical theory is intentionally not 

categorized here to keep the questions associated with visual rhetoric open. Further, 

unclear terminology is so widely used that "visual rhetoric" as a term is likely to be 

associated with interpretations that I would consider socio-cultural or critical, not 

specifically or uniquely rhetorical. 

Instmmental Theories 

A good archetypal example of instmmental theories of images can be made from 

the typical technical maintenance manual. Schematics of hardware convey information 

and the designers follow conventions intended to silence any political, moral, or personal 

comments about die devices. Claims or attitudes about die hardware are suppressed in a 

technical drawing that treats die object as an ideologically neuttal tool. In paleontology, 

specifications for how fossils are photographed serve die same goal: to prevent die 
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rhetor/photographer/scientist from altering die representation of die item for rhetorical 

purposes (Hodges, 1989). 

Also termed functional (Salinas, 2002), positivist (Rosner, 2001), essentialist 

(Feenberg, 2003), objectivist, or representational, instmmental theories are based on 

modernist rationality; an image (like language) is an instmment for conveying reality. 

Baconian inductivism is one basis for an instmmental perspective on visuals, with the 

concomitant assumption that the natural world is observable, and tmth derives from 

accurate observations without bias (Moriarty, 1997, p. 13). Another philosophical basis 

for instmmentalism comes from Habermas and a presupposition of technological 

neuttality. 

Bemadette Longo's (2000) history of technical communication explains how 

instramental theories have survived as a staple of technical communication into the 21^' 

century and examines the consequences of these bases for contemporary research. When 

Longo writes that current technical communication theory is "descriptive" rather than 

critical, she refers to the simplified rationalist approach inherent in instramental theories, 

though her discussion involves technical communication in general, not visual 

communication specifically. Longo explains the position of one of the discipline's 

founders, T.A. Rickard, as one of naive realism. In Rickard's worldview, "common sense 

holds that technical writing is an invisible conduit conveying applied scientific 

knowledge from developers to users" (Longo, 2002, p. xiii). Current tteatments of 

technical visuals echo Rickard. Statistician Edward Tufte exhorts readers to seek the 
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"proper arrangement" for information design and refers to "logic" of transmitting 

information (1997). 

Longo claims that most current technical writing research is descriptive and not 

critical. If technical communication research adequately engaged the rhetorical functions 

of nonverbal elements of texts, this dissertation might not be necessary. My findings after 

conducting a review of the research in technical communication are many, but a recurrent 

theme, similar to the summary by Salinas (2002), was that illusttations are not fully 

interrogated under most approaches. Perhaps Longo is correct, and the underlying 

assumptions of much of our research reflect ways of knowing that no longer adequately 

serve, or another explanation may emerge. The ttend of research is not necessarily 

attributable to the paucity of available theories or methodologies, but more likely results 

from the biases of scholars within technical communication about the role of the image 

vs. the role of the verbal texts. Here I extend the suggestion that technical communication 

research is too reliant on outmoded rationalism and has yet to fully embrace altemative 

ways of knowing. My exploration of the research reveals a range of approaches to 

images, spanning instmmental, determinist, socio-cultural, and critical theoretical 

positions, some of which do indeed represent altematives to the dominant paradigm. 

Many technical communication studies, of course, are situated locally and conduct 

analyses of particular workplace situations or discourse conventions, without explicit 

concem for theory in the broad sense; however, die power of die image is at least 

considered, to some degree, in much of die current scholarship on images in technical 

communication. 
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A typical example of technical communication research into illustrations is John 

Bryan's (1995) "Seven Types of Distortion: A Taxonomy of Manipulative Techniques 

Used in Charts and Graphs," in which Bryan explains how images miscommunicate but 

does littie to problematize sweeping value judgments as a critical dieory would do. 

Kramer and Bernhardt (1996) propose teaching students how to design then own images 

as insurance against misleading die audience dirough the use of graphics. ImpUed by 

Bryan and Kramer and Bernhardt is diat it is possible, with minimal instmction, for 

students to create appropriate images by themselves, without the need for subject matter 

experts or design professionals. The rhetorical complexity of image production is masked 

by such pedagogy, in what may be a disservice to students in the sense that all images are 

tteated equally. Further, images are subordinated in rhetorical power to verbal texts, and 

in the act of ignoring the expert knowledges of design professionals and subject matter 

experts who bring much to rhetorical contexts of image production, students are (mis)led 

to undervalue outside contributions and to underrate the collaborative aspects of image 

production. The most important lesson from Bryan's work is that manipulation can occur 

in images, and such manipulation is not limited to the types of illusttations he discusses; 

the cautionary tale of his article clearly extends beyond charts and graphs, the genres he 

investigates. 

Carlos Salinas (2002) specifically addresses the problems of the currentiy 

dominant functional view of images in technical communication scholarship: "a 

functional view... sttesses objectivity, ignores interpretation, and sees design as preset 

layout formulae" (p. 165). While Salinas and others may be correct in then assessment of 
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insttumentalism or functionalism, I should point out that a reduction of the power and 

function of die image as representational and illusttative of the text does serve technical 

communicators well in some contexts, and perhaps the popularity of Tufte's (1997) 

approach in technical communication circles supports the value of a logic of design. In 

Tufte's view, accuracy of visual depictions leads to knowledge-formation upon which 

humans can act productively. Poor design results in reduced ability for humans to take 

action. Other effects of the illusttations-their potential for persuading the viewer/user to 

act in particular ways, are relatively obscured by the focus on clarity and accuracy. In 

fact, while I will offer a critical dieory of illusttations, part of die goal of diat dieory is to 

encompass other theories, all of which may be useful at times. And whether for the sake 

of expediency or user needs, images whose sole purpose and function is to show the 

audience what something looks like or how to do something are legitimate and should 

perhaps be theorized only to the degree that such theorizing is productive within a 

particular context. Because not all images have equivalent or similar functions, purposes, 

and power, some will have quite littie. These may rightly exist within the province of the 

instramental illusttation, and perhaps might be handled best under the traditional mbric 

of instmmental theory within an epistemology of utilitarianism. 

Determinist Theories 

Determinist theories, in conttast to instramental theories, do not suggest that a 

simple correspondence between reality and representation is the norm for visuals, and 

determinist theories do support a model of an image as potentially rhetorically powerful. 
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The primary difference between instinmental and determinist theories lies in how they 

characterize the communicative purpose and power of images. Determinist theories 

acknowledge the work of the image as insttuctive or persuasive through the predictable 

and codifiable interpretation that an image evokes. The power of the image to instmct or 

persuade evokes responses ranging from skepticism to fear, for example in Lowe's 

(2000) claim that "diagrams and other technical illusttations depict their content using a 

host of specialized graphic conventions that extensively manipulate and even grossly 

distort literal reality" (p. 2). An excellent example of the persuasive power of such 

distortion is found in Haeckel's artistic misrepresenting of science in an ideological 

mission related to social Darwinism, discussed by Dombrowski (2003). Haeckel's 

intentional exaggeration of embryonic morphology, and the concomitant argument that 

all species are similar until late stages of development, misinformed scientists for over a 

century. Because scientific and technical illusttations' messages can determine the 

opinions of people about phenomena, illusttations need to be tightly conttolled lest then-

message be inadvertentiy misunderstood or intentionally misused and disseminated to the 

detriment of humanity, determinists wam. 

Determinist theories as I apply them to scientific and technical illusttations are 

analogous to critical theorist Andrew Feenberg's (1991) "substantive" theory of 

technology, a socio-political theory which he refers to as "apocalyptic" but basically 

believable in its negative assessment of unintended effects of technology on society (p. 

7). Substantive theory, as Feenberg describes it, "argues that technology constitutes a 

new type of cultural system that restractures the entire social world as an object of 
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conttol" (p. 7). Clearly the scope of Feenberg's substantive theory is greater than the 

scope of a determinist theory of illusttations, though parallels are strong enough to 

warrant analogy. Determinism relevant to technical illustrations emerges in various 

forams. Rhetorician George Yoos (1994) warns that "pictures lie" through either 

misrepresentation or through "falsely manifesting our intent to communicate in a certain 

way" (p. 115). Illusttations can be vehicles of misinformation or they can be deceptive in 

their persuasive intentions. Engineer Julio Ottino (2003), writing in Nature, presents a 

flawed spectmm of illusttations by stating that "at one extreme there are those that 

convey data; at the other, scientific illusttation" (p. 474). At any rate, Ottino (2003) and 

Lowe (2000) demonsttate how the determinist theory can encompass instmmentahsm by 

allowing that not all images have equal, or perhaps any, power. Ottino wams that in 

scientific illusttations, "the line between fantasy and reality is blurred" (p. 475). He 

suggests that "publications should establish guidelines of what manipulation or 

enhancement is permissible" and that "aesthetic rales would also be useful" (p. 476). 

These conttols are necessary, according to Ottino, because "Figures influence people, 

sometimes subconsciously" (p. 476) and "seeing and representing are inextricably linked 

to understanding" (p. 474). 

In discipline-specific technical communication literature, determinism exists as 

well. Nancy Allen (1996) questions whedier we can "continue to tiust our vision to show 

us what is 'trae'" (p. 87); here she implies diat at some point in die past, we could indeed 

ttust our vision to reveal trath, reminiscent of the ttansactional model of information 

ttansfer associated with instiiimentalist diinking. Allen wams about the fine line between 
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manipulation of images for aesthetic purposes and the Stalinist practice of removing 

people's images from photographs when their political views were "out of favor" (p. 88). 

Allen notes that the "reality" of images is altered by factors including selection, 

emphasis, framing, constraction, placement, and grouping. The results of alteration, Allen 

wams, pose "ethical problems" including obfuscation and omission of information. Like 

Ottino, Allen recommends conttols in the form of self-regulation, hotlines, and education, 

though she tends to present the problem of unethical communication in a more complex 

manner than does Ottino. Her suggestion that both personal values and community values 

can and perhaps should be reflected in illustrations points to her (unstated) assumption 

that images conttol audience responses. 

An example of how images may mold social responses is found in Wosk's (2001) 

analysis of images of women and social ttends. She writes about nineteenth-century 

influences of images, that "artists and photographers... began picturing the altered look 

and lives of female bicyclists and automobUists, women whose change of clothes 

signaled a challenge to contemporary ideas about appropriate women's behavior, dress, 

and proper place in the home" (pp. ix-x). Accepting that powerful public images 

influence social behavior is unproblematic for most of us. The problem with deterministic 

theory is not that it fails to give an accurate model for some images; the problem occurs 

when determinism is the primary underlying assumption of visual theory and is applied 

when it does not fit. The tendency is to claim that some drawings are accurate and 

responsible; others are manipulated and potentially evil, and sorting them out is the 

primary challenge. 
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Some feminist interpretations are deterministic with respect to how they would be 

deployed in theorizing scientific illusttations. Feminist readings that demonize the 

patriarchal, paternalistic, and exclusionary socio-technological complex may stray into 

the realm of deterministic theory when the conclusion is a foregone conclusion of the 

analysis. Feminist critic Donna Haraway's goal of "challeng[ing] masculinist 

epistemologies" (Rosner, 2001) prescribes the nature of the findings: the dominant way 

of knowing will be masculinist, silencing feminist ways of both knowing and producing 

knowledge. Research conducted under these assumptions validates them. 

Mitchell (2003) makes important points about determinism in an examination of 

the concept of visual culture. Warning about the potential narrowness of disciplinary 

points of view, he attempts to unlock the myths surrounding visual literacy, most of 

which are deterministic in form. An example of a deterministic myth is that "visual 

culture accepts without question the view that art is to be defined by its working 

exclusively through the optical faculties" (p. 169), an obvious threat to theorists who do 

not believe that visual interpretation is a purely optical act and whose specializations do 

not focus exclusively or primarily on seeing, but on speaking, hearing, or computing, for 

example. Mitchell's point is that threats perceived by various critics of visual culture or 

visual theory result from misperceptions about images themselves and misunderstanding 

the goals of theorists who work in visual realms. His point that "all media are mixed 

media" (p. 170) blurs the image-text dichotomy, breaks the chains of deterministic 

thinking, and sttesses the importance of validating expert knowledges (phronesis) from 

various disciplines, occupations, and perspectives. 
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Socio-cultural Theories 

This group of visual theories combines the work of socio-cognitivism, social 

constiiiction, semiotics, and cultural studies. The most important assumption, common to 

all diese areas, is diat knowledge is socially constmcted; these constmctions take form in 

cultural myths and assumptions and are formative of and responsive to human creative 

interpretation. Reality is not simply "out tiiere," it is generated through a complex 

personal and social process of meaning-making. Dragga and Voss (2001) characterize 

technical illusttation in a way that points to many features of socio-cultural analysis and 

clearly distinguishes this approach from instmmentalism. Technical illusttations are 

"never objective representations of reality, but socialized constmctions of multiple 

subjective interpretations of available filtered evidence" (Dragga & Voss, 2001, p. 266). 

No singular tmth is assumed to exist in this family of theories, and though reality in the 

form of concrete evidence is acknowledged as observable and verifiable, its importance 

surfaces in interpretations, which are contingent, mediated, and dynamic. Gender, race, 

and politics often form the basis of the assumptions of socio-cultural approaches as these 

approaches may begin with the premise that non-dominant epistemologies-ways of 

making knowledge and of knowing-are suppressed, intentionally or unintentionally, by 

dominant epistemologies. 

Socio-cultural theories may come to technical communication from other 

disciplines such as art. Scholarship based on socio-cultural theory may be exemplified by 

visual theorist Rudolf Amheim (1954, 1969, 1974) whose work provides, among other 
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tilings, a range of ways to consider the interpretation of faces. Based on studies by 

Charles Darwin and others, Amheim revisits the question of whether facial expressions 

are interpreted dirough innate or acquired faculties. The consensus is that mediated 

images of people do require decoding and that they are thus subject to cognitive 

processes. 

Cultural studies scholar W. J. T. Mitchell's academic homes include both English 

and Art, and he credits social constraction with allowing stronger and more meaningful 

notions of die "visual" to be dieorized in academe (2003). Mitchell's focused 

examination of one sttand of visual theory, "picture theory" (1994), provides a rich way 

to argue about the knowledge-constitutive nature of illusttations. Mitchell points out that 

the dinosaur is both human and bestial in depictions, based on different cultural myths. 

The examples of Amheim and Mitchell are intended to illusttate and foreshadow 

how art theories about portraiture necessarily enter into my examination of paleoart as 

technical illusttation; I have considered them as part of socio-cultural theories because of 

the human narratives inherent in understandings of dinosaur stories represented in 

paleoart. Reifying interpretations of animals, based on fossil evidence, and casting them 

into visual narrative stmctures of paleontology murals, calls for literary, artistic, and 

cross-disciplinary theorizing to even begin to unravel the ways in which meanings are 

made from such images. 

Semiotics is a major sttand of socio-cultural theory, and visual semiotics are 

related to (and sometimes conflated with, e.g., Finan, 2002) visual rhetoric writ large. 

Semioticians Roland Barthes (1977) and Gunther Kress and Theo van Leeuwen (1996) 
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argue that semiotics provides the best insight into the interaction between humans and 

images, to which they refer as signs. The process of decoding is the interpretive act 

required for understanding of signs by audiences, and the production context of the rhetor 

is considered in the analysis of shared sign systems of rhetor and audience being required 

for effective communication. Drawing on semiotic theory as developed by members of 

the Paris and Prague schools and linguists like Halliday, semioticians problematize the 

relationship and redundancy between visual images and verbal explanations of those 

images. They also suggest various ways that images operate as signs: as an icon, index, or 

symbol, in order from most easily to most arbittarily related to the subject or signified. 

Semiotic approaches have potential for theorizing images because of the fundamental 

assumption that knowledge is not transmitted, it is collaboratively constmcted, and 

semioticians offer varied attempts to classify and define the methods and tools through 

which knowledge is made. While the sign systems with which semioticians involve 

themselves are not exclusively linguistic by definition, semiotics tends to be deployed 

using language to study linguistic signs or to ttanslate other sign systems (in art or music, 

for example) into analogous linguistic constmcts for the purposes of articulating an 

analysis. 

Generally, semioticians Barthes and Kress and van Leeuwen and cultural studies 

scholar W. J. T. Mitchell have informed my contention diat illusttations are unfairly 

discriminated against in the greater culture. Kress and van Leeuwen (1996) assert that 

"understanding how to read images is simply suppressed." Mitchell (1994) perhaps said it 

most eloquentiy: "When claims are made diat images... can tell stories or articulate 
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complex ideas, the answer is usually that the image 'in itself does not express those 

things, except by parasitical dependence on verbal supplements". Kress and van Leeuwen 

complain that Barthes puts too much stock in the meanings of images being explicated by 

accompanying text; in conttast, they tend to separate verbal language from non-verbal 

visual material and concenttate on die latter. This is simpler to do than to explain because 

many technical communication publications either unintentionally or consciously (e.g., 

Bernhardt, 1986; Kostelnick, 1996; Kramer & Bernhardt, 1996) conflate "visual" and 

"visible," and often the visible aspects of writing or document design are tteated as 

"visual." 

A productive movement among semioticians has been to see signs as events rather 

than linguistic constmcts. Freadman (2002) suggests that signs might best be seen as 

events leading to action. These events are generic in nature, and translation of meaning 

across genre authorizes and consttains human action; she presents a critique of linguistic 

approaches including speech act theory in her holistic discussion of how genre theory 

allows semioticians to wrestie with how people make meaning and not just how linguistic 

constracts are manifested through signs. 

Socio-cultural theories tend to tteat images in a way similar to deterministic 

theories in that images are seen as potentially powerful and knowledge-constitutive. 

Brasseur (2003) extends this claim to technical visual genres. Yet, in socio-cultural 

tteamtments, the images are considered as social constmcts with the potential for 

dynamic interpretation, rather than autonomous agents, and any intentional or 

unintentional forced interpretation that determinists wam of would be mediated by the 
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ability of a culture to question or challenge the assumptions inherent in the image. Socio-

cultural theories place more responsibiUty for the interpretation on the audience and less 

responsibility on the producer and the image itself for meaning making than 

instmmentalism or determinism do. 

An excellent example of a socio-cultural approach to illustrations, and one very 

relevant to this dissertation, comes from cultural studies scholar Mitchell. In The Last 

Dinosaur Book: The life and times of a cultural icon (1998), Mitchell explores the 

westem cultural fascination with dinosaurs, the themes that emerge in this exploration, 

and die history of die fascination. In fact, scientist Stephen Jay Gould and Mitchell both 

see dinosaurs as archetypes, or as stereotypes, in various ways. Mitchell refers to the 

dinosaur as the "totem animal of modernity" (p. 77). Mitchell points to images of 

dinosaurs as mirrors of cultural norms much in the way that determinists see images as 

agents of interpretations. Where determinists would claim that the 20'*' century 

paleoimagery of the already iconic dinosaur as ferocious fighters encouraged war, 

Mitchell suggests that the image of the dinosaur during that time reflected our concept of 

the cyborg-the dinosaur is a reptilian tank-and the argument is that the state of capitalist 

society led to this image: "The lean, mean fighting machine had to be green because war 

is a retum to the state of nature, and camouflage is a natural adaption" (p. 147). Mitchell 

then examines the use of the color green in terms of race and culture in an exploration of 

how social values emerge in the figure of the dinosaur. 

Socio-cultural theories assume that cultural values are reified in images, and 

research reflects this assumption. Rosner (2001) gives many good examples of reification 
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in her discussion of DuPont's OncoMouse advertisements, drawing heavily from Donna 

Haraway's (1997) work on the subject. The image in the advertisement is a genetically 

modified mouse, a ttademarked animal engineered for susceptibility to cancer, used by 

DuPont and teams of researchers toward the end of pharmacologiceil advancement in 

tteating human cancers. In the advertisement, a small white mouse is depicted in a 

photograph as moving away from the viewer, toward a white light set against a black 

background, under the heading "Stalking Cancer" and above the caption "OncoMouse 

shortens the path to knowledge in carcinogenesis" (Rosner, 2001, p. 402). Appearing in 

Science, the ad was intended for an audience of researchers and doctors. 

Rosner explicates the application of the socio-cultural approach to the 

OncoMouse advertisement. The mouse in the image may be viewed through a religious 

lens as a "surrogate" and "scapegoat" (p. 402). The lens of folklore evokes kinship with 

the mouse. In a mythological reading, die mouse is a vampire. In each case (and odiers 

from Rosner's article), human values and cultural norms are embodied in the image of 

the mouse, awaiting only interpretation of its meaning. Rosner notes diat Donna 

Haraway's feminist reading of die ad may be an "imaginative" or "excessive" 

interpretation. Indeed, the socio-cultural approach does seem to pose a risk of finding 

what it seeks: feminist readings lead to discoveries tiiat masculine epistemologies 

dominate and feminist ways of knowing are silenced, for example. 

At the same time, for cultural icons (including many images of dinosaurs), a 

socio-cultural reading may be valuable and relevant for communications scholarship and 

pedagogy even if it does achieve a self-fulfilling prophecy. Easily recognized unages do 
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convey messages. This kind of reading of iconic images should probably be reserved for 

images distributed to the public rather than to expert audiences such as the medical 

community, the readership of Science. Lowe (2000) exhorts educators to make this 

distinction as well for the sake of better educating students, and refers to decoding in such 

a way as to imply semiotics: "To interpret [scientific and technical] images properly, the 

viewer must know about [field-specific] conventions and be skilled in decoding them in 

an appropriate manner" (p. 2). My work with paleontology images raises this exact 

challenge. While some images may be iconic and easily decoded by general audiences, 

some may require specialized knowledge to fully understand. 

Socio-cultural readings are, then, appropriate for several types of analytical 

situations: 

• Interpreting cultural pattems in scientific or technical depictions where they may 

not be immediately obvious 

• Challenging the values and assumptions of dominant ways of knowing which are 

reified in illusttations 

• Unpacking the power of iconic images toward the end of a critical reading of the 

image, especially where those images are intended for interpretation in the public 

sphere and die interpretation may lead to action widi significant consequences 

• Examining knowledge production, especially widi respect to rhetorical invention, 

acknowledging some degree of influence of culture and context over a social 

knowledge-making process. 
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Socio-cultural approaches are less effective in cases where the image already 

challenges a dominant way of knowing or in cases where the rhetorical power of the 

image is conveyed in subde nuances or through unfamiliar conventions, as in new media. 

Further, the socio-cultural approach risks conflating the assumptions and values of a 

general audience, or culture writ large, onto the context of a more specialized audience 

which would not make the same interpretations as the socio-cultural theorist. In fact, 

intentional violations of conventions by the producers may be misinterpreted because of 

the very assumptions encouraged under socio-cultural theories. Another instance where 

some socio-cultural theories may fail is by categorizing images solely into the categories 

of icon, index, and symbol, perhaps missing complexity within generas, assuming that 

like images are equally influenced by culture, dependent on context, and used and 

evaluated in the same way by discourse communities. Socio-cultural theories tend to 

homogenize interpretive acts rather than allow pluralistic interrogations of images that 

may be possible under other approaches. 

Workplace research in technical communication reflects an awareness of socio-

cultural theories. Writer/editor Claire Harrison's (2003) article in Technical 

Communication invokes social semiotic theory and uses the phrase "images make 

meaning" in the subtitie, yet her focus is primarily about how to develop a terminology 

for images in the workplace rather than on how images are produced or how they produce 

knowledge. She offers a practical lexicon to facilitate planning, designing, and evaluating 

images more than a theoretical explanation of why the visual semiotic method is an 

appropriate one. So, her discussion of theory simplifies, rather than complicates, the 
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meaning-making function of images. Like many other articles using semiotic approaches, 

Harrison's is a socio-cultural theoretical position. To her credit, her work is 

contextualized in a workplace setting and can be used by professionals, but the problems 

of socio-cultural approaches still exist in her approach. Further, her particular method of 

socio-cultural criticism categorically excludes other socio-cultural readings. In an image 

of an infant's foot held between the thumb and two fingers of a man's hand, the reading 

Harrison ascribes to the image under her visual social semiotics favors the reading of 

vectors-diagonal lines-in the image. Harrison claims that the "vectors create a 

meaningful narrative" that "the newbom is a patient" and "the hand belongs to a caring 

podiatrist" (p. 51). The possibility that the image may be more appropriately read through 

a feminist lens, with an interpretation that the infant is helpless and needs a man to save 

her, thus subordinating the status of the patient while elevating the status of the male 

medical professional, is excluded through Harrison's process as she has executed it. 

Harrison claims that the image of the incubator in the photo symbolizes "medical 

intervention to promote human health," (p. 52) without entertaining the possibility that 

the machine could be an inhibitor of human autonomy, that it could be threatening to 

persons whose faith requires them to reject medical intervention, or other readings. 

Harrison's research makes the case that socio-cultural approaches are difficult to 

implement in such a way as to accommodate multiple "correct" answers (decodings) or 

differences among audiences. 

Sam Dragga and Dan Voss (2001, 2003) recommend humanizing technical 

illusttations, claiming that graphic representations of human life, deadi, or suffering 
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should contain imagery that reminds the viewer about the human cost behind the 

statistics. These articles sttess what practitioners should do (humanize graphics) and how 

and why they should do it, in recognition of the ways that audiences constract meaning 

from images. Nancy Allen's (1996) problematizing of visual ethics is similar in that it 

provides examples of ethics problems related to visuals and steps that can be taken to 

enhance awareness at both the individual project level and the global, disciplinary level. 

Such scholarship encourages technical communicators to consider their work in the 

context of communities and to try to predict possible consequences of the interpretations 

of their artifacts, for example, dehumanization of human ttagedy. 

Empirical research based on socio-cultural theories has been conducted in 

disciplines related to technical communication such as medical illustration. Finan (2002) 

developed a rabric of semiotic image production and interpretation. She formed focus 

groups and conducted interviews for the purpose of evaluating three public health 

campaigns for effectiveness as defined by semiotics: conveyance of the proper message. 

Focus groups were asked to discuss the degree to which the images used in the materials 

indicated the message of each campaign. Based on her research, Finan suggests that 

semiotic principles be employed by medical illusttators. Her research was prompted by a 

legitimate concem that would seem to be addressed dirough semiotics: a national healdi 

agency exhortation for illusttators to use images to effectively convey the "right" 

message (Finan, 2002, p. 16). The appropriateness of socio-cultural inqutty in diis case is 

bolstered by the tacit assumption by socio-cultural approaches diat a correct message 

exists and can be communicated if shared codes of designer and reader are properly 
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exploited. Socio-cultural theories, while limited in scope and ability to fully and robustly 

interrogate illusttations, are certainly applicable in many cases of interest to technical 

communication. The theory underljdng the research and artifact production may be either 

implicit or explicitly examined in technical communication scholarship; the theory may, 

as in Finan's case, contribute in positive ways toward production of communicative 

artifacts. 

Critical Theories 

Ideally, a technical communication theory of illustrations will answer the call of 

Aden and Katz, Dragga and Voss, and Dombrowski to invoke ethics in production and 

interpretation of images, holding the images, the producers, and the audience all 

responsible in the collective meaning-making activity. The theory will allow that some 

images may be almost entirely functional in purpose and usage, and admit that some 

nonverbal communication, just like some verbal communication, may dangerously 

disregard human well-being. The interplay between cultural narratives and audiences 

would also be seen as a potent meaning-making force when people encounter unages. Yet 

the theory will suggest that the default stance we should take in our productive and 

analytical behaviors toward images is qualified inclusivity: assuming multiple possible 

interpretations and knowing that nonverbal components of texts may or may not be 

complex and powerful contributors to knowledge, widiout suggesting that all images 

function in the same way. 
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A critical approach, broadly speaking, foregrounds inquiry and questioning over 

answers, in self-conscious avoidance of "totalizing" discourses: absolute methods, 

answers, or understandings. Critical theory, loosely defined, is an umbrella term for a 

large set of theories based on postmodem cultural critique. Critical theorists examine 

hegemony, morality, power, and other consequences of the stmctures of westem 

civilization. Methods include examining the historical or socio-political dimensions of 

the stmctures (e.g. the role of die citizen through individualism and collectivism). A 

normative theory, critical theory makes claims about how to improve society through 

human action. Versions of critical theory both disciplinary and interdisciplinary have 

been spawned: critical theory of technology; critical theory of literature; critical theory of 

art, to name a few. 

A critical theory of illusttations might well help us approach images with a sense 

of how they function ideologically. It would ask, in specific terms, about the ways that 

meanings are formed when audiences are exposed to rhetorical artifacts and nonmaterial 

elements in communicative enterprises. It would question the roles of producer, artifact, 

and audience, not merely as an academic enterprise between scholar and text, but through 

direct questioning of producers of illusttators to confirm or form or overtum our 

assumptions about generic conventions and communicative practices. At the same time, a 

suggestion that interpretations are necessarily dynamic rather than static would 

problematize absolute claims about design and interpretation. The theory would probably 

involve optimism about the human condition, insofar as to assume that people can be 

taught about the complexities of images; further optimism is necessary to suggest that 
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social stmctures can be changed for the public good. To work witiiin technical 

communication as a discipline, critical approaches must be seen not as idyllic or 

idealized, but as teachable and practical. 

A critical theory of illusttations is approached by Rosner (2001), when she writes 

that images are not only rhetorical but that they may be rhetorical in currentiy unknown 

or unacknowledged ways. She refers to the goal of ttaining students to be critical readers 

of images. She suggests examining the contexts of the production of images, for example, 

when she recommends asking, "What practices enabled the object to be observed and 

measured? What theories underlie those practices? What values underlie those theories?" 

(p. 399) and "Who or what benefits from the story attributed to die image?" (p. 400). 

Like Rosner, Wysocki (2001) problematizes the word/image dichotomy while 

suggesting a more complex approach to nonverbal aspects of electronic media. While this 

dissertation perpetuates the word/image dichotomy for the sake of simplicity and for 

isolating images to tteat them as separate from verbal text to make the point that then-

power is not subordinate to verbal text, Wysocki's more hoUstic approach may be 

preferable. She finds herself, however, in the awkward position of having to acknowledge 

the claim that images cannot argue because arguments are verbal, while making her own 

counterclaim that nonverbal aspects of communication-less tangible than an image and 

even harder to interpret-have the power to make "assertions" (p. 209) and contribute 

significantly to the overall communicative effect of a text. 

Wysocki's analysis of two interactive CD ROMs provides a good example of 

distributed agency. In her discussion of the two CDs, both of which featured collections 
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of artwork by Henri Matisse, she takes responsibility as an audience for constmcting 

meaning from the text. She questions the production of the text, the intentions of the 

producers, and the unstated assumptions and biases. She examines the materiality of the 

media by noting the paths (the link-node stmcture of the hypertexts) by which she might 

access various types of information and what the stmcture of the paths tells her about the 

producers, their relationship to the material, and her ability to constract her own 

relationship to the material. Critical reflection is indicated throughout her analysis, 

perhaps most pointedly when she writes, "Visual stractures of a text are, in addition to 

being assertions about artists and art and collectors[...], also assertions about what kinds 

of readers we should be. We should be asking... how the visual aspects of these texts 

work to compose us and how we go about composing pages and screens that encourage 

us to be responsible and critical readers" (p. 231). The action of meaning-making is, in 

this model of distributed agency, the culmination of dynamic interactions among rhetor, 

text, audience, and context. 

The term "critical rhetoric" is used by Porter (1997) as "sensitive to the particular 

rhetorical context(s) of electtonic discourse" (p. 46). However, he deploys the term in a 

restricted sense-contextually, to digital media and specifically, to legal and ethical 

uncertainties. While Porter makes a good case for the complexity of rhetorical decisions 

and artifacts related to non-verbal components of texts, his discussion has not seemed to 

prompt similar research in a broad array of communication situations spanning various 

disciplines, media, and contexts. In a sense, this dissertation answers die caU of Porter's 

article, especially with respect to the claim that responsibility for making meaning from 
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texts is shared by all agents of meaning-making. Where Porter considers the 

public/private dichotomy and the specifics of the world of the Interact, the broader 

concept-distributed agency-may also provide a heuristic for examining meaning-making. 

One challenge to a critical approach to technical and scientific illusttations is that 

definitive answers are at best evasive and more likely impossible, fmstrating the human 

desire for closure and certainty. Where a reading of an image may seem correct given an 

image, an audience, and a rhetorical situation at one moment, shifts in any element of that 

tableau may alter its usefulness or appropriateness. This complexity was fruitful in my 

study of paleontology images, but at the same time, a critical theory of illusttations 

clearly must encompass the other types of theories. Analyses of illusttations allowable 

under a critical theory must represent a range, e.g., "this depiction of a widget is 

accurate"; "this depiction of a widget is phallic, and reinforces a male need for power and 

conttol, cementing our cultural notion of driving as an aggressive and manly activity"; or 

"this depiction of a widget reflects westem cultural norms and fails to transmit effective 

messages to non-westem audiences." A critical approach may also lead to murkier 

conclusions, such as "this illusttation of a widget has different effects on different 

audiences in different contexts," followed by a specific inquiry into particular effects, 

audiences, or contexts. The goal of die critical approach is toward better inqmry, not 

closure. 
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Conclusion 

Within technical communication research, the power of visual artifacts relative to 

verbal text is continually re-examined. Textbooks such as Bumett's and Andrews' help 

instructors and students recognize the power and complexity of the image in documents. 

Nancy Allen exhorts die field to seek a theory of visual rhetoric that will address ediics 

and work as a production tool and interpretive heuristic (1996). Salinas (2002) writes that 

a "functional" view of the image reigns in technical communication today, yet a brief 

survey of the literature demonsttates not only that textbooks like Andrews' and Burnett's 

are starting to delve into the complexities of the image, but that the scholarship on the 

subject covers a range from functional to critical. This dissertation wUl challenge the 

assumption that technical and scientific images can be handled through any one of the 

available types of theory, in part because images can have a constitutive, knowledge-

producing role and also because a range of functions of illustrations may exist which are 

not currentiy accounted for by our visual theories. 

Theories available to technical communicators interested in visual rhetoric are 

limited in their applicability to rhetorically complex scientific and technical illusttations. 

Because technical communication is a rhetoric-based discipline, we tend to look to 

theories of visual rhetoric in our scholarship on technical images. However, a bias that 

exists within rhetoric against non-verbal communication militates against visual aspects 

or components of communication achieving the status that they deserve in the theories, 

research, and pedagogy of technical conmiunication. This bias is borne out in textbooks' 

assumptions that texts are and should be primarily verbal, that images cannot 
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independentiy communicative effective messages, and that illustrations are relatively 

simple components of technical documents relative to the verbal elements. When the case 

of paleontological illusttations is held up against contemporary teaching and research in 

technical communication, it becomes clear that our current theorizing, research, and 

pedagogy does not engage these images to the full extent of their rhetorical potential. 

This chapter has problematized the various visual theories used in technical 

communication. My research project both inspired, and was inspired by, my desire to see 

technical communication as a discipline adopt a more comprehensive approach to 

technical illusttations. The next chapter will explain the methods of the empirical study. 
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CHAPTER m 

METHODS OF DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS 

To begin to answer my questions about the meaning-making function of scientific 

illusttations, I developed channels of communication with scientists and artists while I 

identified production contexts I might be able to access. This process spanned 

approximately two years, beginning with my discussion with paleontologist Dr. Sankar 

Chatterjee and continuing through conversations with photographers (Bill Mueller), 

illusttators (Holly Hughes, Pamela Longobardi, La Gina Fairbetter, Karen Carr, and 

Michael Nickell), and other scientists (Bonnie Jacobs and Louis Jacobs). The periods of 

these interactions are presented in Figure 3.1.1 conducted initial research into discourse 

conventions of science and scholarly works on scientific illusttations but to answer 

questions about rhetorical situations and intentions of those who produce illusttations, 

case studies of works-in-progress became the obvious route of data collection. My 

opportunity to conduct such case studies occurred during the summer of 2003; I 

conducted interviews with a science illusttator (Nickell) and two scientists (Jacobs and 

Jacobs) and observed two illusttators (Carr and Fairbetter) engaged in paleontology 

mural production. Four image-based interviews occurred, two during interviews, and two 

during observation sessions. 

The actions and intentions of the collaborators responsible for scientific images 

were the focus of my observations. Interpretations of the artists and scientists of their 

own coUaboratively-produced images not only answer the question of how the images are 

made but also suggest future research comparing the intentions of the producers to the 
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interpretations of the consumers, in order to approach the problem of public 

understanding of science and the negative social effects concomitant with public 

misunderstandings of science. As I leeuned about the process of producing the images, 1 

progressed from a relatively naive position as a consumer of paleoart to a more educated 

and analytical position. Documentation of my process may help frame questions about 

development of expert knowledge insofar as it relates to nonverbal discursive artifacts; 

the method I used for interrogating artists about their artifacts, the "image-based 

interview," may be the germ of a useful research tool for others interested in empirical 

studies of technical visual artifacts. 

Epistemological Basis 

The assumptions behind my study reflect a constractivist epistemology, in which 

knowledge is seen as something created in context by humans, who possess some degree 

of agency over the making of such knowledge. Cultural and contextual factors are also 

restrictive insofar as they may consttain die knowables in a given situation; agency and 

free will are limited. Communication occurs in various situations, not all information 

constitutes communication, and not all conmiunication is rhetorical. Because the focus of 

my work was on discourse that is essentially representational or possesses the features 

and is produced under the same circumstances as representational discourse is produced, 

and this discourse is audience-dkected and can be classified as symbolic, rhetorical 

theory provided more than a theory, but an overarching set of foundational principles 

from which I worked. While "rhetoric" is not universally considered to be an 

epistemological stance in and of kself, it suffices here as a general catchword for scholars 
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to be able to situate my work. Aristotelian rhetoric informed the study insofar as I noted 

and conducted analyses of discourse including examinations of the epideictic, forensic, 

and deliberative aspects of scientific and paleontological discourse. Further, I gave much 

attention to the canons of rhetoric (invention, arrangement, delivery, style, and memory) 

as Aristode described them and rhetoricians Karen Burke LeFevre, Sharon Crowley, and 

Alan Gross employ them in contemporary studies. The question of whether illustrations 

are symbolic was complicated by the scholarship of critical theorists Kenneth Burke, 

Roland Barthes, and art theorist Rudolf Amheim, and semioticians Gunther Kress and 

Theo van Leeuwen. The question of symbolism gets to the question of how various 

genres of communicative artifacts contribute to knowledge-making in humans; if 

iUusttations requke decoding, they are more like language. On the other hand, if they 

need not be decoded like linguistic stractures, anecdotal evidence exists of their inherent 

difference from linguistic stractures. Such ideas are inspired in part by the work of 

linguists Halliday and Martin and the eminent Walter Ong, all of whom privilege 

linguistic stractures as the foundation of meaning and/or knowledge. An example of how 

such influences are manifested in my dissertation is in the sequence of interviewing a 

scientist, considering the way they used language to describe how illusttations work, and 

proceeding to further investigate dieir ideas dirough scholarly research in an iterative 

process of examining tiiek ideas, tempered by my own reflexive and verbalized 

interpretations. 

This dissertation also reflects a critical perspective as employed by Carl Hemdl 

and Craig Waddell and recommended for technical communication research by scholars 
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including Salinas (2002), Rosner (2002), and Blyler (1995, 1998). Beyond mere reporting 

of communication practices, I sought to understand how those practices reinforced power 

relationships, allowed the creation of new sttuctures, and silenced altemative 

communicative acts. 

Methodology: Assumptions Overgirding Mediods 

My research site is, generally, die images of paleontology, and die ideal context 

for die research is die site of image production. Studying die illustrations of paleontology 

requked diat I enter the offices, laboratories, and homes of scientists, illusttators, and 

others associated widi scientific and technical image production. This chapter will 

explain the ideological stance superordinate to the methodology, followed by die 

methodology and methods, with special attention to the challenges of naturalistic inquiry 

particular to my study. 

Sullivan and Spilka (1992), in their examination of die potential of qualitative 

research, observe that the following terms germane to my study are conflated and used 

interchangeably: qualitative research, field study, naturalistic inquiry, case study, 

ethnography, and descriptive research (p. 594). Current research in technical 

communication based on any of these methods should have marked similarities in 

approach to my study. For the purpose of simplicity, I will refer to my study as a "case 

study" except where the explicit discussion of another term is necessary to characterize 

some aspect of the research. Thus, as used here, "case study" should imply a naturalistic 

setting for observations and interviews; qualitative rather than quantitative data analysis; 

prolonged engagement with informants; and a notable lack of claims of generalizability 
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(MacNealy, 1997; Sullivan & Spilka, 1992; Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Lazaraton, 2003; 

Blakeslee, Cone, & Conefry, 1996; Yin, 1994; Gillham, 2000). Case study literature 

recommends collecting a variety of types of data from a variety of sources, the essence of 

multimodality (Yin, 1994; Gillham, 2000). The primary types of data or evidence 

expected in a technical communication case study are interviews and observations 

(MacNealy, 1997). Collecting data is not enough; making the data available for review or 

confirmation by others is essential (MacNealy, 1997; Lincoln & Guba, 1985). Some type 

of textual analysis of archival information or discourse is also typically expected 

(MacNealy, 1997; Gillham, 2000; Yin, 1994). 

My research into the case study in rhetoric of science has uncovered a distinct 

dearth of field research. Most rhetoric of science studies employ scholarly research, 

meaning that they are literature-centered and on analyses of published texts only, with a 

good example being the collection of Landmark Essays in Rhetoric of Science Case 

Studies (Harris, 1997). Field studies do exist, such as sociologist Brano Latour's 

ethnographic study of a physics laboratory (Latour & Woolgar, 1979, 1986) and 

rhetorician Ken Baake's participant observation at the Santa Fe Institute, a science think 

tank (2003). More recent publications in which the investigator employed field methods 

include Beverly Sauer's The Rhetoric of Risk: Technical Documentation in Hazardous 

Environments (2002) and Ann Blakeslee's Interacting with Audiences (2001). Thus, my 

work follows what may be an emerging ttend in the way that technical communication 

handles rhetoric of science-through the use of field methods and collaboration with 

subject matter experts. Given the disciplinary and contextual consttaints of our discipline 
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and lack of access to die sites of knowledge-making in science, it is perhaps no surprise 

diat rhetoric of science case studies have, in die past, been accused of failing to provide 

what MacNealy (1997) terms a "humanistic, holistic understanding of a complex 

situation." 

Rhetoric of science as a form of inquiry has even been the object of disdain. An 

example is Daniel Dennett's footnote about Jack Selzer's Understanding Scientific Prose, 

in which Dennett writes, "These sophisticates are interested in 'deconstracting 

knowledge'-which means that they have transcended the stodgy, old-fashioned 

dichotomy between fact and fiction, and hence are not professionally curious about 

whether what they read is the tmth!" (1995, p. 275). To counter this claim, we might lean 

toward empirical research as a way to establish "trath," but I am working instead under 

the assumption (Dennett notwithstanding) that although singularities of tmth in historical 

sciences are rare, observations of the production processes and products which comprise 

paleontology will generate understanding that ttanscends (my) individual interpretation. 

My goal, therefore, is to present a non-idiosyncratic understanding that has value if not 

tmth. This is a goal similar to that of ethnographic research, from which I borrow 

methods and goals. 

A typical "ethnography" as described by anthropologist Clifford Geertz (1973) or 

conducted by Latour (Latour & Woolgar, 1979, 1986) is a long-term commitment, with 

broad, general topics of concem, the nature of a case study is one that employs 

ethnographic sensibilities in a shorter time frame (MacNealy, 1997). While diey stop 

short of quantifying die workplace ethnography, Stephen Doheny-Farina and Lee Odell 
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(1985) explain die edinographic perspective widi respect to technical communication 

research, noting diat "edinographers... assume diat thek concems will be shaped by what 

participants do and say on die spot" (p. 529). The goal of ethnography, writes Geertz, is 

"diick description" (a term Geertz attiibutes to Ryle, but which is almost universally 

attiibuted to Geertz, 1973). If die current study is successful, thick description will be 

achieved in part by multiple methods contributing to trastwordiiness of my 

interpretations of how paleontological knowledge is made. 

Naturalistic inquky is employed when the phenomenon under study is observable 

in a live context (Yin, 1994), and my ability to locate live sites of paleontology 

illusttation ensured a naturalistic context for much of the data collection. The lack of 

conttol I achieved over events during interviews and observations, in conttast to what can 

be achieved in the quasi-experimental context of a laboratory setting, should not be seen 

as a negative feature of the study (Yin, 1994). My position as researcher equaled that of 

"participant-observer" by Gillham's definition (2000, p. 7) even though I was not a part 

of the collaborative groups creating the illusttations. While naturalistic and qualitative, 

my study of paleontology illusttations is also formal and empirical, as it was planned, 

systematic, methodical, and conducted under the rabric of a research design. 

Based on an epistemology which holds reaUty as a social constract, my case study 

avoids asking specific questions with singular answers. In studying how paleontology 

illusttations make knowledge, situated interpretations are more important than numerical 

data or absolute answers (Gillham, 2000). General principles to which I adhered are 

emergent design, multimodality, and reflexivity. 
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Emergent design is a term implying an iterative and recursive dialogue in which 

research questions can be asked, reconsidered, and changed during the course of the 

study (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). Based on die preliminary findings of the researcher, 

methods may be changed; these methods are not necessarily (nor ideally) restricted to 

qualitative mediods (Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Johanek, 2000), but in the case of the study 

presented here, no quantification was employed in the course of the data analysis. 

Similarly, the selection of human subjects may change. My study was dependent on 

scheduling extended conversations with paleontologists and illusttators and observing 

illusttators at work. Though I could plan methods and activities I could employ if I gained 

site access, I found myself comfortable with a general plan of interviewing, audiotaping, 

videotaping, observing, and note-taking, rather than a rigid agenda. The methods, and my 

degree of success in deploying them, are discussed below. This approach allowed me to 

capitalize on chance meetings with photographers, illusttators, and art theorists at 

professional conferences, on campus, and in one case, at a party hosted by a mutual 

friend. The discussion, of course, will center on the scheduled interviews with scientists 

and artists and observations of two artists working in thek studios in keeping with the 

goal of following a procedure rather than casually confirming a priori expectations about 

the production and function of paleontology images. 

One of my goals was to conduct a study that would resonate with researchers 

interested in similar questions, so part of my research goal included trastwordiiness, 

established dirough a variety of ways, including the attempt to employ "rigor." Rigor 

under emergent design may be achieved in various ways (MacNealy, 1997). To provide a 
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degree of stiucture to my data collection, I worked widi a dissertation advisor who 

steadfasdy encouraged me to go "out diere" to find out what paleontologists and 

illusttators were doing. Between August, 2001 and August, 2003,1 emailed and 

telephoned a dozen illusttators, four paleontologists, a paleontology photographer, an 

ornithologist, and four art dieorists. While some of them provided me widi only general 

understanding of my project, diey all helped me steer the project to the point diat when I 

commenced with formal observations in April, 2003,1 had an informed sense of what I 

might seek and what might be of most interest not only to the research subjects, but to my 

potential audience of technical communicators and rhetoricians, in keeping with Allen & 

Southard's recommendations for considering research audiences (2002). Talking about 

my project with subject matter experts, then, helped me redefine it and increase its value. 

My ultimate field research question, "How are paleontology illustrations made?" 

emerged during the preliminary work for this study. Working under the "naturalistic 

paradigm" described by Lincoln and Guba (1985) allowed me to let my study and all its 

component parts emerge rather than to seek data to fit a pre-existing pattem of inquiry 

(which they would call "conventional" research). As an example of how much attention I 

gave to my study before collecting data, I attended three research workshops sponsored 

by communications conferences, allowing me to go beyond the faculty in my department 

and subject matter experts available locally, to speak with national experts about subjects 

like visual rhetoric and illustrations as arguments before formal data collection ensued. 

Beyond research question development, data collection was an element of the 

study where I could attempt to be rigorous. Collection of data through different means 
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and from various sources and at various times was required to ensure a measure of 

ttustworthiness in the interpretations I would eventually derive from them. It would not 

be enough to interview artists about past projects, nor would a reception study of viewers 

of paleontology illusttations tell me what I wanted to know. As the question became 

closer to the final version, "How are paleontology illusttations made?", the need to watch 

more than one individual making or planning a picture of a dinosaur became obvious. 

Though I had originally been fascinated with the images of Protoavis texensis, those 

images were not at that time being produced or revised by any artists I could locate, 

eliminating Protoavis illusttations as my primary research object. I was able to locate 

artists (Carr and Fakbetter) who were amenable to observation and who were working on 

paleontology murals for various clients. The production of the image, rather than the 

particular fossil, was the key component to data collection. I planned interviews and 

observations with artists, beginning with Fakbetter, as the primary means of data 

collection. 

Although rigor may imply methodical work, tmstworthiness might also be 

established dirough the researcher's willingness to subject her conclusions to review. 

Reflexivity, as I use it here, involves self-conscious approach to the informants in my 

study, a continual re-evaluation of my own biases, and full disclosure of the data I collect, 

for the purpose of being accountable to different groups. Those groups included 

paleontologists, artists, and technical communication researchers. 

Though I will discuss subject selection below, I had particular reasons for wanting 

to study paleontology, and for narrowing die topic to paleontology illusttations. I initially 
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met one of die informants of diis study, paleontologist Sankar Chatterjee, at an Audubon 

Society meeting at which he was die featured speaker. I found his argument about the 

origins of Protoavis texensis, and die corresponding dieory of flight he espoused, to be so 

convincing, diek degree of conttoversy surprised me. His rhetoric seemed to be highly 

effective; however, die literature revealed, his credibility and interpretations were 

attacked on many fronts. Shortiy after the meeting, and after I had read Chatterjee's book. 

The Rise of Birds: 225 million years of evolution, I sought to gain access to the 

paleontologists with whom I wished to speak. 

Part of reflexivity in such a study involves explicit acknowledgement of the 

researcher's ttaining and biases. I have few and only weak links to the domain of die 

artist, and my understanding of art theory remains somewhat superficial. What I know 

about art theory has resulted from this research project and did not precede it. My hope, 

which bore fmit, was that as a visual thinker, I would share an ability to talk to artists 

about how images are interpreted and produces. Though it was and is important for me 

not to assume I possess domain-specific knowledge about art, art theory, or illusttations 

per se, I believe my discussions with artists were largely commensurable because of my 

experience being a visual thinker and their experiences communicating to public 

audiences through visual media. 

Another part of reflexivity involves data disclosure. While I offer a sample of my 

raw data within this document, more complete datasets exist and are available in the 

forms of field notes, research joumals, ttanscriptions, videotapes, and examples of 

copyrighted illusttations from other publications. The consent form signed by participants 
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allowed them to (and I encouraged diem to) preserve the right to preview any pubUcation 

(including diis dissertation) in which they were represented. During a final editing of die 

fu-st five chapters, as of December 6, 2003, die dissertation was provided to Fairbetter, 

Carr, and Nickell via my personal web page. The electtonic version allows die 

respondents to search for instances of diek names efficientiy; offering a hard copy 

ensured diat if die electtonic version is inaccessible, die respondents would still have 

access to what I have said about diem and interpreted from our interactions. Sankar 

Chatterjee and Louis Jacobs and Bonnie Jacobs were also given access to the chapters 

beginning in January, 2004. This member-checking verification process is intended to 

keep my work suspended in a tension of responsibdity to audiences with conflicting 

expectations. My concenttation on member-checking and reflexivity reflects my deske 

to produce a study that is considered rigorous and trastworthy. 

Methods 

I primarily employed observations and interviews in order to collect data with 

which to address the question of how paleontology illusttations are made, in a larger 

attempt to provide something substantial to the conversation within technical 

communication about how knowledge is made through technical visuals. The 

observations were the most productive of my methods, yielding many types of 

information. Next in importance were the interviews with artists and photographers, 

especially image-based interviews, followed by the interviews with scientists. 
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Because I wanted to highlight the importance of the nonverbal component of 

communication, I have begun to develop the "image-based interview" as a method to 

assist technical communicators conducting research into settings other than the traditioneil 

classroom and office environments. Interview research protocols for technical 

communication have been documented and used effectively (e.g., Katz, 2002; Wood, 

1996). In my image-based interviews, both I and the subject spent much of the time 

during the interview focusing directiy on a picture, pointing to parts of it while discussing 

and analyzing it. Image based-interviews were discussed by Gdbert and MuUcay in thek 

1983 study, under the assumption that much scientific information is visual and 

discussion about it would necessitate reference to visuals. Gilbert and Mulkay, however, 

were limited by the availability of video recording equipment in the 1980s and could not 

recommend videotaping those discussions; however, in the ensuing years, interviews may 

now be conveniently videotaped. The technological ease of videotaping, of course, elides 

the affective factors relating to die development of rapport with the research subjects. 

That is, possessing die ability to videotape interviews does not necessarily mean diat we 

should. I was fortunate in diat the diree primary paleontology illusttators with whom I 

worked neither voiced nor demonsttated any qualms about being taped, diough my ability 

to capture on tape what I desked was itself flawed. 

Ethnographic interviews in die context of systems design, conducted by Wood 

(1996), successfully blend social sciences mediods in a ttaditional technical 

communication workplace. The goal of Wood's research was primarily to assist with 

product development, unlike my project, yet the metiiod and theories upon which he 
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builds are relevant to my study. Wood makes the point that analyses of work are 

problematic because of die tendency to "underestimate the complexity of expertise in a 

given domain of knowledge" (p. 37); 1 suspected that the same could be said for the 

context of scientific illusttation production. Wood distinguishes between object 

knowledge and process knowledge, while admitting the confounding effects of tacit 

knowledge (p. 38). Much of die work of paleontology illustrators is tacit; diough they are 

expert tools-users, thek level of competence extends far beyond the mechanical or 

functional. This information was useful to me while interviewing and observing artists; I 

was able to combine questions referring to object knowledge and process knowledge, and 

recognize that some of the types of knowledge possessed by highly ttained illusttators 

may not be easily categorized using common technical communication terminology. And 

though it may be tempting, in most workplace envkonments, to think that a task may be 

performed equally well by any number of ttained workers, the material differences 

between scientific illusttation and technical writing helped me avoid the temptation to 

reduce the artists' work to technique or rote process. I am able to acknowledge the 

complexity of the artists' work while isolating commonalities between the artists, and 

between artists and writers, that may be interesting to technical communicators. The 

variety of types of data collection I performed and the naturalistic setting of the data 

collection allow me to preserve the sense of complexity better than simpler, stractured 

methods such as quasi-experiments would. While Wood was working in a different 

context from mine, we shared a need to "develop a framework for guiding dkect 

observations of real work" (p. 35). Where he conducted semi-stractured interviews, I 
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opted for image based interviews, observations, and informal interviews at the work sites 

of the respondents. 

The importance of selecting the right context for examining meaning-making, 

especially visual meaning-making, in science, is obvious. Bkdsell and Groarke (1996) 

make a sttong point that questions regarding visual meaning-making will be answered 

contextually. They discuss context in terms of scholarly research rather than field 

research, but they frame diree types of context as important in evaluation of visual 

arguments: immediate visual and verbal contexts and visual culture as a super-context. 

Bkdsell and Groarke define context in such a way as to ttanscend time and distance and 

to integrate social pattems of meaning-making. 

Theorists have too often followed a pattem of first declaring thek stance on visual 

rhetoric, then providing only examples that prove thek point. My commitment to 

descriptive inquiry requked that I entertain the notion that paleontology images may or 

may not constitute arguments and to problematize that question in the spirit of testing a 

null hypothesis, while not following the research protocol of experimentation one might 

expect after reading that language. Through the informal interviews with experts, and 

close analyses of images with the artists who painted them, I was able to achieve a much 

more balanced sense of the rhetorical context of paleoart. 

While I sought participants from various fields to inform me broadly and provide 

a measure of triangulation, generalization is not the goal of this study and so 

representativeness of participants was not sought. Following Lincoln and Guba (1985), I 

wanted to be able to collect comparable findings across sources and methods. Individuals 
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from different disciplines (art, paleontology) and locations (e.g., Texas Tech University 

in Lubbock, Texas; Southem Methodist University in Dallas, Texas; Post, Texas; and 

Silver City, New Mexico) helped me compare across subjects. Similarly, using different 

methods of data collection (observations and interviews) and keeping records of the data 

would ensure that the context or medium of the data collection would not be the sole 

reason for my interpretations of that data. Though the study is not intended to be 

generalized, nor is it intended to be bias-free, the overlapping biases from various 

individuals, reflected through collection of data in different ways, may contribute to the 

study constmctively, engaging with ongoing conversations about scientific knowledge-

making as those conversations occur among technical communications researchers, 

theorists, and teachers. Yin refers to this overlapping bias concept as convergence (1994, 

p. 91). 

Many who argue about images in science do so from a personalized perspective in 

the manner of literary criticism (Dennett, 1995). In Wysocki's (2001) discussion of 

rhetorical effects of two interactive compact disks, both of which guide the audience 

through an examination of collections of work by the famous painter Henri Matisse, she 

compares the presentation of the material by two different publishers and claims that 

because the effects on her are so markedly different, the potential of die media to make 

assertions becomes obvious. Wysocki makes an excellent point and provides a visually 

engaging discussion, yet she approaches the matter from a quite different research 

orientation from my own. Rather than seek various sources of data and methods of 

analysis, Wysocki exploits herself as a narrative, as a case history radier than a case study 
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as defined in the methodology literature (e.g., MacNealy, 1997). Wysocki's article is an 

attempt to problematize the assumption that media, and media images, do not perform 

complex rhetorical functions rather than to systematically examine how media function 

rhetorically. 

My study is a partial answer to the invitation of Wysocki because it extends 

beyond a narrative into a formal investigation of the production of images. Wysocki did 

not consult the producers of the media she analyzed, nor did she conduct "field research" 

in any sense. Her approach is typical and valuable; scholars interested in visual rhetoric, 

like Blak (1996), Fleming (1996), and Myers (1990), Doumont (2002), Dragga and Voss 

(2001), and most others rely solely on analysis rather than field methods. Employing field 

methods in studies of visual rhetoric may be a unique aspect of my research. 

Participant Selection: Informants and Respondents 

This study into the rhetorical function of scientific illusttations started when I 

heard a presentation by Chatterjee at die Lubbock area Llano Estacado Audubon Society 

meeting and I became interested in die complexity and multimodality of his discourse, 

centered around his highly conttoversial interpretation and naming of Protoavis texensis. 

Before approaching Chatterjee for an interview, I visited informally with a biologist and 

omidiologist at Texas Tech. This meeting occurred in 2001 before I received permission 

to conduct a study and dius, nodiing in my notes from that day is represented here; his 

contribution was to help educate me about issues related to omithological illusttation and 
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science illusttation in general so that I might be better prepared for discussions with 

Chatterjee, Nickell, and others. 

Dr. Chatterjee was initially reluctant to participate in my project when I contacted 

him with an interview request via email. After I sent him a sample absttact detailing my 

research into his discourse, he complied with my request for an initial interview. He 

subsequentiy made available to me other articles and artifacts and the few existing drafts 

of his writing. He provided ancillary materials including a copy of a letter from the 

eminent scientist Emst Mayr commenting on his (Chatterjee's) contribution to 

paleomithology through the Protoavis texensis scholarship. Chatterjee's work with 

Protoavis texensis is not the focal point of my research as I had once thought it would be 

because he has progressed to new fossils and different arguments, and I sought sites 

where images were currentiy being produced instead of images produced in the past. 

Dr. Chatterjee had worked with Michael Nickell, an artist, on the illusttations of 

Protoavis texensis for The Rise of Birds. I corresponded with Nickell via email for well 

over a year, before interviewing him during the data-collection phase of the study (Figure 

3.1). Nickell is formally trained in both science and art and works as a science professor 

at Howard College in West Texas at die time of this writing. Though die work he had 

done with Chatterjee on Protoavis was akeady completed by this time, we discussed it in 

depth, to the extent of conducting and videotaping an image-based interview. He also 

discussed some of his more current projects including some illusttations for Dr. 

Chatterjee. 
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Anodier person who worked widi Chatterjee on die Protoavis texensis discourse 

is photographer and lay paleontologist Bill Mueller of die Texas Tech Museum. He 

helped me as I piloted research questions, interview questions, and avenues of inquky 

into paleontology conttoversy. We corresponded dirough email and met several times in 

person at die museum. Mueller is a visual artist, geologist, and professional paleontology 

photographer. 

At an intemational conference in Hawaii in January, 2002,1 met Dr. Pam 

Longobardi and Dr. Holly Hughes, two art scholars and professors whose work meshed 

with my interests. Longobardi had worked as a paleontology illustrator and was able to 

discuss the nature of that job with me, preparing me to interview other paleoartists. 

Hughes had presented a paper on linguistic components of paintings, setting the stage for 

my interartistic comparison of painting and writing. 

The first extended observation I conducted was with artist La Gina Fakbetter, 

whose name was initially provided to me by Mueller. We first met at her office at the 

Texas Tech Architecture Department, and I went to her house on two later occasions to 

observe, interview, and videotape her. Fakbetter's credentials as an artist are broad: she 

has formally studied portraiture, landscape painting, and anatomy. She has worked as a 

commercial paleoartist for many years. She teaches courses such as design at Texas Tech 

University. During spring, 2003, she was painting a series of murals for the Grace 

Museum in Abilene, and it was the painting of those murals I observed as part of my 

data-collection process. 
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I originally encountered artist Karen Carr's name on the interact, at a site 

advertising the work of several paleoartists. We corresponded for some months and I 

visited her New Mexico home and studio to conduct two days of interviews, including an 

image-based interview which I videotaped. She was working on several projects, most of 

which involved paleontology illusttation, though she defines herself more broadly as a 

natural science illusttator. One of her larger projects was the illusttation of Jacobs' Lone 

Star Dinosaurs (1995). 

Professor Louis Jacobs is a paleontologist, administtator, and museum curator at 

Southem Methodist University whose name was provided to me by Carr in an email 

message. I conducted one interview with Jacobs before meeting Carr, including an 

image-based interview focusing on Lone Star Dinosaurs. This interview was not 

videotaped, but it did provide me with a sense of the difference between the scientist's 

perspective on the painting and the artist's. 

I also spoke formally with Bonnie Jacobs, a paleopalynologist at Southem 

Methodist University, on the same day that I interviewed Louis Jacobs. 

As previously noted, I also spoke informally with scientists and artists whom I 

met at conferences and around the Texas Tech University campus. Thek comments, 

though not formally incorporated into my data, influenced the scope and nature of the 

study, as did colleagues from technical communication with whom I spoke at numerous 

conferences in 2002 and 2003. 

Figure 3.1 gives a tabular representation of the data collection process with 

respect to the respondents and informants of the study. 
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Interviews 

Field study of visual communication has been undertaken more in anthropology 

than in any other discipline. Visual anthropology (Worth & Gross, 1981), refers to taking 

videos or photos of subjects; while this was part of my research, my study relies more on 

my field notes and verbal representations than on my visual artifacts, though they are 

available. Margaret Mead popularized the phrase "anthropology of visual 

communication" and meant by it the study of culture through visual artifact. My work 

represents a distillation of this sort of study. References to anthropological methods serve 

to point out that much research in technical communication relies on protocols from other 

disciplines, contextualized to fit the needs of technical communication researchers. My 

consideration of anthropological methods also helped to distance me from the other 

source for interviewing methodology, journalism. 

During my observations with Karen Carr and La Gina Fairbetter, and the 

interviews with Michael Nickell and Louis Jacobs, I asked that they verbalize the process 

of reading an image and anticipate a hypothetical audience response. These interviews 

are semi-stractured, with particular outcomes in mind yet without scripted questions to 

which I formally adhered. For my purposes, rapport with respondents was at least as 

important as consistency, and I wanted the respondents to speak unselfconsciously as 

they examined illusttations and hypotiiesized about audience behaviors dirough the lens 

of their own intentions and assumptions. 
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For maximum legitimacy, the image-based interview must be videotaped. Gilbert 

and Mulkay (1983) wrote, "[A]n omission of non-verbal material would be a serious gap 

in a form of analysis dealing with scientific discourse... because there can be no doubt 

that technical communication in science relies heavily on pictorial and mathematical 

repertokes" (p. 141). The technology available to GUbert and Mulkay in their extensive 

empirical study of biochemists did not include 21^' century videocameras such as I have 

access to. They lamented thek inability to videotape thek interviews; I successfully 

videotaped two and took extensive field notes on two more. 

The purposes of the image-based interviews were several, including: 

• To understand specifically what components of illusttations had particular 

rhetorical functions, from the perspective of the producer(s) of the image(s) 

• To compensate for my personal assumptions about the aforementioned parts of 

paintings and thek roles 

• To provide a data set to which I can later compare the actual responses of 

audiences to images in a reception study of illusttations. 

The image-based interview with Fakbetter was not videotaped because of 

equipment failure (dead battery on videocamera), but I took extensive field notes. 

Anthropologic approaches both valorize and problematize my methods on many 

counts. The term visual anthropology refers to die collection of visual artifacts as a 

primary means of studying a culture, not to collecting visual artifacts produced by the 

culture and studying diem for the purpose of answering a research question (Prosser, 

1998). While ttaditional anthropology foregrounds die data collected, in my case, die 
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form of videotapes, I am more concerned about the rhetorical artifacts, the paintings, 

produced, and the people who produced them. The interference, or disconnect, between 

the videotaped data and reality, hinges on the necessity of interpretation in the collection 

and dissemination of the "visual" data collected. My visual data are videotapes of artists 

working on paintings, themselves visual constructions of the human world despite thek 

subject matter being paleoimagery. Those videotapes are similar in nature of the 

ethnographic films Margaret Mead had in mind when forming the Society for the 

Anthropology of Visual Communication (Worth & Gross, 1981). 

During most of the twentieth century, when anthropologists studied the artifacts 

produced by the subjects of a population under study, the research was categorized as 

anthropology of art. More recently, all visual artifacts-those produced by the 

anthropologists as tools for studying the cultures as well as those produced by members 

of the subject population-are considered to be subjects for "visual studies" (Prosser, 

1998, p. 11). These anthropological visual studies, in contrast to studies in technical 

communication, are bound by the methodological expectations of that discipline: 

demonsttable cultural literacy and long-term participant observation, for example. But 

perhaps because of the influence of andiropology on technical communication, my 

analyses of the visual artifacts produced by the illusttators and by myself as a researcher 

are "largely anti-aesthetic and focused upon die technological and metiiodological" as 

Banks suggests (Prosser, 1998, p. 14). 
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Observations 

When people know they are being observed, they may alter their behavior. This 

phenomenon is called "reactivity" (Campbell, 1999, p. 538) and constitutes one of the 

hazards of using observation as a method when seeking an answer to a question in a way 

that can be generalized beyond the immediate context of die research site. 

During the observations, I tried not to dismpt the processes of the artists. They did 

speak to me, and I was surprised at the amount of conversation they managed while doing 

a cognitively challenging task. While the amount of conversation might suggest that I 

develop a method akin to the "think aloud" protocols of writing research, in the case of 

La Gina Fakbetter, these protocols would probably violate my obligation of beneficence 

(Campbell, 1999). Karen Carr composes paintings on a computer, so the option to "undo" 

might negate any possible negative effect of a verbal protocol upon her work. However, 

in the case of Fakbetter, physically putting paint on canvas, divided attention could cost 

her significant amounts of both money and time. Even though she does have the abdity, 

which I observed, to make changes to a painted canvas, as the paint is appUed in layers it 

thickens. The more paint, the less flexible the canvas stmcture becomes, thus increasing 

the possibility that the canvas will not dry as expected or might not roll as easily for 

detivery. While my reservations may be speculative and may underestimate Fakbetter's 

ability to talk and work at the same time, I would rather err on the side of caution when 

given access to an artists' studio during production and not take any chance that my 

presence would hurt the artist's ability to finish the project. Fakbetter and Carr seemed 

like they felt free to ignore me as they worked; I tried to let them initiate conversations 
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we had during thek painting so diat die timing was determined by diem; I intermpted as 

littie as I could. 

To summarize, I spent two days observing La Gina Fairbetter and anodier two 

days visiting Karen Carr, all on days when die artists were working on paintings of 

dinosaurs. I took notes throughout my time widi diem and transferred those notes to 

word-processed form as soon afterwards as possible. I videotaped them working and later 

ttanscribed the videotapes using a word processor. 

Research Logs 

During the data-collection phase of the study, from April through July, 2003, as I 

took notes and interviewed and observed subjects, I kept a research joumal in the style 

recommended by Lincoln and Guba (1985). I wrote a second theory joumal as I straggled 

with questions about how theory should be defined and handled in my study, which I 

worked on with in collaboration, through email correspondence, with Edmund Jones of 

Seton Hall University. 

Conclusion 

Johanek (2000) makes a good case for contextualizing research. Her advice, 

interpreted broadly, would be to consider the opportunities and consttaints of the 

methodology as the particulars of the situation emerge. She wams against letting a 

method determine the questions asked during research (p. 3). My research questions and 

methods evolved together, as I framed my interests within the parameters of a broad 
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mediodology, case study research, which allows for a wide range of methods (Yin, 1994; 

Gillham, 2000). 

The study I undertook was designed to reveal how paleontology illusttations are 

produced, the effects of rhetorical intentions on the products, and the sense of rhetorical 

purpose possessed by the producers of the images. Through interviews, observations, and 

reflection, I developed my own sense of the production process and characterized it as 

rhetorical. My interpretation is tempered by various tj^es of information, sources of 

information, and times of information collection and interpretation. Further, my 

interpretation is subject to scratiny by the producers of the illusttations from whom I 

collected information. Through a process that encouraged reflexivity, I substantially 

changed the scope and content of my primary findings: though my initial inclination was 

to demonsttate the argumentative potential of some illusttations, I discovered that 

technical communication offered few ways to articulate complex rhetorical functions 

(including but not limited to argumentation) of scientific illusttations. The next chapter 

begins the sections of the dissertation in which I offer my findings. 
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CHAPTER IV 

HOW ILLUSTRATORS MAKE IMAGES DO WHAT THEY DO 

Knowledge about paleontology is represented by words and images. Mitchell 

suggests that humans have a sttong visual atttaction to unusual large beasts (1998) and in 

the case of dinosaurs, our observations of the beasts (though not the fossils) are always 

second-hand. Thus, unlike many other cases of popular science communicated visually, 

the public primarily relies on images of dinosaurs to shape our understanding of 

paleontology (Debus & Debus, 2002). Those images are not created primarily by the 

scientists alone; they are created in a collaborative process featuring many actors, chief in 

importance among them being natural science illustrators. Thus, paleontological 

knowledge-itself mediated, contingent, and dynamic-is typically interpreted through non-

scientists to the public, where individual and unpredictable interpretations are 

constracted. One result of my research into how the illustrators paint dinosaurs was to 

understand far more about the rhetorical situation of the illustrator. This chapter offers the 

reasons I eventually came to see the work of illusttators as wholly rhetorical. The time I 

spent with illusttators La Gina Fakbetter, Karen Carr, and Michael Nickell, supplemented 

with interviews with paleontologists Louis Jacobs and Bonnie Jacobs, inform this 

narrative and analysis. 
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Production 

Fakbetter works with large canvases when she is contracted to supply paintings 

for museum displays. During my observation of her work on a mural depicting the late 

Cretaceous period, the canvases are unfurled and hung from hardware attached to the 

facia board along the roofline of her home. During our observation, Fakbetter stands on a 

cattie ttailer to reach the upper portions of the canvas as she akbrashes pigment onto its 

surface. 

The picture, Fakbetter explained later, emerges; it is not ttansferred or merely 

drawn onto the canvas. Though she works from sketches and knows what components the 

painting must contain, thek movement from her mind and her sketches to the canvas is 

not linear or mechanical. Images are not ttansferable from the size of the sketch to the 

size of the canvas because of basic laws of projection and distortion. To paraphrase 

explanations I received from Fakbetter and Carr, the viewer is a body in space, and the 

relationship between the observer and the image changes when the size of the image 

changes, so an image in a small size presents one frame of interaction with a viewer, but 

a much larger version cannot use the same features at the same scale in the same 

perspective and achieve an equivalent effect. In the case of paleontology paintings, a 

sense of realism with respect to dimension, scale, and perspective is sought. 

Even if the image could be mechanically enlarged and ttansferred, the conditions 

under which Fakbetter works militate against simple ttansference. As I watched, the 

akbrash clogged, the wind blew, and Fakbetter worked with the pecularities of die tools, 

the weather, and the uneven surface of canvas to begin to create a paleolandscape. 
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During the second observation, Fairbetter had moved die work indoors. The 

canvas now hangs from clips high on die walls of her home studio. Paint is still being 

applied to die canvas in complex layers. Purple is akbrashed and will eventually outline 

canyon walls. White spots are "overstated," Fairbetter explains, to be overglazed at a later 

time. An animal form is blocked in (roughly outiined) and Fairbetter moves to a different 

place on die canvas. "It's easy to get stuck in one place," she notes as she moves, and 

tells me that her technique is to try to keep the entire canvas in the same stage of 

development. While the colors, techniques, and palette change, the whole canvas can be 

touched by almost every new layer of color and detail as it is applied. Any concept of an 

artist working on a blank canvas in one finalizing, start-to-finish application, Fakbetter 

says, would be exceptional, not the norm. 

Fakbetter notes the relative positions of a meteor and a dinosaur figure's head and 

critiques the diagonal vector (a line incidental to the images but nonetheless important to 

the composition) created by those images. She is still, at this point, able to completely 

reposition an animal's body, so she appears to be drafting the painting, keeping in mind 

the movement of the viewer's eye across the canvas in its ultimate destination, the Grace 

Museum in Abilene, Texas. "You guide the eye of the viewer through the space," she 

notes. Displayed near this painting will be a long quetzalcoatlus wing; she reminds 

herself that a "wingtip is an arrow," and that it will connect to the meteor in the upper left 

comer of this canvas. "As a culture we read left to right. Without the meteor, this canvas 

would read right to left because of the ttee pointers." The arrows and pointers (vectors) 
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will "move your eye into or shoot your eye off of the canvas," Fakbetter says. It would 

be "all wrong," she insists, to reverse the order of the images in the painting. 

She also works with the intensity of colors and various other techniques with the 

viewer in mind, making sure that the points of importance for the viewer are places of 

maximum conttast because conttast grabs attention. 

"Pushing the values" is a phrase I hear repeatedly as she works and thinks aloud 

for my benefit. She pushes the sky darker and the landscape lighter, making the landscape 

even lighter than a West Texas canyon (on which this painted landscape is modeled) 

actually appeared during her observation of it one recent evening. The viewer will 

discover the dinosaurs rather than passively receive the image. Many of the animals are 

part of the landscape, in the middle or background. The painting reflects depth as seen in 

nature-some images are immediate, and some seem far away spatially and temporally. 

Soon, Fakbetter switches to a paintbrash as she works on an animal in the 

foreground. "I'm not going to try to get my colors, just values. These will be glazed 

over." The layering of paint is subtle and important, with different layers under arumals 

than exist under the skies and landscape features. "The paint under him," she points out 

as she refers to an animal in the foreground, "will give him texture on his body." 

Although that paint had, upon initial appUcation, been part of an outline of a landscape 

feature, there is no need to take it out, but rather she works with the paint on the canvas to 

develop the body of die animal. And she switches tools again, to a dry paintbrash, to 

make layers of paint ttansparent as die landscape features change from clearly outlined 

hills in the foreground to fuzzy horizon lines in the background. 
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Fakbetter talks about techniques and abstract principles as they occur to her 

during her airbrashing and masking and blocking of images. Masking is a process during 

which she holds an object-a piece of paper, in this case, wads of fabric in odiers-to the 

canvas and airbrushes around it for an outlined or screened effect. The painted edge 

accommodates viewers' need for outlines, but Fairbetter notes that if you mask 

everything off, "it's very harsh." She seeks a happy medium between sharp edges and the 

fuzzy, indistinct lines that characterize akbrashing. She notes that people tend to 

sttaighten diagonals and bend sttaight lines; I comment that this sounds like the statistical 

concept of regression toward the mean. 

She contemplates the meaning of the painting as she works: "Just like a page in 

history." I consider the analogies between her painting and my study, insofar as we both 

provide, through her art and my research, a snapshot of the possible: an interpretation. 

And we both employ elements I have come to know in quaUtative case study research as 

"emergent design." Fakbetter describes her own ability to let a painting's design emerge 

when she says, "you have to have faith and just do it." In this moment, I wonder whether 

any difference between writing and painting remains. 

Later diat summer, I ttaveled to Silver City, New Mexico, to observe and 

interview natural science illusttator Karen Carr. Enormous differences between Fakbetter 

and Carr become obvious from the moment Carr demonstrates how she works: on a 

computer. Carr uses tools by Corel, Adobe and Microsoft including Painter, Illusttator, 

and Photoshop, and a stylus to "paint widi pixels," as she says. Bearing in mind diat both 

Carr's and Fakbetter's murals are destined for similar contexts as museum displays, the 
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differences between their production practices are striking. And the similarities between 

their ttaining and assumptions were also obvious. While some tilings that Carr echoed 

were relatively minor, such as her agreement with Fairbetter diat perspective is distorted 

if sketches are shot up into large-scale images, she also pointed out that "one-thkd size 

can be shot up," giving her a reason to work with a scale other than 1:1, the preferred 

option for Fakbetter, whose original canvas is the museum display. Carr's ability to work 

with dramatically different scales (on the computer monitor) in the production of images 

gives her painting process an obviously different feel from Fairbetter's, where the canvas, 

at least in size and shape and relationship to the artist, is physically immutable. 

Carr explains to me how her artistic process is viewed: "once people find out it's 

done on a computer, it's the 'magic box syndrome'. They think it all comes out of a 

computer." She is also clear about the inabiUty of a computer to create a picture of an 

animal: "it's not a magic box." Later, she noted, "people without skill can't use the 

program" to achieve professional results in freehand composition. And as she worked on 

an image, she said, "I'm making these decisions, the computer isn't." Though the 

arguments may seem obvious when compared to what writing specialists know about the 

word processor and writing processes, the same sort of broad understanding of the visual 

composing process apparently does not exist for artists. Even with her clients, often, 

people ttained in museum science or historical sciences, Carr has to be mindful about 

thek expectation that a sketch is exactiy the same, just smaller, than the final printed 

image will be. "It's not a fabric swatch," Carr comments, while also explaining that she 
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has much confidence about being able to deliver what the client expects, at least in part 

because of her electtonic tools. 

While Carr works, she talks about some of the same issues Fairbetter mentioned. 

The akbrush is used by Fairbetter-attached to an ak compressor, connected through 

extension cords. The airbrush is also used by Carr, who says that akbrashes are 

"antiquated" because the same effect may be more easily achieved on a computer. While 

she uses the airbrash tool, she says that, in this particular case, the effect is more akin to 

oil painting. She also uses a watercolor function of her programs for doing a wash, 

layering color as did Fakbetter. Carr then uses the tools of the programs to create a scale 

pattem and texture for a dinosaur's skin. She points out, "you'd have to manufacture 

something to apply paint like that," and I was reminded of Fakbetter's use of various 

items (paper bags, crampled paper, and fabric) to apply paint. Both achieved textures 

through comparable means, though one worked with paint molecules and one with pixels. 

Some of Carr's primary concems are irrelevant to Fakbetter because of thek 

different production contexts, canvas vs. computer. Carr must keep in mind the Umits of 

memory and the vagaries of computer programs that occasionally crash. She needs to 

back up her work frequentiy, saving it to die hard disk and making backups of die entke 

project on portable media (CD). And like Fakbetter, she works across die entire painting, 

keeping layers roughly even and having the parts of die painting in roughly the same 

stage of development. On one occasion Carr balanced white chaUc-like marks in die upper 

right and lower left parts of die canvas, while adding white details to images. As Carr 

works, I imagined die possibility of disorientation: getting lost in a particular image 
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because the totality of the painting is not visible on the computer screen. At times, the 

image on which Carr works is actually cut from its context in the painting and isolated for 

detail work in a program other than the one where the rest of the painting is stored. Her 

sense of the big picture is thus complicated a bit, though her experience with actual 

canvas may prevent this from becoming a liability to her. Through this process I see that 

the relationship between the artist and the subject is tangibly different depending on the 

medium of production. Fakbetter's materially dynamic relationship with the painting, 

including clogged airbrashes, wind-blown canvases, and other factors, seems static 

compared to Carr's ability to zoom in and out of the digital image. 

Carr consciously considers scale as she works. During the planning stages, Carr 

gets a sense of the size of the finished project and the distance of the viewer from the 

project. Depending on the distance of the viewer, the resolution she selects changes. Can-

must keep the optimum resolution in mind when working on detaUed elements on large 

canvases to avoid working at a scale too small for practical purposes. Besides consuming 

computer memory, working at a micro scale on a two-story wall, from which viewers 

stand ten or more feet away, would be overkill. Yet, Carr changes the resolution as she 

paints different parts of the painting; she "bumps up" the resolution as she works on 

features of animals such as thek eyes. 

My observations of Carr and Fakbetter were enlightening. Before the 

observations, I had suspected diat the work of die artist was not well understood or 

properly valued. After the observations, I was better able to articulate in what ways the 

work of the artist was not only misunderstood, but perhaps mischaracterized in technical 
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communication texts and by the public audiences for whom the work is intended. K 

museums are indeed sites of technical communication, and paleontology murals are the 

types of artifacts technical communication should understand and/or study, then the work 

of commercial artists (like that of engineers and scientists in countiess other studies 

valued by technical communication), is of great interest to us insofar as it exemplifies 

productive rhetoric and contributes to the making of knowledge in the museum 

envkonment. To the issue of productive rhetoric I will now tum, taking a more theory-

based approach to the work of the artists. 

Invention 

One April day in 2003,1 joined La Gina Fakbetter in her office in the Texas Tech 

Architecture building. We discussed her process for painting murals of dinosaurs. I was 

surprised when she said that "painting is research," but when she described her process of 

collecting information through reading and reviewing technical and popular Uterature, I 

understood her point. Knowing that before she ever put brash to canvas she would 

collect, sort, and evaluate information from a variety of sources led to me wonder about 

invention in illusttation more broadly. Rhetorical invention in writing is a complex and 

iterative process of developing ideas using verbal vehicles; its overlap with arrangement 

and delivery (and probably to a lesser degree, style and memory) is inescapable. With the 

popularity and acceptance of such books as Gross and Keith's Rhetorical Hermeneutics, 

Crowley's The Methodical Memory, and LeFevre's Invention as a Social Act, this 

concept of invention is fakly easy to apply to discursive practices; whether the ttansition 
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to visual artifacts could be made was unclear until after I had begun my research on 

illusttators' practices. 

Within a discussion of invention, it is tempting to ttace the appeals-ethos, pathos, 

and logos. Kostelnick and Roberts (1998) examine the appeals in visual rhetoric, 

inttoducing this avenue of analysis to technical communicators. Especially because 

scientific discourse is hypothesized to rely so heavily on logos, scientific illustrations 

might be expected to depend more on rational faculties and to examine them under the 

assumptions of positivist epistemological models. Yet to privilege logos automatically 

would threaten to demote the invention process of the artist and promote a simplistic role 

for the illusttation regardless of how it came to be. The risk is to suggest that the image is 

a rationed representation of reality, objective, verifiable, and noncontroversial. The 

instramental model of illusttation is too common akeady in technical communication, 

and my goal is to problematize the practice while acknowledging and preserving the 

value of logos in all scientific communication, visual or otherwise. To closely associate 

the work of the artist with pathos might be problematic, as the commonplaces, or topoi, 

of science (Prelli, 1989) specifically privilege unemotional handling of ideas. For 

example, skepticism is a value privileged in scientific discourse, rather than being 

seduced by ideas or interpretations. Thus, the preferred way to appeal to an audience is 

through dialectic-discussion-rather than immediate adherence to unconsidered claims. 

Ethos is an issue that holds much promise for research about possible links between 

illusttations and rhetorical appeals. The degree to which the audience develops tmst in 

the images and the arguments set forth by the images may be based on elements of the 
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compositions, the audience's understanding of the collaborators involved in die 

production process, the texts with which the images are associated, or some other factor. 

The role of ethos in the reaction of audiences to scientific illustration is, to my mind, a 

wide-open field of inquiry, but not one that I have delved into because of my attention to 

production rather than reception. Although ethos may play a large part in the knowledge-

making function of scientific illusttation when the illustrator is famous, perhaps in a case 

such as Zallinger's depiction of peaceably coexisting species in The Age of Reptiles, 

typically the audiences would base thek tmst in the images on the status of the 

institution: the reputation of the Smithsonian, for example, would contribute more to the 

ethos associated with an image than would the reputation of the artist herself. 

The genres or occasions of rhetoric-deliberative, judicial, and epideictic-are also 

clear points of entry into an examination of rhetorical theory with respect to iUusttations, 

but they privilege context over production. Still other avenues of inquiry exist, including 

examination of the disciplinary commonplaces of scientific illustrators similar to Prelli's 

(1989) discussion of scientific commonplaces among scientists. I am convinced by my 

research that any of these approaches might be fmitful, that all are possible. 

Paleontology is logos-bound only to the point where the fossils end and the 

interpretations begin, metaphorically speaking. The fossils, combined with other evidence 

about sttata, paleoecology, and scientific understandings of physics, biology, and 

chemistry, constitute knstoW.e's pisteis, or data: its inartistic or atechnic proofs (Kennedy, 

1991). If these inartistic proofs were the primary stuff of science, it might, as Aristotle 

proposed, be the case that rhetorical inquiry into invention in paleontology would not be 
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a reasonable project because inartistic proofs are only used in rhetoric, they are not 

invented (Kennedy, 1991, p. 37). However, the prevalence in science of argument 

stractured around artistic proofs and the contingency of the knowledge claims upon 

which illusttations are based point to a process of invention that involves a great deal of 

technical, scientific, and aesthetic knowledge as well as skill in persuading audiences. 

Thus, the production of an illusttation requires understanding and exploiting the topoi 

(commonplaces-values and assumptions) of the audience. The invention process of the 

illusttator is, in these situations, perhaps especially interesting because of the importance 

of every bit of input from every source: scientists, scientific and popular literature, and 

the artists' own sense of what animals look like in general along with expectations about 

the particular animal in question, to name but a few of the more obvious sources of 

information. The development of the image can be said to follow a path of invention not 

urdike that undertaken in developing verbal arguments. 

Fakbetter's claim that "painting is research" makes the point that she does not 

work in an information vacuum; as scientists value the orthodoxy of thek discipline, so 

do illusttators. She honors her field by acknowledging and building on what came before 

in the same way that scientists do, extending arguments. Nickell echoed this sentiment 

when he discussed the feathering of Protoavis' tail as being inspked by images of 

Archaeopteryx, the closest known relative to Protoavis of a protobkd. The process of 

developing the image conformed to the conventions of the discipline in an attempt to 

make a compelling case to an audience. 
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As in the case of writers, Fairbetter's invention process begins before and extends 

long after the pdnt hits the canvas; invention is recursive and iterative, involving 

revision. The process begins long before the image is physically present and may occur 

whenever an image is refurbished or redrawn; revision exists in painting to the extent that 

Fakbetter has restored one canvas twice within a 10-year span, a process that involved 

not only touching up the paint but also conducting more research and updating the images 

on the canvas to reflect the state of knowledge about them. Nickell discussed with me his 

wish list of revisions he would do to the portrait of Protoavis given the chance. 

Fakbetter is not alone in her attention to revision; Karen Carr also revises 

extensively, often referring to her revisions as "corrections." In one example explained by 

the paleontologist with whom Carr worked on a full-length book project, Louis Jacobs 

talked about a dinosaur that Carr painted that was only known by its jawbone and 

"footprints and spit-out teeth." Soon after Carr had painted the animal, a skull was found. 

The interpretation needed to be modified, and Carr repainted the image. 

Perhaps nowhere was invention more fascinating than in the case of Michael 

Nickell drawing Protoavis texensis (Figure 1.1) for the cover of Chatterjee's The Rise of 

Birds: 225 Million Years of Evolution (1997). Nickell believes that his job is to "get an 

accurate drawing, an accurate rendering." Yet, the image of Protoavis before the 

publication of The Rise of Birds was necessarily incomplete to perhaps all but Chatterjee, 

making accuracy difficult to measure. The fossil evidence of Protoavis is itself 

incomplete, fragmentary, and conttoversial (Martin, 1998, p. 41). Some scientists have 

claimed diat Protoavis is a chimera, a mix of bones from various species (Martin, 1998), 
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found together after the processes of sedimentation, fossilization, and folding and faulting 

of the earth's crast had obscured its morphology. The taphonomy, or depositional 

context, for the fossils, is obscured by all post-depositional activity, further obscuring our 

ability to know the circumstances under which the bones came to lie in the sediments. At 

the same time, much is known about the ecology of the Triassic period, in which 

Protoavis lived, from the fossil record, and much of NickeU's concem about accuracy 

was aimed at "the type of habitat it that it lived in 225 million years ago." 

Nickell worked with Chatterjee on projects involving Protoavis before the 

cUmactic publication of The Rise of Birds, for example an article in the joumal 

Archaeopteryx (Chatterjee, 1995). When Nickell and Chatterjee began work on the 

Protoavis porttait for the cover of Rise, NickeU had data on which to build his image of 

Protoavis, but gaps remained: portions of the skeleton remain missing to this day; colors 

and textures and details of all the soft tissues are, predictably, absent (Shipman, 1998); 

and the morphology of Protoavis cannot be derived from comparison to contemporary 

similar species because no similar Triassic protobkds are known. Nickell relied on his 

science background and artistic training to do his job, intuiting die features to which 

various audiences would respond. In some ways, Protoavis is modeled on Archaeopteryx, 

NickeU noted, indicating tiie influence of odier images and research as a stage of 

production or invention. 

The degree to which research is a stage of composing in science writing has been 

investigated witii conflicting answers. In a ttaditional model of die rhetorical process, 

invention is tiie first of five stages, and has at times in writing pedagogy been considered 
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to be a pre-writing stage widi an identifiable beginning and end point, hi odier models, 

invention is ongoing. Rhetorician Headier Brodie Graves (1992) notes that scientific 

research has been categorized as being outside die invention stage of composition, and 

she also notes diat while die scientists in her study wrote, diey revised thek knowledge 

claims in what could only indicate invention and revision as recursive and iterative 

writing practices (pp. 158-159). Whedier a discussion of invention is applicable to the 

production of paleoart may not be a simple question, but it certainly leads to interesting 

discussion. 

LeFevre's (1987) tteatment of invention invites ks application to painting when 

she defines it as "a productive human thrast into the unknown" (p. 3). Her categorization 

of perspectives on invention (pp. 52-53) provides a way to become very specifics about 

invention contexts of rhetors. My observations of paleontology illustration sttongly 

suggest the collective perspective as the best description of invention by my research 

subjects: "invention influenced by social collectives" (p. 52). LeFevre uses the term 

"supra-individual collectives" (p. 53) to describe the major force encouraging or 

consttaining invention. In the case of artists Fakbetter and Carr, the supra-individual 

collective can be demarcated in various configurations. The most obvious collective 

operating in both of thek invention contexts is the "committee" of clients, the people 

dkectly responsible for the commission, supervision, and completion of the museum 

mural projects. This collective not only forms a primary audience for the artist, but also 

allows invention to occur in the fnst place, defining the product that is invented and to 

some extent, shaping die process through which it is produced. 
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The influence of the collective on Carr was clear from our first conversations. 

While considering the demands of clients, she is particularly concemed widi correctness, 

as determined by paleontologists and their artifacts and knowledge repositories, 

paleontology discourse. Early in the first day of observation, Carr said, "It's my job to do 

whatever the scientist wants, not my job to decide [details of anatomy]," in the case of 

drawing for scientists themselves, and she echoed that sentiment when discussing cases 

in which she works for non-scientists or committees: "I am here to produce what my 

cUent needs." Carr noted that before she begins the painting of a major project, she talks 

"to the client a lot... every commercial artist is like that." Her valuation of herself as an 

artist is based in part on making the clients "happy" and the existence of repeat clientele 

assures her of this. 

Carr takes revision seriously and recognizes the possibility that her work may 

need to be revised: "One service I offer is, if I screw up, you can blame me and I'll make 

it right. I try to make everybody happy." The collective is thus in a position of power 

over Carr, to which she submits willingly by virtue of how she describes her job. Can-

raised an interesting case in which the client may be technically incorrect, whether or not 

the client is a scientist, but human aesthetic taste wins out over scientific accuracy-the 

case of Tyrannosaurus rex teeth. Carr makes a logical case tiiat the existence of tiiree sets 

of teeth, adapted so that new teeth replace old teetii which are lost as a result of violent 

use of the moutiiparts, supports an interpretation that gaps in T rex teedi would frequentiy 

be evident. As a result of pressure from cUents, however, Carr gives T rex a fuU set of 

extemal teeth. 
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As more evidence of Carr's concem with the supra-individual collective, I noted 

that she spent several minutes of her work day ttacking down email correspondence 

between herself and a client in order to review the discussion. Her sense of responsibility 

to the matters discussed was apparent, and beyond this, her sense of psychology and her 

need to empathize with her clients was also obvious, as I leamed when she discussed 

clients' ttepidation about seeing a draft of a painting: "Proofing scares people... [they are 

worried] that they'll hate it." The collective not only exerts pressures over the production 

of the illusttation, but exhibits symptoms of reluctance in wielding its power. 

Fakbetter also had a clear sense of the collective overseeing her mural project. 

Working on a mural for the Grace Museum in Abilene, Fakbetter knew details of the 

display space primarily from floorplans. While she worked to create murals that would 

work within die space, she admitted to wishing that she had received more input about 

the "feel" or "tone" of the exhibit from the clients. Time, among odier consttaints, forced 

her to determine the "mood" herself Discussing past projects, Fakbetter echoed Carr's 

overriding commitment to delivering the desked product to the client regardless of the 

compromises requked: Fakbetter noted that on occasion, "[CUents] get somediing in tiiek 

minds...," and she noted her obUgation to satisfy cUents, clearly indicating tiiat pleasing 

the cUent occasionally comes before concems including artistic integrity and even 

accuracy. 

Fakbetter discussed her childhood as die beginning of her education in scientific 

illusttation. She referred to "die Omithomimus that Uved next door" in a recoUection of 

how a neighbor's ostiich provided a model for die extinct creatures she later drew 
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professionally. She also discussed a (dien) current project, a Pleurocoelus she had to 

research in order to draw, noting tiiat die animal is somewhat difficult to draw because 

die documentation on it is incomplete. Her assessment was home out in a later search I 

did for information about Pleurocoelus: "The skuU is known only from a few 

disarticulated elements," according to the taxonomic catalog provided onUne by 

Dinodata.net. The collective is formed not only through human agents but also dirough 

intangibles such as die artist's personal history and ttaining and data in the form of 

documentation or new scientific evidence. Thus, nonhuman agents also exert influence 

over the production process as part of invention. 

The definition of invention I have used in the preceding discussion is only one 

way that invention has been theorized. In a more ttaditional, simpler model of invention, 

it is a process by which a rhetor produces text. The locus of research into invention would 

be the rhetor removed from her context, devoid of consideration of the outside world. 

LeFevre (1987) refers to a Platonic model of invention, in which the stmctures 

(arguments, for example) that are produced are innate, and the process of invention is one 

of finding or discovering those innate traths. This model was inapplicable, as noted, 

because of how quickly my discussions with artists focused on thek awareness of other 

agents in the rhetorical situation, whose biases, expectations, and knowledge had to be 

taken into consideration during the artist's productive acts. 

Intermediate models of invention, between the Platonic and the social-collective 

model, also exist. A theory originating in classical times and maintaining currency is one 

that suggests invention as being necessarily fueled by the rhetor's membership in various 
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communities, with the goal of rhetoric being persuasion of members of those 

communities (Crowley, 1990; LeFevre, 1987). While this model offers compelling Unes 

of inquiry, it was not one I chose to pursue. Yet an interesting study could certainly be 

undertaken through intensive interviews with artists about what reasons they had for 

doing specific acts during the painting or drawing process. Consideration of their fellow 

artists would certainly come into play in some decisions, as suggested by Fairbetter's 

references to contemporaries Carr and Doug Henderson and to historical artists like 

ZaUinger. Intended effects of the finished product on the public audience of the museum 

display or book cover would influence other choices, perhaps including NickeU's wish to 

limit his palette for a more unified feel to the Protoavis porttait, or his concem about 

leading the reader's eye off the page through the angle of the branch on which Protoavis 

perches. I suspect that awareness of the coUaborators-the committee with whom the artist 

most closely works, and whose evaluation is most immediately important to the 

commercial artist-would account for many actions, if not most of them, as attested to by 

my field notes and the concem given by Carr and Fakbetter for the committees with 

which they were working at the time of the observations. Collaboration is a problematic 

term (Blakeslee, 2001) when working across disciplines; the ways that artists and 

scientists and other members of the image-production committees see the collaborative 

model certainly vary and would be interesting to compare. Further, I wonder whether 

perhaps individual, intemal convictions and a personal sense of right/wrong would point 

to a Platonic form of invention coexisting with more social models as die painter works. 
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Through such an examination of the contexts and constraints of invention, agency and 

power of the artist might be more thoroughly explored. 

In paleoart, specific methods might be associated with particular acts of rhetorical 

invention, ff so, my results suggest that one interesting behavior of the artists is 

mirroring, the physical act of viewing in reverse an image one has just painted. The next 

section will examine mirroring as a specific type of invention heuristic. 

Mirroring 

While paintings are, for the most part, physically stable, the acts of creating them 

and interpreting them are dynamic, varying across space and time. The artists all shared a 

sense of movement in thek discussions of their work, sometimes with respect to the eye 

of the viewer, and sometimes with respect to thek own process. Carr and Fakbetter both 

demonsttated the technique of mirroring. From my field notes: 

Gina looks through mirror across her shoulder to see how the image looks 
in reverse. She uses a reducing glass to mimic a camera lens-these 
techniques help reframe the image to get another look at it even though 
she's close to it and it's fresh-this reminds me of having to take time to go 
back and revise something because if you've just written it, you're too 
close to have any objectivity. The frame of the lens helps her "see"-I try 
it. It does change the appearance of the parts of the canvas. The entke 
canvas can't be viewed at once through this lens in this small room. 

When I began my observations of Carr, I was surprised at the differences between her 

and Fakbetter's physical production contexts. Carr's focus on a computer screen and use 

of tools familiar to technical communicators made her work seem more familiar to me 

than Fakbetter's, initially As Carr worked and explained her work to me, of course, die 

fact that she was painting became more obvious. StiU, I clearly remember die moment 
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she reversed the image and I thought: mirroring! Although Carr typed a command on her 

computer to flip the image for her, rather than physically turning around and viewing the 

computer screen using a physical mirror as Fairbetter had, thek choice to achieve a new 

angle on die image in die same way was interesting to me. Like Fairbetter, Carr explained 

this for my benefit as she worked: "You can't see it anymore after a whUe; you spot stuff 

when you see it from another perspective, things you want to do. Easier to do when you 

can say, 'flip.' I used to carry around a mirror." 

Both Carr and Fakbetter were experiencing the need to "distance" themselves 

from thek paintings, metaphorically. The "distance" changed thek "perspective." The 

spatial terminology is common in art, but my interest was piqued by the similarity 

between the sense of the painter painting and the writer writing. 

Another point is that the mirroring technique could be viewed as a scientific 

procedure of observation, and Fakbetter's claim that "painting is research" is brought to 

bear here. Akin to triangulation in qualitative research, a process through which different 

perspectives on data are achieved through multiple methods of data coUection, multiple 

sources of data, multiple investigators, or application of different theories to the data, 

mirroring achieves "converging lines of inquiry" which lead to "more convincing and 

accurate" conclusions (Yin, 1994, p. 92). 

The Technical Communication Gap: 
Where the Textbooks End and Research Begins 

In Chapter n, I characterized die tteatment by technical communication textbooks 

of images. Here I will briefly challenge the tteatment of most such textbooks of 
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illusttators. Brasseur (2003) notes, and I concur, that technical illusttators are experts 

whose expertise is difficult to replace with tools, yet thek artifacts are so widely 

distributed on die Interact tiiat tiieir labor may be artificially devalued (pp. 64-66). What I 

consider slights against illusttators in technical communication textbooks probably are 

not intentional; they reflect our field's focus common scenarios of technical 

communicators rather than exceptional or rare cases. Further, they represent questions 

about vocational turf. These problems extend beyond the scope of the textbook and are a 

particularly salient subject for discussion at meetings of the Society for Technical 

Communication and the Council for Program in Technical and Scientific 

Communication. It is interesting that scientific illusttations are described and 

characterized differently in various textbooks, showing tension between what textbook 

writers consider to be essential and standard to technical communication. Because we are 

an emerging discipline, the time is right for a challenge to some assumptions of some 

textbooks in order to help scholars in the field come to an informed decision about our 

concept of the role(s) of the artist in the design of technical and scientific artifacts. 

While iUusttations are not always considered to be produced through rhetorical 

processes, and they are not always considered to be rhetorical artifacts, my observation of 

commercial artists' work reflects a different process than the one typified in technical 

communication textbooks. Perhaps because the knowledge conveyed in scientific 

illusttation is not procedural, images are downplayed whose purpose is unrelated to how 

to do something. In Lannon's Technical Communication (9' Edition 2003) for example, 

the scientific illusttation is not mentioned as a genre of visual, and photographs are 
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defined as designed to "present an actual picture of the item, process, or procedure" (p. 

298). No acknowledgement is made of the need to hypothesize, to realistically represent 

something that cannot be viewed, or to show a conception of die world as it may exist 

outside our perception. In conttast, Burnett's Technical Communication 5"^ Ed does 

include scientific drawings; "functions" of visuals she identifies include "define or 

explain concepts, objects, and processes; present chronology, sequence, or process; 

illusttate appearance or stmcture..." (p. 291). Bumett's tteatment is a striking expansion 

of the functions allowed by the Lannon textbook. Bumett's discussion of visuals does not 

suggest that they might be useful in conveying what cannot be known with certainty, but 

some of her images depict knowledge outside the scope of human observation and 

objective positivism, for example, where conflicting hypotheses in biology are displayed 

by lineage diagrams and cladograms (p. 280). In the technical communication textbooks, 

illusttations are too frequently considered to be supplemental artifacts that the technical 

communication student can, and should, either download or create; the Ulusttations are 

not typicaUy relegated to an artist (Pfeiffer 2003; Gerson & Gerson 2003). Markel's 

definition of "graphics" in Technical Communication 6* Edition places scientific 

illusttations such as the paleontology murals squarely outside the domain of technical 

communication (2001), implying that tiie work of the scientific illusttator is outside our 

scope. Perhaps greater understanding of the rhetorical processes of commercial artists and 

scientific illusttators wUl guide technical communication toward greater awareness of 

these powerful images, and textbook writers' acknowledgement of such knages wUl 

increase. 
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A particularly disturbing ttend among technical communicators is the wholesale 

borrowing of images from web sites, an activity recommended in several of our 

textbooks. With both Fakbetter and Carr I had lengthy discussions about the availability 

of their work on the interact. The problems raised through these discussions are complex 

and diverge somewhat from the primary goal of the dissertation (to examine theory of 

visuals in technical communication and to analyze visuals in scientific and technical 

discourse), but wUl be examined quickly here as a way to show the gulf between what 

producers of scientific images vedue and what technical communication advocates. Also 

germane to this discussion is a quick acknowledgement of the ideology involved in any 

claims about intellectual property; movements in English studies that recommend de-

emphasizing propriety claims and commodification of knowledge (e.g., Greer, 2003) are 

as relevant to technical communication as are claims that assume the validity of copyright 

and ttademark, the legal tags of intellectual property ownership. 

For practical purposes, Carr's work must be distributed via the Intemet; her 

images are converted into posters, books covers, and promotional materials and sold to 

the public in various forms. A primary form of advertising for her cUents is her web 

portfolio. Her work, then, exists in the pubUc sphere where it is subject to theft. Can-

related to me a story of a book tiiat was being pubUshed widi some of her work included 

in it-without her approval. This chilUng example of flagrant plagiarism is most lUcely a 

signpost of changing cultural attitudes about inteUectual property rights, especially with 

respect to intellectual property in electtonic form. 
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Theft is not clearly delineated as such in textbooks diat provide enumerated steps 

to "create graphics for your Web site" by taking them directly off the Web (Gerson & 

Gerson, 2003, p. 239). The assumption by Gerson and Gerson is that students will not 

steal copyrighted work, will know the difference between "freeware" (p. 239) and other 

images, and wUl respect die difference. My discussions with some of the image producers 

in question (Fakbetter and Carr) indicate that thek work is used inappropriately even by 

professionals, sttongly implying that better education of students widi respect to images 

should be a priority. By way of analogy, few technical communication instmctors would 

suggest to students tiiat they "create" text by copying it from die intemet; more care must 

be taken when advocating that students download images. 

Of course, images are difficult to create; for many of us, they are harder to create 

than texts, and they are not considered to be as important as the words in the development 

of technical documentation. The degree of difficulty depends, of course, on the image, 

the artist, and other factors. Bryan (1995) wams of the distortions that can result from 

either intentional or inadvertent creation of fakly simple images (charts and graphs) that 

mislead; assigning students the responsibility for creating all images without a clear 

understanding of the information in the images and how images communicate is 

dangerous. Technical communication texts fail to distinguish carefully between types of 

images that 1) may be easily created by most students, such as simple icons, design 

features, or text enhancements, 2) are indeed available as freeware, and 3) requke either 

advanced abilities in design and art or requke contributions from an expert, such as a 

commercial artist. While simple images are easier for a novice to create, they are also the 
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types of images most likely to be available on the Intemet without violation of law. 

Complex images are less likely to be available for free, but they are also far more 

difficult to create, making them more valuable and more tempting. To add complexity to 

our tteatment of visuals as we design documents and teach courses will not be easy and 

will require us to overcome lore and ttadition: Barton and Barton (1985) predicted that "if 

the professional earlier tumed to an illusttator to generate visuals, he or she will now tum 

over the details of graphic production to a computer" (p. 136). The commercial artists' 

value has been eroded by textbooks that echo the sentiments of Barton and Barton, such 

as Pfeiffer's Technical Writing (5"^ Ed.), in which he writes that "the tools used by the 

[award winning professional] illusttator are available to many writers. As technology 

creates more graphics possibilities, the challenge for you will be to combine sound 

principles of design with appropriate technical tools" (p. 451). Carr makes a compeUing 

argument for the problems inherent in these assumptions. Artists' talents, ttaining, and 

experience are immediately suspect when the medium of production becomes electtonic, 

but Carr counters, and my observations confirm, that the production of an image in pixels 

takes no less skUl than producing a similar image in paint. If the image is downloaded 

from the Web and not actually created, of course, the process may be simpUfied, but the 

ethical dimensions (and, under current law, consequences) are proportionaUy enlarged. 

Yet in Pfeiffer's "Misuse of Graphics" chapter subsection (pp. 451-459), stealing is not 

mentioned; distortion, omission, and other methods of obfuscating information are the 

topics covered. The lengthy discussion of plagiarism later in the textbook omits 

information about key concepts: ways to cite images borrowed legally, images as 
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possible objects of theft, and whether laws applicable to texts are also appUcable to 

images. 

Conclusion 

My observations, interviews, and secondary research provided insight into the 

functions of various kinds of iUusttations from tiie perspective of the producers. 

Moreover, the observations helped me understand die role of the illusttator, one that is 

too commonly overlooked by technical communication textbooks. Expanding our 

understanding of the types of images and the rhetorical contexts of images wUl 

necessarily elevate the status of the illusttator and aUgn it with that of the writer. And this 

expanded understanding will serve technical communication well, allowing us to 

approach a wider spectmm of illusttations with a set of tools that will help us evaluate, 

understand, and teach them. The results presented here are a mere snapshot of the rich 

contexts I observed and the possibilities for examining the interaction between the field 

of technical communication and illusttators, but the discussion is intended to serve the 

purpose of problematizing the current tteatment of visuals, and thek human producers, 

within our evolving discipUne. The next chapter will move away from the focus on the 

illusttator as rhetor and privilege the artifact as a site of inquiry. 
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CHAPTER V 

HOW IMAGES MAKE KNOWLEDGE 

If the goal of science is to describe how the world works, then the goal of a 

historical science such as paleontology may be paraphrased as an attempt to describe how 

the world worked. Prevented from conducting firsthand observation of prehistory or 

performing much biological experimentation, historical scientists rely on analogy, 

intuition, mathematical and mechanical modeling, and various other interpretive acts 

(Shipman, 1998) to supplement data from the fossil record and analyses of that data. 

Because thek knowledge claims are probabilistic rather than certain, paleontology and 

other historical sciences are ideal for rhetorical analysis. Further, the visual nature of so 

much of paleontology helps to foreground the meaning-making potential of the images 

that are both generated by and form paleontology as a scientific discipline. 

Contingency of knowledge in rhetorical discourse is predicted in classical texts. 

Though a science may rely on data, the interpretations of the data can still be rhetorical. 

In Aristotelian terms (1991), the fossil record supplies inartistic proofs (atechnic pisteis) 

in the form of empirical data, and the interpretations, being probabilistic, are composed of 

artistic proofs (entechnicpisteis). Aristotle's inartistic proofs are not dependent upon the 

rhetor; diey preexist die rhetorical discourse (1991). The artistic proofs are of three 

famiUar types: logos, ethos, and padios. The layering of interpretation onto data 

contiibutes to tiie rhetorical character of paleontology, whetiier die discursive artifacts 

under consideration are verbal or visual. 
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Knowledge about paleontology is ttansmitted through words and images as in 

other sciences, though perhaps because of our inability to conduct our own observations, 

the public primarily relies on images of dinosaurs to shape our understanding of 

paleontology (Debus & Debus, 2002). The illusttations are epistemologicaUy operative in 

that they reflect what can be known about paleontology; they are epistemologicaUy 

normative in that they reflect what the producers think should be known; they are 

epistemologicaUy consttaining in that for every possible claim, or "knowable," there are 

infinite altematives not represented. The importance of images in constmcting 

paleontology knowledge cannot be overemphasized. 

My goal in this chapter is to articulate the degree to which paleontology images 

vary and thus requke a wide range of visual theories to account for thek purposes and 

effects. This chapter will provide evidence for the claim that paleoart is rhetorical as both 

process and product, especially noting that paintings of dinosaurs are rhetorical artifacts. I 

wUl give examples of my findings as I argue just a few points about the rhetoric of 

scientific illustrations, forcing myself to select carefuUy from the many possible avenues 

of analysis. The chapter explores in greater detail some of the rhetorical features of the 

paleoart production process. 

The Nature of Paleontology Images with Respect to 
Theoretical Perspectives Prevailing in Technical Communication 

A naive glance at tiie cover of The Rise of Birds (Figure 1.1) reveals a funny-

looking bkd with a scaly face and a red eye. This characterization is flawed; more 

information and an understanding of the context are needed to interpret the image 
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adequately. The representation in this case is a painting developed by an artist, Michael 

NickeU, working toward communication of a scientist's (Sankar Chatterjee's) 

interpretation; fossU evidence exists, but it is fragmented and was found in a 

disarticulated state. Protoavis fossils complicate paleomidiology, possibly setting back 

die origin of bkds by 75 miUion years, changing die prevailing view of bird origins, and 

possessing implications for tiieories of tiie development of bkd flight. WhUe die text on 

the cover of the book contextualizes the image for a specialist audience of 

paleomithologists, more information is needed by the casual observer or paleontology 

buff who is not familiar with protobkds. This discussion focuses on die Ulusttation itself 

and the intentions of the producer(s) at the expense of broad considerations of audience 

effects. 

During a preliminary interview with an informant, I asked him to speculate about 

why the eye of Protoavis texensis is red. He sttongly suspected that the goal was to 

indicate a relationship with reptiles, which, he said, have red eyes. Over a year later, I 

spoke with the artist of the painting, Michael NickeU, about the same subject. I asked 

Nickell why the eye of Protoavis had been painted red; his answer was, "Warm accent. 

That's the oidy reason. Something that will pop off the page at you." I was surprised; the 

assumption that the red eye was a reptilian feature had seemed logical and reliable. Other 

features of the bkd's picture, specifically the scaly head and claws, NickeU pointed out, 

are reptilian. Yet the color of the eye was not. Thus, I leamed about the danger of relying 

on interpretations by experts who are not the producers of images for information, and I 

recognized the need to avoid theorizing about the artists' and scientists' intentions 
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widiout verification. Though much of my argument is based on the hazards of under-

theorizing images and considering them to be functional supplements to texts, over-

theorizing (in the case of assuming that red eyes are intended to indicate reptilian 

ancestry) is as problematic. 

During my second observation of La Gina Fairbetter, she was working indoors in 

her studio, having moved the canvas from her roof eaves to the wall. She was adding 

detail to a painting on which she had akeady layered background colors for the purpose 

of casting a glow to the sky and to serve as a background for landscape features she 

would add. She pointed out some notable features on the canvas to me as she assembled 

an akbrash; one was a small plant near the bottom edge of the canvas, in the foreground 

of the scene, which her assistant had painted. Fakbetter talked about the types of plants 

that existed during the period represented in die painting and how she described to her 

assistant the way the plant would look. This plant was a somewhat generic, typified 

example of the flora of the time, just a leafy clump reminiscent of a non-flowering 

bromeUad. Its significance is perhaps negligible; if this is the case, then the plant need not 

be theorized beyond the scope of instramental dieories. The plant has a function in die 

image but little in die way of rhetorical power; it is not intended to propose any change in 

thinking or to complicate the viewing of the painting. 

Other images in tiie same painting might be tteated differentiy, perhaps seen to 

have different kinds of communicative purpose, power, or effect. For die sake of the 

current discussion, a more interesting example comes from anodier canvas of die Grace 

Museum display. The representation of die Cretaceous and die famous extinction (die K-
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T event) that marks the end of the Cretaceous and the beginning of the tertiary period (the 

K-T boundary) is symbolized in Fairbetter's painting by a meteor, a diagonal white slash 

through the twilight sky. Meteorite activity has been hypothesized to account for a 

change in climate that led to massive die-offs of dinosaurs. Though other theories exist, 

the meteorite theory is dominant and reflects cunent paradigmatic thinking of 

evolutionary paleobiologists. Yet, the assumption that a meteor caused the dinosaur die-

off raises the threat that scientists or artists will ignore competing theories (e.g. Shipman, 

1998). In The Rise of Birds (Chatterjee, 1997), where competing theories such as the 

volcanic-activity theory are handled, for example, five times as much print is dedicated to 

the meteorite theory. The meteorite theory also is accompanied by five illusttations, while 

the volcanic theory is accompanied by none in Rise. In this case, the silencing of 

altemative models by the meteorite theory constitutes "deterministic illustration" or 

determinism manifested in part through the use of illusttations. The illustrations in 

Chatterjee (1997) designate an "impact belt" where meteorites fell, show map views and 

cross sections of craters, and show a cross-section of what is labeled a "KT Impact Melt" 

at a Mexican crater (p. 235). Based on my observation of illusttators consulting books 

similar to this one, I know that such images educate and influence illusttators like Carr 

and Fakbetter. Fakbetter's (and the committee's) choice to characterize the Cretaceous 

period by including an image of a meteor silences altemative perspectives. The lack of an 

altemative point of view supports argument theorists' complaint that images are not 

dialogic insofar as only a claim can be offered, not a qualifier or counterclaim. The 

ability of the audience to interact with or challenge the claim is stifled by the image. The 
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power of the image is too compelling to invite doubt, and the reaction of the audience is 

likely to be acceptance regardless of the merit of the argument or the merits of 

altematives (Yoos, 1994; Blak, 2003). This of course is a position that overestimates 

verbal stmctures; many verbal arguments fail to offer the counterpoint and stifle 

altemative viewpoints through a wide variety of ways. They may be poor or incomplete 

arguments, but argument theorists tend to give more latitude to verbal stractures than 

visual. Another salient point is that the silencing of altemative points of view is 

fundamental to the propagation of scientific knowledge, which relies on community 

dispersal of acceptable knowledge claims, and uses processes like publication to promote 

the more viable theories at the expense of the less viable ones. While such a process 

provides an explanation and justification for propagation of a theory, the fact remains that 

altematives are silenced; these silenced altematives may, with new evidence, re-emerge 

as new data and interpretations support them. 

Socio-cultural theories are frequentiy appUcable in interpretations of paleoimages. 

Socio-cultural interpretations typically rely on commensurate assumptions and 

background knowledge by rhetor and audience. The audiences for the images I have 

studied range from expert to pubUc, and interpretations of paleoimagery may result in a 

superficial and oversimplified understanding of dinosaur behavior. Fakbetter joked about 

gender roles depicted in some images of dinosaurs, referring to "Miss Steggy," a 

Stegosaums stereotyped as a good motiier, protecting her squealing babies, fighting 

against die typecast bad boy T-Rex, almost always depicted as an aggressive male. These 
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persistent characterizations reflect socio-cultural readings shared by artist and audience, 

clearly echoing human gender role expectations. 

Another example of a socio-cultural theory being applicable to scientific 

illusttations came through my discussion with Nickell. When he critiqued his painting of 

Protoavis, one point of possible revision that he mentioned was the branch on the left 

side of the painting pointing downward at an angle. The branch "will have the tendency 

to take the eye off the comer of the page." The expectation of eye movement is described 

in Kress and Van Leeuwen's Reading Images (1994) where they suggest that the 

interpretation of images can be a ttansaction between the viewer and the image, and that 

our cultural habits of reading right-to-left and top-to-bottom translate to our reading of an 

image. The consideration of physical movements during information processing also 

harks to cognitive theory, which is classified as a social theory here. NickeU's 

expectation of the audience's eye movement speaks to his tacit understanding of the 

effect of vectors and audience behavior on the reading of an image. 

Fakbetter's comments about horizon lines in her paintings also reflect a socio-

cultural explanation of viewer behavior in relation to vectors (obvious or subtle Unes in 

images or pictures). Like Nickell, she works to move the viewer's eye into the page, not 

off it, and has very specific expectations of how viewers' eyes should move. Figure 5.2 is 

my rough sketch of her expectation of audience eye movement in the Cretaceous section 

of the Grace Museum mural. 

Culture influences the reading of images. Cultural factors are studied in the field 

of cultural studies (e.g., MitcheU, 1994) and iconography, but tiiey also have a place in 
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technical communication because of the public audience for many scientific and technical 

images and the legitimacy of the interpretations which result from application of socio-

cultural theories. Clearly, in many cases, understanding of culture- or discipline- specific 

conventions is needed to read images. Cultural myths and pattems often form a strong 

foundation for knowledge constraction and they are unavoidable in technical 

communication. 

Yet, in some cases, socio-cultural dieories result in a set of expectations which are 

not borae out by my research. For example, with respect to gender, my research provides 

mixed results. Fakbetter and Can had a keen sense of gender, and tended to identify 

images of animals tiirough gendered terms, but NickeU did not. When I asked Nickell 

about the gender of Protoavis, he accommodated the question, but he had not envisioned 

Protoavis as possessing gender before I asked the question. The temptation to 

characterize Protoavis texensis as female stems from many factors, including its 

marginaUzation by paleomithologists, its uncertain lineage, and the ak of mystery that 

shrouds it in some of the popular scientific literature in which it is featured. However, 

analyses that attributed gender to Protoavis would be doing so in conflict with the 

production context and rhetorical intention of NickeU. Within socio-cultural theories, the 

codes of the rhetor and the audience have to be the same in order for effective 

communication to occur. In this case, if the audience or theorist assigns gender and the 

artist does not, a disconnect is the result. 

Paleontology illusttations are difficult to define quickly because they are varied, 

being represented by a multitude of styles, effects, rhetorical intentions, and a range of 
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complexity. One attempt at codifying scientific illusttations was made by Greg Myers in 

his discussion of E.O. Wilson's Sociobiology (1990) and the illusttations therein. Myers 

placed images on a range of visual detail. Bonowing Myers' classification (Figure 5.1), 

diagrams include the least "gratuitous" detail, and paintings the most, giving them a 

greater sense of realism. Between those exttemes lie anatomical reconstmctions of 

particular fossils, line drawings of individual creatures, and sketches of animals in 

reconstracted habitats. 

The addition or deletion of detail is hypothesized to have various effects on 

readers/viewers, especially when that detail relates to specifics of the human form. While 

images of people do not exist in scientific paleontology Ulusttations, animal faces are 

depicted, and the level of detail in representation is certainly a question of style in 

paleontology illusttations. Not all theorists agree on the dkection of those effects: what 

effect does the level of detaU in an image have on the viewer? Does a specific image of a 

particular person humanize a concept more than an absttacted drawing of a human face? 

Harrison (2003) suggests that in one case, an image including silhouettes of people 

"encourages the viewer to consider breast cancer in the abstract" (p. 52), potentiaUy 

making the image more personal than one in which more details of people's faces 

existed. By generalizing, she claims, the message is more powerful than if it were limited 

to a person who might be seen as idiosyncratic by virtue of particular identifying detaUs. 

Odiers claim tiiat adding realism adds immediacy to die message entailed in an image and 

that absttaction dilutes the message. 
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Fairbetter and Can both relied on their experience painting human portraits when 

tiiey painted dinosaurs, particularly die faces. Scientists and artists admit to speculating 

about the appearance of dinosaur faces, which are composed largely of soft tissues that 

tend to be desttoyed before fossilization processes occur. Yet, Fairbetter pointed out as 

she painted, fossils can "tell you" about the lips and faces of the animals to some degree; 

skin covers bones in largely predictable shapes and curves. Later, when Fakbetter 

explained how she expected a reader would read the finished painting, she noted that "the 

animal is a face; it looks back at you." She continued, "If it's an eye that engages you, 

you are there and you react," for example, to a sense of threat when confronted with 

Tyrannosaurus rex. Personalities are difficult to imagine because of the artists' inabiUty 

to study the animal in natural motion. Fakbetter's experience with animals, horses in 

particular, allowed her to develop a sense of "moment"-a pose that epitomizes an animal 

rather than one that is equally natural yet awkward. Some of the recommendations 

Fakbetter received from the committee dkectly impacted the appearance of the animal 

images, including, as Fakbetter paraphrased: "Make it look mean, not like a happy 

dolphin." As she painted an animal in the foreground of the painting in the studio during 

my observation, she noted, "This one wiU make eye contact with the audience." 

The interaction between the viewer and an animal's face sttengthens the rhetorical 

effect of the image. In one sense, the face of the animal appeals to emotion and 

represents the employment of Aristotle's artistic ^roof, pathos. The animal becomes a 

character, and the images in die picture, its story. The power of identification between the 
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reader and a character is theorized extensively in literature. The most interesting question 

is whether tiiis type of identification can faciUtate or constitute argumentation. 

While an extended analysis of nanative in the paleontology paintings is not 

provided in this chapter, tiie types of arguments tiiat might be expected in paleontology 

illusttations are worth discussing. Recall that discussions of die past are often assigned to 

the occasion (Aristotle's eide) for rhetoric called "judicial" or "forensic," having classical 

roots in legal discourse. Lawyers today are taught about nanative arguments versus 

analytical arguments, with nanatives being stories of probability with the goal of 

verisimilitude and analytical arguments relying on formal logical stractures (Braner, 

1986). Nanative is not only a method of convincing an audience, distinct from analytical, 

but is also a mode of cognition for meaning-making (Bmner, 1986). Even in Aristotle's 

time, nanative equaled inductive and deductive reasoning as a method of argument. 

One argumentation strategy that Aristotle suggested for judicial rhetors may be 

visible in the work of paleontology illusttators: to "introduce yourself as a person of a 

certain character" and to do so "inconspicuously" (1991, p. 272). Aristode even 

suggested that this method could be seen in messengers' speeches, and the similarity 

between an illusttator and a messenger is not a difficult one to imagine. I suggest that 

features of the paintings such as composition, color, technique, and overaU effect are 

ways that the illusttators inttoduce themselves as credible to the viewer, and they often 

do so inconspicuously. 

Most important to this discussion is the realization that if in fact any scientific 

illusttations are nanatives, then thek effects may be easdy considered as potentially 
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argumentative under definitions by classical scholars adapted for modem use. Technical 

communication usually fails to consider nanative as a potential function of images. The 

discussion wiU tum now to a more specific potential function of scientific illustrations, 

offering hypotheses. 

Ulustrations as Hypotheses 

Scientific discourse contains references to the term "hypothesis" with different 

connotations, with meanings ranging from a formal, testable claim, to a suggestion or 

guess. A hypothesis is often assumed to be a sentence or group of few, related sentences. 

Science writing textbook author Moriarty (1997) claims that hypotiieses result from 

inductive or deductive thinking, with deductive conclusions being more absolute than 

inductive conclusions. She inadvertently demonsttates the problems of generalizing about 

scientific subdisciplines in the discussion about hypotheses. Her definitions categorically 

exclude historical sciences from participating in hypothesis-testing because of her sttess 

on empirical evidence and experimental testing (pp. 10-15). 

In paleomithology, the use of the term "hypothesis" has been invoked in a much 

different way from Moriarty's to help indicate how various discursive artifacts fit into 

arguments of the field. Paleomithologist Larry Martin (1998) claims that "Chatterjee's 

The Rise of Birds sttongly supports the theropod hypothesis" (p. 44), for example. The 

theropod hypothesis is an argument that bkd flight developed by theropods ranning along 

the ground, leaping, and eventually developing the apparatus and dynamics required for 

flight. The theropod hypothesis has been conttasted to the arboreal theory, the hypothesis 
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diat bird flight developed as creatures leapt out of ttee branches and began soaring, later 

developing flapping flight. To complicate die issue, featiiered and flying dieropods that 

are not birds have been discovered in ancient sttata in China. 

In response to die conttoversy in which Protoavis became embroUed in the late 

1980s, Chatterjee is quoted as saying, "I may be wrong, or I may be right. It's just a 

hypodiesis that I found somediing tiiat is tiie earliest bird" (Zimmer, 1992, p. 46). 

Chatterjee invokes a weak definition of hypothesis here, comparable to "suggestion." Yet 

when the evidence is published, Chatterjee's claim is presented with a greater degree of 

certainty, identifying Protoavis in the fkst line of a monograph not by name but by the 

phrase "The oldest known fossU bkd from the Late Triassic (about 225 milUon years ago) 

Dockum Formation of Texas" (1991, p. 277). Later in the monograph, Chatterjee 

proposes the name and taxonomy of the bkd (p. 283), immediately after asserting, "A 

beautiful humeras from this quarry shows all the avian hallmarks," thus designating 

Protoavis as a bkd, the single most conttoversial claim of the discussion. In the same 

monograph, Chatterjee makes highly qualified statements and reminds the reader of his 

scientific skepticism when he acknowledges die lack of feather imprints associated with 

the fossUs (p. 279) and the "speculations" involved with discussions of the flight of 

protobkds (p. 279). The hypotheses with which Chatterjee works are complex, layered, 

overlapping, and dynamic. My discussion thus far has examined hypotheses in 

paleomithology using verbal examples, and I will now tura toward Ulusttations. 

During our discussion, Nickell acknowledged the contingency (lack of certainty) 

of the knowledge about Protoavis readUy. Notably, Nickell does not necessarily consider 
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his work to be rhetorical; during our discussions, he stressed "accuracy" and his ability to 

bring expert knowledge from science and art to bear on scientific Ulustration projects. 

When asked about the head of the Protoavis porttait, Nickell described it as "totally 

conjectural." When I asked him about die taU, he said, "This is once again conjectural" 

and he mentioned his reliance on references from print sources. And when asked about a 

color choice, his answer had nothing to do with the fossil data, but was an aesthetic 

decision: "warm accent. That's the only reason." NickeU's deske for accuracy was 

mediated by his inability to rely on fossil data for much of the work, yet he compensated 

for the lack of data through his understanding of natural science and Triassic habitats. His 

abUity to research similar animals (e.g., Archaeopteryx) allowed him continue to produce 

the painting. These factors informed Nickell as he painted a bkd whose morphology, skin 

covering, and coloration might never be revealed through the data, thus making the 

painting a guess, suggestion, or contingent claim: a hypothesis. This characterization can 

be, and has been, mistaken for a criticism of paleontology illusttations. The ttadition of 

paleoart is fascinating, as artifacts tell the history of our developing understanding of 

evolution dating before the time of Darwin's groundbreaking publications. Human 

history and knowledge would be deprived if the abUity to infer were not instantiated in 

the many works of paleoart that exist. The contributions of paleoart to science are 

valuable; my goal is not to question or challenge the quality or accuracy of the work, but 

merely to identify it as a site where data and interpretation are fused in rhetorical 

artifacts. 
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Revealing die degree of certainty tiiat can be desired by scientists and tiiat is 

achieved dirough various mediods. Can tells a story about die development of a painting 

as it was drafted and revised. In the picture were images of dogs. One of the committee 

members decided tiiat the fossUs should be measured so that the scale of the dogs in the 

painting would be accurate. After spending two days measuring die fossils, which were 

inconveniently stored in drawers and not mounted, "all my animals were within the 

range... and nobody would ever, ever know that they were the exact size of [the] 

specimens." This example helps demonsttate that exhaustive mining of data quickly 

results in diminishing retums; the sensibilities of artists and scientists help them shape 

knages. Data is necessary, and in some cases such as Protoavis, more data would 

certainly be helpful in refining the interpretations of the fossils; but an overabundance of 

fossU data does not necessarily result in better work after the threshold level of evidence 

has been acquked and reasonably interpreted. 

In another of Can's revisions, the habitat of the Permian was under discussion by 

the committee as Can painted: "Then we decided that actually at this time the Permian 

was not the thick rich forest that you think of, it was drying out now...." The phrasing 

that the committee "decided" was interesting to me, though the process was not as 

arbittary as it sounds out of context here because the decisions were based on research 

and scholarship, including data from the fossil record of the time and place represented in 

the painting. Can continued: 

So I said, okay, fine, I'm gonna make this drier. As it goes away from the 
water, no fems, no nothing, just dryness. Then we decided-not me, the 
committee-decided that the mountains didn't look dry enough, plus "we 
want to see the frees going up the mountains because there would be 
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playas"... so I did a layout of that.... So after doing that layout they come 
back and say, "there's a specific mountain range in Turkey that we want 
you to use for reference." ... I go and put it in. [And the committee then 
said] "And we don't want the playas anymore. Now we want to see really 
nothing here and just go back to the mountaintops." So this was the final 
layout that I ended up with. They came back one more time and said, 
"Okay, we have this visiting professor..."-and I said, "Hold on, no!" 

Carr's need to revise aspects of the layout (and the painting past the layout stage) 

as the particulars of the representations are discussed by the committee can be seen as 

part of a collaborative process of hypothesis constraction. To present the best possible 

hypothesis, details including fauna, topography, and climate must be rendered as 

accurately as possible. And in the production of the image, as with the production of 

written arguments, revisions can seem endless and recursive, and at some point, the work 

needs to be finished and presented. Yet all the artists I interviewed noted that they either 

did or would make changes to thek paintings given the opportunity, requiring a theory of 

illusttations to account for the iterative revision process. 

When Dr. Louis Jacobs, paleontologist and curator at Southem Methodist 

University, equated iUustrations widi "visual hypotheses" during our interview, he 

spawned a number of avenues of interest for me: 

• Do artists also see illusttations as visual hypotheses? 

• What kind of Ulustrations entail a hypodiesis? How can they be distinguished 

from Ulusttations diat do not? What criteria designate illusttations as hypotheses? 

• If illusttations can be visual hypotheses, to what degree do theories in use in 

technical communication allow, encourage, or prevent such analysis? 
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Determining whether artists see iUusttations as hypotheses would be difficult 

without asking leading questions along die lines of "Do you believe illustrations can 

argue?" This sort of question, during my research, tended to encourage positive responses 

as the artists engaged with the question creatively and with thek tacit understanding of 

conversational norms; politeness may have been at work in thek engagement with my 

question, rather than relevance, which might prompt the artist to respond that they either 

do not know about or do not care about argument theory (Blakemore, 1992). The 

phenomenon of reactivity (responsiveness to the researcher) was also probably in play. 

The asking of the question in and of itself is problematic because of the communication 

context in which it must necessarily be asked, in which shared knowledge is not sttong 

enough with respect to argument theory that the artists could contributed specifically to 

the claims of the field of technical communication. 

During our discussion, Jacobs asserted, "If it's okay to have testable hypotheses, 

it's okay for imagery to evolve also and change; you would expect that to happen." This 

sentiment, however plausible it seems to rhetoricians of science, is not universal in 

paleontology. Harsh criticism of paleontology illusttation is fakly common, in fact, with 

implicatures that Ulusttations need to represent a static version of reaUty different from 

what is expressed in particular images. For example, Feduccia, Martin, and Zhou (1999) 

wrote in an editorial to Scientific American a complaint about a cover iUusttation of 

Confuciusomis that appeared die previous Febraary. They wrote tiiat they were 

"astounded" and charged that "The illusttation would appear to be a resunection of the 

'insect-net' hypothesis for the origin of flight feathers proposed by John Osttom but now 
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p. almost universally rejected" (8). The suggestion tiiat the illusttation could resunect a 

hypothesis is notable, especially in tight of Jacobs's equation of images and visual 

hypotheses. Feduccia, Martin, and Zhou expand their critique to argue that the 

dinosaurian origin of birds as reflected by the previous Scientific American story (and 

iUusttation) is unfounded and that examination of the fossils demonsttates features that 

did not appear in the illusttation and were not acknowledged appropriately in the article. 

In a reply by the authors of the original piece, Kevin Padian and Louis Chiappe (1999), 

the importance of the cover illusttation was severely downplayed: "Most readers can 

easily distinguish between science and art" (p. 8A). They invoke the illustrator (Kazuhiko 

Sano) by name and explain the collaborative process through which the painting was 

produced. They too tum toward the larger question of the origin of bkds in their 

response, which I will not develop here. The interesting part of the discussion for me was 

the power that various scientists assign to images: Jacobs indicates that the image can 

function in a complex and dynamic way; Padian and Chiappe downplayed the role of the 

iUusttation almost derisively; Feduccia, Martin, and Zhou expect iUusttations to be 

accurate as they demonsttate concem that inaccuracy leads to a significant misleading of 

the reader. Still, many producers of paleontology images acknowledge the ability of an 

iUusttation to communicate in a complex and rhetorically rich way. For this reason, 

technical communication is impoverished when we choose to overlook the production 

context and instead privilege formal definitions of constmcts like "argument" and 

"hypothesis" for the purpose of categorically excluding illusttations from consideration 

as meaning-making artifacts. 
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Ulusttations as Arguments 

Technical communication accepts the notion of illustrations as having rhetorical 

possibilities, especially given recent scholarship that makes a sttong case for the power of 

technical visual genres (Brasseur, 2003) and other scholarship that proposes such 

consttucts as a "rhetoric of photographs" (Wickliff, 1990). The idea of illustrations as 

arguments is less certain, despite my earlier explanation of how artists' words alerted me 

to nanative elements in the illusttations along with my evidence that at least some 

scientists consider illusttations to be hj^otheses. Now, using the terms assigned to 

argumentation by argument theorists, I will roughly outline the way an argument might 

be presented in an illusttation. 

Argument theorists, relying on definitions of argument that hearken back to Plato 

and the phUosopher kings, tend to advocate a definition of argument that identifies its 

characteristics and constituents. Van Eemeren et al. (1989) define argument as "a verbal 

and social activity of reason aimed at increasing (or decreasing) the acceptabUity of a 

conttoversial standpoint for the listener or reader, by putting forward a constellation of 

propositions intended to justify (or refute) the standpoint before a rational judge" (p. 5). 

Blak (1996, 2003) uses the criteria of propositional content (or form) and social 

interaction (dialectic) in his insistence that images cannot argue. Nonverbal images 

cannot put forth verbal propositions; even if a proposition is obviously impUed in an 

image, those propositions differ in quality from verbal statements. Blak (2003) also notes 

that images are "inescapably ambiguous or vague" (4), resulting in diek inability to offer 

claims subject to judgments of tintii value (6). He allows tiiat images are persuasive, but 
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notes (using logical forms typical of philosophical arguments) that not all persuasive 

phenomena can be arguments. 

Furthering the lines of logic he has ttaced, Blair suggests that perhaps some 

images do put forth propositions that could be verbally articulated and may thus, 

hypothetically, be visual arguments. But he writes that the visual element is not one of 

logic or dialectic, it is rhetorical. Again, Blak is referring to the necessity for social 

interaction-dialectic-to exist in order for argument to exist: "[The visual] does not permit 

the complexity of such dialectical moves as the raising of objections" (p. 9). Here, Blair 

makes reference to Ralph Johnson's Manifest Rationality, (2000), where it is suggested 

that verbal arguments should fully disclose thek weaknesses, ideally opening all possible 

channels for challenge. Ultimately, Blak suggests that visuals may be more rhetorically 

powerful than verbal arguments, but they are stUl defmitionally excluded from being 

arguments in and of themselves without some supplementation by verbal texts to supply 

the formal and dialectic requkements of arguments. Without the complexity allowed by 

verbal discourse, Blak claims that the "argument" in the visual would be at best simple 

syllogism or assertion (p. 9). 

A lesson that technical communication may take from Blak is that argument 

theorists wiU challenge careless conflation of terms such as rhetoric and argument. Blak 

clearly supports the concept and importance of visual rhetoric; visual argument is the 

constract he believes to be impossible. Returning to Aristotelian appeals, Blak states that 

visuals can operate in pathetic and ethotic modes but not through logos, reason. Van 

Eemeren's "activity of reason" criterion is echoed by Blak. 
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Scholars who write about visual arguments challenge or sidestep the criteria set 

forth by van Eemeren et al., Blair, and others in various ways. Many examine arguments 

composed of both words and images while others conflate the terms "argument" and 

"persuasion" (e.g. Shelley, 1996). Shelley (1996) proposes his own scheme for 

classifying the arguments entailed within images into rhetorical and demonsttative. 

Barbatsis (1996) simply ttanslates images into propositions. Wysocki (2001) publicly 

straggles with the definitional exclusion of non-verbal phenomena from the province of 

argumentation as she examines the assertions put forth by the navigation stractures and 

information design in interactive CDs featuring the work of artist Henri Matisse. 

Yoos (1994) problematizes the linguistic analogs of visual stractures in an 

interesting way when he notes that linguistic theorists working with relevance theory 

point out that the Unguistic stractures (propositions) associated with arguments are often 

absent even in explicit verbal arguments in natural language. If natural language has to be 

rewritten to fit the pattems required for argumentation (propositions, objections), then 

images should be granted license for similar ttansformations without a priori exclusion 

from the province of argument. Yoos makes the case that pictures can propose false 

claims (dius die title of the article, "How Pictures Lie") dirough various moves, 

analogous to semantic and pragmatic verbal Ues. Yoos assigns greater power to the 

images by showing that diey can misinform, in dkect contrast to Blak, who sees images 

as simpler without the propositional content-or potential for containing tradi value -

necessary for such moves as misinformation. 
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Thus, the question about whether images can argue remains open. The central 

issues tend to revolve around definitions: argument is verbal, containing particular verbal 

consttucts like propositions; argument is social, and a particular kind of audience 

interaction, especially with respect to objections, is accommodated; and as a reasonable 

discourse, argument contains claims, support, and evidence in some form. 

Claims and reasons are the core of most definitions of argument (van Eemeren et 

al., 1989). Because we associate claims and reasons with verbal stractures (declarative 

sentences, primarily), the ttansition from verbal to nonverbal artifacts can be difficult. 

Yet, the paintings I observed Fakbetter and Can paint and the porttait of Protoavis 

(Figure 1.1) that NickeU painted for the cover of The Rise of Birds are so complex that 

they can fakly readily be shown to propose ideas and support those ideas with evidence. 

For example, NickeU's porttait puts forth the claim that "Protoavis was a bkd"; reasons 

given in the image are that "Protoavis is bkdlike in appearance, feathered, and capable of 

flight." 

Along with the verbal, social, and stractural criteria for arguments, sequential 

stractures are also sought in certain kinds of arguments, including "argumentation based 

on the stracture of reality" (van Eemeren et al., 1996; Perelman & Olbrechts-Tyteca, 

1969). Sequential stractures in verbal arguments often occur as causal or temporal 

relationships. Due to culturally-specific patteras by which we read images, spawned from 

the cultural patteras of textual decoding, we assume tiiat people "read" paintings from left 

to right, top to bottom (Kress & van Leeuwen, 1994; Yoos, 1994; Schriver, 1997, p. 317). 
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I will build on this assumption to illustrate how images may use sequential moves to 

build arguments based on the structure of reality. 

Components of pictures, like the K-T boundary meteor I watched Fakbetter paint, 

may appear in the upper left comer of a picture in order to provide background 

information for a claim represented in the image. (My sketch of her prediction of eye 

movement is Figure 5.2.) The meteor, then, becomes an agent in the interpretation of the 

image, followed by an interpretation of another spatially and thematically related image. 

In the case of the painting, the meteor is related to the animals depicted in the painting, 

dinosaurs known (from fossil evidence) to exist at the critical K-T boundary when 

massive die-outs occuned. A cause-effect stracture is indicated: the meteor caused these 

animals to die. The cause-effect relationship and the spatial relationships of those 

images-meteor and dinosaur-both demonsttate how the components of images function 

sequentially. 

The requkement of dialogic engagement (dialectic exchange) for argumentation is 

a difficult one to satisfy even with respect to verbal constracts (how can theorists be sure 

that readers engage with the texts dialogically in the way expected, short of think-aloud 

protocols, an overtly artificial context, and a method not employed by argument 

dieorists?). In the case of illusttations as facilitators of dialogic exchange, specific 

research into audience reception, or the effects of the artifact on the audience-would need 

to be conducted. WhUe I could make a case for dialogic occurring between members of 

the committee responsible for the murals I watched being produced, die more relevant 

aspect of dialogic would have to include die target audience of die artifact, and reception 
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studies of such illusttations are certainly among my recommendations for future research. 

Aristotelian dialectic may be evident in the ways that illustrations spur discussion among 

people viewing the murals on display in the museum. The images may even promote 

theories that do not necessarily agree with the ones the viewers are familiar with or with 

which they agree, thereby creating very rich opportunities for dialogic exchange in the 

classical ttadition. 

Conclusion 

My observations, interviews, and secondary research provide insight into the 

functions of various kinds of illusttations. Stepping back into the position of rhetorical 

analysis for the purpose of interpreting the images, I developed a sense over time that 

technical communication visual theories apply only superficially to some of the most 

interesting illusttations within our purview. The results presented here are a sliver of the 

rich contexts I observed and the possibilities for examining the interaction between the 

field of technical communication and the image in its many incarnations, but the 

discussion is intended to serve the purpose of problematizing the cunent tteatment of 

visuals within our evolving discipline. In the two chapters in which I discuss my results, I 

found it difficult to discuss the illusttators without reference to the effects of the images 

(no matter how speculative), and I found it difficult to discuss the rhetoric embodied in 

the images without referring repeatedly to the human agents who made the rhetoric. At 

the same time, I found it useful to examine the rhetoric of illusttations in two ways: fkst. 
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primarily from the perspective of the producer, and second, primarily focusing on the 

image as an artifact. 

A complaint that I have heard is that illusttations appear to lose some of their 

immediacy and even rhetorical power if so much must be known about the production of 

an image and the conventions that it reflects in order to interpret it. Ulustrations become 

subjective, and tiiek interpretations dependent on die position and experience of the 

audience, not only in isolation, but also in dynamic relation to die rhetor, the subject, time 

and space, and other components of the rhetorical context. Images become tricky-

"seeing" is not beUeving, at least not widi any more validity tiian the most superficial 

faith-based interpretation. Knowing what is intended to be known, and what is 

legitimately known from what is offered, requkes far more understanding than seeing 

alone can provide. And with this complaint, I agree: many scientific and technical images 

are terrificaUy complex in this way and should challenge audiences, technical 

communicators, teachers, and researchers, defying impressionistic, superficial readings as 

texts do. In this way, images are fundamentally like verbalizations. Yet neither the 

images nor the knowledge we take away from them should be written off as fantasy. The 

images are based on fossUs, direct evidence of the existence of the creatures, and our 

interpretations are mediated by our understanding of evolutionary change over time, our 

sense of plausible animals and habitats, and collective common sense (for a discussion of 

this, see John Ralston Saul's Equilibrium). Neither the contingency of knowledge nor the 

complexity of interpretation should put us off the task of continuing to make meaning 
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from the images, and refining our ability to better understand the nature of the intended 

meanings of the producers. 

In this chapter I have also discussed the question about whether images can argue 

as if it were a question burning in the field. However, technical communication should 

probably be far less concemed with how images are characterized by various academic 

specializations such as argument theory than with what the images do and how we should 

use them, study them, and teach about them. So, although the academic exercise of 

arguing about whether illusttations can function as arguments is engaging, it is not centtal 

to the concems technical communication has about visuals. Suffice it to say that this 

study provides support for the claim that illusttations can have profound rhetorical 

functions, elements, and epistemological effects that are cunendy undertheorized and 

generally underestimated in our field. 

The next chapter will offer a way to embrace the constellation of images without 

being paralyzed, through acknowledgement of the range of functions images can possess, 

via an expansive approach that will adequately address those functions. 
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Photographs Drawings Maps Graphs/Tables/Models Imaginary Figures 

More gratuitous detail Less Gratuitous detail 

Figure 5.1. Adaptation of Greg Myer's (1990) scale of images from E.O. Wilson's 
Sociobiology based on level of gratuitous detail. 
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From Quetzalcoati wing to 
left 

Meteorite path-down to rt 

Stegoceras gazing, 
canyon 

Dino w/gaze 

tree 

Figure 5.2. Fakbetter's expectation of audience eye movement. 
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CHAPTER VI 

DISCUSSION OF IMPLICATIONS OF THE STUDY 

My investigation of the production of paleontology illustrations demonsttates that 

illusttations exist whose power to contribute to meaning-making among viewers is 

underestimated. The rhetorical work of illusttations as part of a knowledge constraction 

or meaning-making process is undertheorized, and our understandings of audience effects 

are largely speculative, though most admit that images have the power to move viewers 

to action. Methods are needed through which to approach producers and consumers of 

technical and scientific illusttations and achieve better understanding of the rhetorical 

situations in which images are produced. And a more comprehensive approach to 

iUusttations, and other non-verbal components of communication contexts, will evolve in 

response to and in anticipation of such theories. 

WhUe some theorists claim that paleoimagery is epistemic (Mitchell, 1998), 

technical communication is not rapidly embracing suggestions that non-verbal stmctures 

are knowledge-constitutive. Textbooks and papers presented at conferences (e.g., 

Johnson, 2003) oversknplify die role of images and argue for arhetorical technical and 

scientific discourse and thereby resist all ideological and critical approaches to 

representational discourse. A critical approach (Rosner, 2001; SaUnas, 2002) to images 

that wiU facilitate inquiries into them and discussions of thek rhetorical and/or 

epistemological power is supported here, though a disciplinary movement toward better 
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dieorizing of images is a long-term and gradual process of which tiiis dissertation is, at 

best, one small part. 

I build here on work, such as articles by Rosner and Salinas, expressing concem 

about oversimpUfied approaches to iUusttations. Such work employs cultural and critical 

analyses. I build also on die disciplinary critiques by Barton and Barton (1985) and 

Cargile Cook (2002) diat suggest specific new approaches to various aspects of technical 

communication. This work also answers broader calls by Hauser (1999) and Whitbum 

(2000) to expand the scope of rhetorical studies and technical communication, 

respectively, to look outside disciplinary boundaries for ways in which our work can 

positively impact larger social stractures. 

A critical approach to illustrations would benefit techrucal communication. By 

"critical," I mean to imply a default position of careful consideration of all non-verbal 

aspects of rhetorical situations and especially discursive artifacts through sustained, 

recursive, and self-informing intenogation of artifacts, production contexts, and audience 

effects. The term "critical theory" implies a poUticized approach entailing the assumption 

that no technologies are ideologically neutral, and that all communication situations are 

social situations involving power. The critical approach, however, must also allow room 

for aspects of artifacts or situations to be ideologically neuttal or trivial or incidental. 

Overpoliticization is not the goal, but would be preferable to the cunent tendency to 

undertheorize. I use the term "critical approach" instead of "critical theory" to expand the 

applicability of the constract beyond any consttaints resulting from the legacy of critical 

theoretical positions akeady delineated: Feenberg's critical theory of technology, Hocks's 
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visual critical electtonic literacy, Mitchell's critique of visual culture, and work by odiers 

in die same vein. These scholars and diek claims all tend to focus on culturally situated 

dynamic knowledge construction reflective of power relationships when they write about 

rhetorical objects, but diey limit tiieir scope. 

Along these lines, several assumptions that are not cunendy the norm in technical 

communication are recommended for critical analyses and pedagogy of iUusttations: 

• Distributed agency (between text, producer, and audience) in a collectivist model 

(as a possible altemative to social-constractivist or cognitive theories) of 

meaning-making; 

• Heightened sense of the importance of the immediate and long-term rhetorical 

contexts of production, reception, and interpretation, with acknowledgement of 

both synchronic and diachronic dimensions of collective knowledge-constraction; 

• Optimism about humanity and the human condition; 

• Multi-faceted approach to the text or object of study; 

• Acceptance of reality and trath as dynamic constmcts subject to change across 

time, place, and context; 

• Observance that non-verbal aspects of rhetorical situations and discursive artifacts 

may contribute to meaning-making as much or more than verbal components; 

• Interpreting artifacts as dynamic, changing across audience, context, and time, 

among other variables; and 

• Awareness, skepticism, and avoidance of absolutism, singular readings, and 

totalizing discourses. 
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Witii such a spirit of inquiry, the student or editor or researcher comes to the 

situation in which the iUusttation, for example, is to be designed, evaluated, or studied, 

with a different mindset from that which is assumed in far too much technical 

communication Uterature (and discussed in the textbook analysis of Chapter H). The 

process of invention and the importance of collaboration and consultation with experts 

(illusttators and scientists, to the same degree we rely on programmers and engineers), 

would expand the attention given to illusttations, for example, during the document 

design process. 

Examinations of illusttations or non-verbal components in discourse would 

proceed through a process of inquiry, and perhaps more sustained evaluation would 

replace premature production of images in classrooms or workplaces. Rather than 

recommend to students in introductory undergraduate technical writing courses that they 

"download existing on-line graphics for use" and "modify and customize existing on-line 

graphics" and when all else fails, "create new graphics" (Gerson & Gerson, 2003), 

students might approach the production of a technical communication project in other 

ways. While textbooks suggest a Unear process of understanding the assignment or 

project, writing the text, and then adding images, an approach that considers design of 

visual and verbal information in a more holistic manner might reap rewards. Further, 

students might not actually include images, if complex images are requked for a project; 

they might instead conduct a study of what the image would need to do, what it would 

cost to produce, and how it would be evaluated, placed, and refened to in the verbal text. 
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Sketches might suffice instead of close-but-copied images from the intemet, despite the 

lack of polish that these original drawings are likely to display. 

While some process of critical inquiry has been advocated for, and practiced by, 

diose doing scholarly research about iUusttations (Rosner, 2001; Salinas, 2002), the 

inquiry has tended to focus on the interaction between the iUusttation and the viewer. 

Richards's (2003) interviews witii editor Nels Lersten, in which tiiey analyzed and 

reflected on 80 years' worth of illusttations in the American Journal of Botany broaden 

the viewer position to include both Richards' and Lersten's responses to the images, yet 

they suggest that the important meaning-making occurs in isolation of production 

contexts and is static, rather than djmamic. Increased focus on the dynamic interactions 

between the producers of the images and the images and the audiences will help us gain a 

broader, and perhaps more complete, sense of rhetorical context. 

In Sttatton's 1996 discussion of the differences between technical writing, 

creative writing, and essay writing, a two dimensional equilateral triangle sufficed as a 

model for showing the differences between the genres. At comers of the triangle are 

subject, reader, and writer. The only necessary leg of the triangle in creative writing 

connects writer and subject; in essay writing, reader and writer; in technical writing, 

subject and reader. As technical conmiunication has evolved, more complex models may 

serve a purpose in visually reflecting greater complexity in the role of the technical 

communicator. 

Models are useful for helping explain relationships between people, contexts, and 

communicative artifacts. I propose that the rhetorical triangle be redrawn, fnst, to 
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accommodate medium and context, and to superimpose the technical communicator as 

theorist/scholar/researcher interested in the rhetorical event writ large, captured to the 

extent possible given our realization of the dynamic nature of rhetorical situations. In 

fact, the term "rhetorical situation" might be one to avoid with respect to some artifacts 

including most paleontology illusttations, as the term implies a constellation of factors 

giving rise to rhetorical articulations. Rhetorical "event," on the other hand, can be used 

to describe the positions of actors and artifacts even if the rhetoric itself (a painting) is 

materiaUy static and not being produced in the moment. The graphic in Figure 6.1 

proposes a skeletal model that might replace other conceptions of the roles of the 

technical communicator, producer, receiver, subject matter, and contexts involved in 

certain discursive events. The image is intended to be 3-dimensional, with the central 

pyramid depicting the presence and potential for various messages and interpretations 

that arise in mostly dynamic and unstable articulations, for example as thoughts or 

conversation. 
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Rhetor Audience 

Figure 6.1. Rhetorical model for technical communication. 

The model omits certain features that would be considered in the analysis: 

medium, message, and materiality, for example. Where language is assumed to be centtal 

in other rhetorical models, it is replaced by subject. The subject is the artifact in totality: 

an imagetext or perhaps a multimediated expression. The model also presupposes the 

existence of some approach to images that takes into consideration disciplinary 

conventions from art and design, which are documented more fuUy in, for example, 

Kostelnick and Roberts (1998), Goldsmidi (1984), Schriver (1997), and in the particular 

case of scientific illusttation, Hodges (1989) The Guild Handbook to Natural Science 

Illustration. That is, ttaditional formal elements of design should be considered along 

with epistemology and other sttands of relevant theory. Technical communication is not 
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at a loss for ways to label the components of images; we lack ways to discuss the 

potential of those components to contiibute to knowledge. The model, tiien, serves to 

elevate the status of the invisible illusttator and her collaborators, as producers, by 

showing them to be rhetors; it minimizes die materiality of die artifacts; and it offers a 

role for the researcher/tiieorist that is equivalent to the odier agents. The role of die 

technical communicator is shown as part of a rhetorical event; the model does not work 

for unobserved or unstudied events. The model might then help technical communicators 

see themselves not as producers-for often we are not-nor as audiences, but as actors with 

unique roles and expectations with respect to knowledge production. 

Though it would probably be reductionist and naive to assume that all situations 

could be handled similarly, when technical communicators critically approach a 

rhetorical event, they might start by asking some questions of producers or audiences 

along these lines: 

• What is the purpose of the image? What secondary purposes exist? 

• Why is this image being designed/used? Why is this image, and not another, 

being designed or selected? Why is it being done now? 

• How does the design or image dkect attention to and away from other features of 

the context or artifact? How might this affect interpretations of the discourse? 

• Who made this image, and what did they intend to achieve? Who coUaborated? 

Who received credit? 

• What values are reified or silenced through the use of this image, and how does 

that affect die meaning that is made as a result of die discourse? 
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The responses of neither producers nor audiences constitute conect or final 

answers-they are merely a responsible, justifiable, and sensible starting point. The effects 

on various audiences (specialists in the field and nonspecialist viewers, for example) are 

worthy of consideration, given die inability of producers to guarantee that thek intended 

effects materialize. Longitudinal studies could help show how understandings of the 

meanings of images evolve over time, audience, and context. 

Certainly my study of paleoart lends itself to this sort of intenogation, and 

because the images in the study were complex, intentionally rhetorically powerful, and in 

at least one case, highly conttoversial and based on indisputably contingent knowledge 

claims, I have provided at least one example case in which such intensive analysis pays 

off. Other images would not be so interesting; the possibUity that images or aspects of 

nonverbal constracts do not function in epistemologicaUy significant ways must be 

accommodated. 

Rosner (2001) provided the same type of inquiry with a similar list of questions in 

her examination of visual rhetoric. The questions, however, assume interaction only 

between the viewer and the image. Although her analysis of one image extended to an 

enatum pubUshed by a scientist responsible for an enoneous image, she reUed on 

published work, not dkect contact with the producers of the images. And while she 

worked with sound principles of reading images derived from Kress and van Leeuwen 

(1996), thek semiotic approach tends to superimpose verbal stractures onto visual 

artifacts; further, and more importantly, it is the violation of conventions and unexpected 

intentions and uses of conventions by image producers tiiat we need to better understand 
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(dirough interaction witii the producers as much as the artifacts) to best shape our 

practices. 

An awareness of the types of theories through which we tend to analyze technical 

Ulusttations is particularly important for classroom teachers. Especially because 

textbooks from which diey teach tend to privilege insti:ximentalisni/functionalism and 

assume that the only interaction of interest is that between user and artifact, graduate 

education should expose prospective insttuctors to more cultural and critical analyses, 

along with a keen eye toward the methods employed (and avoided) by those studies. 

While this is a huge undertaking, the stage has been set by scholars such as Whitbura 

(2000) who suggests that methodological and theoretical nanowness result from 

overarching philosophical dkections gleaned from (mis)readings of classical texts, the 

very rhetorical foundations upon which technical communication and other discipUnes 

are built. 

The challenge of expanding approaches to technical artifacts calls for empathy for 

practitioners and instractors in rhetoric, perhaps most charitably answered by Cynthia 

Selfe (1999). Although she writes about English studies generally, her words are perhaps 

most appUcable to technical communication: "A good... curriculum will educate students 

robustiy and intellectually rather than narrowly or vocationally" (p. 322). Perhaps 

peripherally, the reputation of technical communication as vocational can only be 

overcome if our work is informed by a richly intertwining relationship between theory, 

research, and practice, even though our challenge is greater than many disciplines 

because of the inherent interdisciplinarity of our field along with the "outsider" status diat 
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technical communicators tend to have. This position with respect to production contexts 

might be profitably reserved in the same way diat antiiropologists benefited by self-

reflexive outsider status, as we study die producers of specialized rhetoric (subject matter 

experts), audiences ("users"), and die contexts, such as museums, in which we find 

ourselves performing inquiry. 

Going back to the image of Protoavis on the cover of Chatterjee's popular 

paleontology book. The Rise of Birds: 225 million years of evolution (1997), a culturally 

situated nanative emerges through an analysis informed by a critical approach to 

iUusttations. Some questions I asked Michael Nickell during our interview reflected my 

understanding of the potential power of the image in shaping knowledge. I asked him to 

expl£un to me how he expected readers to interpret the image. I also asked him why 

particular features in the image (the red eye, the outstretched wings) were designed. I 

knew he worked with a paleontologist on the image, and I asked him about various 

decisions that he made and the types of input given to him by the paleontologist. 

Knowing that the interpretations of the fossils are dynamic, yet the book cover is static, I 

asked him how he might change the image if he had the opportunity to do so. And he 

volunteered information about design elements, including the downward-slanting tree 

branch on which Protoavis perches, that he would like to change for the purpose of 

effecting audience response. He also talked about his lack of input with respect to the 

book jacket design and his preference for being responsible for the entke design 

including typography, not just the painting. Though his responsibility for "accuracy" was 

something that he sttessed, his understanding of his role in shaping and making 
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knowledge through the conventions of his genre cannot be ignored. His contributions 

make the image no less "scientific"; he is a credentialed scholar of science as well as a 

ttained artist, but regardless of his training, the mediation of the interpretation should not 

be seen as compromising the quality or power of the image. 

Even more interesting are the points about the controversy sunounding Protoavis 

that emerge from a critical investigation of the illusttation. The restoration of Protoavis 

includes feathers and a tail that are not inductively derived from the fossils. Chatterjee 

deduced that the fossils represented a bkd and envisioned flight apparatus appropriate to 

the animal as he came to understand it after studying the fossils, based on his extensive 

knowledge of paleontology. The most salient point for paleomithology is that if 

Protoavis is a bkd, the origin of bkds is pushed back in time about 75 mUlion years. 

Further, Chatterjee suggests that Protoavis' anatomy provides evidence for the arboreal 

theory of bkd flight. Representing the fossils in the restoration as a feathered and 

perching protobkd visually asserts Chatterjee's contentions. With respect to theories of 

flight origin, one popular theory is that protobkds ran along the ground and progressively 

leapt farther, achieving flight from the ground up (cursorial theory). Protoavis' position 

on ttee branches-neither in the forest canopy, nor, more importantly, on the forest floor-

subtly suggests the arboreal theory and sUences the cursorial theory. These decisions are 

made deliberately and thoughtfully; thek impact on subsequent illusttations, knowledge 

of other scientists, and influence on artists ensures the propagation of such visual 

knowledge claims. The knowledge claims that scientists intentionally promote can be 

infened through scholarly inquiry or can be asked about during interviews. While 
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historical research requires much educated guesswork, contemporary discourse analysis 

(including images) lends itself to field research. Scientists should be given more 

opportunity to be forthcoming about their intentions dirough research in technical 

communication; refining our methods will maintain our disciplinary ethos in such studies. 

In this way we may either be contributing to the scholarship of rhetoric of science or 

moving it in a new dkection. 

Some scholars have noted that paleoimagery is knowledge constitutive (Mitchell, 

1998), and some have examined the history of paleoart and movements within the genres, 

expressing hope for greater influence of paleoart over the public (Debus «fe Debus, 2002). 

In an undeniable promotion of one ideology entailed in paleoart. Debus and Debus (2002) 

recommend that paleoartists advocate evolution: "Let's use dinosaur images to promote 

the science of dinosaurs so that their imagery will seem less conflated," they exhort (p. 

12). The science of dinosaurs to which they refer is paleontology, an inherently and 

inescapably evolutionary science. Yet images of dinosaurs have been used with varying 

purposes and effects historically. Benjamin Waterhouse Hawkins' installations at the 

Crystal Palace in England were early attempts to "present the science of vertebrate 

paleontology for public edification" (Debus & Debus, 2002, p. 42). An attempt to install 

dinosaur restorations in Centtal Park failed during the 1860's because of the association 

between dinosaurs and Darwin's conttoversial ideas in The Origin of Species (Debus and 

Debus, 2002, p. 8). Dinosaurs were later embraced as symbols of strength in United 

States war efforts (Mitchell, 1998; Debus & Debus, 2002), as icons on petroleum 

products, and as characters in numerous popular media presentations, from Jurassic Park 
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to sitcoms and children's shows. Their ubiquity, however, may actually reduce their 

potential for educating the public about scientific principles and theories because of the 

very same cultural nanatives that make paleoimages so palatable. Because images of 

dinosaurs have been used for so many purposes, thek power for changing people's minds 

about science and religion may be limited. Debus and Debus hope that the work of 

paleoimagery can be more focused and persuasive rather than decorative and 

entertaining. Paleoimages, as ideological conduits of evolutionary theory, may ultimately 

have profound changes on individuals, leading to change within institutions such as 

churches and schools, sites where theories of evolution and individuals' actions on thek 

beliefs dkectiy affect membership, epistemology, and the sense of what it means to be 

human. Concepts of god and of deep time would be peripherally involved. The social 

impUcations and effects are interesting to speculate about but wiU be even more 

interesting to examine as they occur. Speculations about social ttends will be less 

interesting than investigations into actual, not imagined, rhetorical events where image, 

audience, producer, and context can be brought together by technical communicators and 

studied. 

Given awareness of a possible movement toward ideological persuasion in 

paleoart, the importance of understanding rhetorical intentions of producers seems clear. 

To restrict an analysis of a painting of a dinosaur to surface features of generic 

conventions, linguistic analyses, or any other type of inquiry in the absence of research 

into rhetorical intentions and effects may obfuscate die kinds of knowledge diat are being 

created in the making and viewing of the artifacts. The remaking of the self that occurs 
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when a viewer subjects herself to the ways of thinking and the knowables permitted by 

the sensory and literary rhetorics of museum displays cannot be known if diose contexts 

are seen as, to use rhetorician Susan Janatt's (2002) terms, "technical," "rituaUstic," 

"symptomatic," or "instinimental" rather tiian "useful" in intellectual and theoretical 

pursuits facilitated by cultural criticism. 

An obvious and deskable next step to my research would study the larger contexts 

of the artifacts: the display spaces, the museums themselves, the verbal explanations and 

presentations of fossils accompanying the murals. Examination of these aspects would be 

enhanced by the study of production contexts I have conducted thus far. Understanding 

the perspective of the designers, along with analyses of the effects of those rhetorical 

choices, will help achieve a clearer picture of how the displays contribute to public 

understanding of paleontology. 

My study took me, at times, toward an attempt to justify paleontological 

illusttations as either partly or wholly argumentative in nature, but the conclusion I came 

away with is that our field should be, and is, less concemed with whether images are 

"allowed" to be defined as argumentative under the constraints of argumentation theories; 

we should acknowledge the power of nonverbal elements and stractures regardless of 

how they are classified. This is unfortunate in one sense: defense of images as 

argumentative would help promote them in the minds of many to a position of superiority 

over aspects of discourse, including perhaps some images, which are not argumentative. 

Questions about the relationship between rhetoric and argument Unger: Janatt authorizes 
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"argument" as entailed in all rhetoric (2002), diough not in the same sense tiiat textbook 

writers and theorists such as van Eemeren et al. (1996) define argumentation. 

Perhaps die challenge for technical communication is more political tiian 

terminological, and we should above all avoid becoming embroiled in turf/status wars. 

Technical communication, when it resides in English departments, is plagued by 

questions of whetiier representational discourse is inferior to Uterature, whether technical 

genres are less worthy of study and analysis than literary genres, and whedier practical 

scholarly contiibutions are as good as die "intellectual" (Olson, 2002). Rather than argue 

these points, aU of which emerged at different times during die course of my research, I 

have tried to maintain focus on the power of rhetorical artifacts and how technical 

communication can understand, use, and teach such power. Interestingly, questions of 

status emerge in both paleontology and art, and like technical rhetoricians, 

paleontologists and artists continue to produce and refine thek work inespective of labels 

and denigrations associated with such constracts as "commercial art" (compared to 

absttact art) and "cladistics" (compared to morphological or chronological schemes for 

visually depicting relationships between species). 

Putting aside the issue of how various subcommunities define, describe, and 

classify illusttations, I retum to a defense of placing such a burden on technical 

communication, that our discipline embrace theories from across fields and integrate 

them into our curricula, practice, and research. Scholarly inquiries demonsttating critical 

inquiry are available (Hocks, 2003; Salinas, 2002; Wysocki, 2001), yet few display 

multimodal methodology. When field methods are employed, they are Umited with 
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respect to their ttansferability to other contexts and subjects. One example is Christine 

Boese's 1998 digital dissertation in which she employed participant observation, but the 

focus on "Xena: Warrior Princess" places die work, at least on first glimpse, more 

squarely in cultural studies and popular culture than in technical communication, given 

our interest and emphasis on representational discourse. Another example is Anne 

Richards's (2003) interview with an expert about scientific discourse in an examination 

of visual artifacts in a biology joumal. Baake's (2003) study, involving participant 

observation of the Santa Fe Institute and the ways scientists make meaning through 

metaphor, shows how field research can provide rich results. Yet, too few such studies 

offer methods beyond scholarly inquiry and historical analysis that lead to informed 

answers to questions about production conventions, constraints, rhetorical contexts, and 

intentions. 

My use of the image-based interview is one possible tool for technical 

communication research into not only production and design but critique and reception as 

well. While the need to focus on an artifact in such an inquiry seems obvious, comparison 

across producers of a single artifact reveals different rhetorical goals and anticipated 

ways of reading. Comparisons of various artifacts by thek producers and members of 

Vcuious specialist and nonspecialist audiences affirms which generic and artifact-specific 

features contribute to the intepretations those artifacts authorize. Systematically talking to 

various members of collaborative teams achieves triangulation and can teach researchers 

about the rhetorical art of design. Using questions that come from a critical stance during 

the interviews with producers of images makes tacit knowledge publicly avaUable. 
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Videotaping the interviews allows for better analysis of the discussions, verification and 

use by other researchers, and generally keeps us honest. Though we may not quickly 

achieve the methodological status given to anthropologists doing similar research, we 

may not desire it, preferring instead to go to the experts dkectiy, work with diem in 

limited contexts over shorter periods of time, and come back to our classrooms to help 

our students understand what producers of discourse are doing on the job, whether those 

jobs are in open-ak studios Idee La Gina Fakbetter's, bone-adomed academic offices like 

Louis Jacobs's, or computer-mediated office space like architects, engineers, and Karen 

Can's. The ttadition of working with subject-matter experts need not be abandoned as 

technical communication continues to develop more intricate theories for discourse and 

meaning-making. Accommodation of this mode of work into rhetorical theories of 

communication helps make our rhetorical approach robust even if we resist overly 

complicating our operative theories. 

A question about public good, and how this dissertation contributes toward social 

betterment, looms large. Will more, or better, research about and teaching of Ulustrations 

contribute anything substantial to anyone? The answer is "perhaps." Influenced as I am 

by the civic engagement encouraged, and practiced, by rhetoricians including Charles 

Bazerman, Rosa Eberly, and Gerald Hauser, I hope that students coming out of my 

classes will be more critical consumers and critical producers of discourse, requesting 

accountability by those who produce and disseminate discourse. Perhaps technical 

communicators will be able to both intellectualize our discipline and keep it useful, if our 

theorizing is related to the purpose of helping ourselves and others make sense of 
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communicative events and social problems. Questions of agency and power have been 

consciously avoided as I attempted to present this study in accessible and usable terms. 

Yet larger questions of ontology and epistemology hover in die margins. If the situation 

in which a person encounters a picture of a dinosaur in a museum, leams, and leaves is a 

linear, uncomplicated process with littie effect on people's lives, such questions are 

unimportant. Yet we accept such assumptions at our peril. It has been suggested that 

images instantiate ideologies which acts as agents on thek own behalf, for example when 

Stuart Hall suggests that "a theory of articulation asks how an ideology discovers its 

subject rather than how the subject thinks the necessary and inevitable thoughts which 

belong to it; it enables us to think how an ideology empowers people... (qtd. in Wysocki 

& Johnson-Eilola, 1999, p. 367). The manifestation and proliferation of ideology through 

the interactions of people and images in museum displays is an important Une of inquiry. 

At worst, knages propagandize; at best, they can be part of a dynamic and empowering 

knowledge-producing event that improves people's lives by giving them greater 

understanding of scientific issues and helping them find thek voice to add to 

conversations about evolutionary theory, theology, and generally, how we should educate 

our citizens about the unknown and unknowable. 

For the last time, Protoavis texensis comes to mind. Protoavis hangs in 

ontological limbo. Even specialists have difficulty with verification due to access 

consttaints resulting from the location and condition of the fossils. Few textbooks 

mention Protoavis; many paleontologists and paleomidiologists loathe it, some because 

thek careers and favored theories depend on the ttaditional interpretation of 
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Archaeopteryx. Others, including the preeminent Emst Mayr, have congratulated 

Chatterjee for his identification of Protoavis and accepted his interpretations as valid. 

Protoavis' history and coloration and habits cannot be known with certainty at this time. 

But legitimate science can still be performed on Protoavis; absolute certainty is not a 

requkement for historical sciences. Newly discovered feathered theropods-that is, 

creatures that are not bkds-have greatly impacted paleomithology. Where previously, 

feathers were considered unique features of birds, they are now known not to be 

associated exclusively with bkds in the past. The characterization of Archaeopteryx as a 

bkd ancestor based on feathers has changed as well, potentiaUy enabling Protoavis to 

become more widely accepted as a bkd ancestor. While Archaeopteryx indisputably had 

feathers, Protoavis is increasingly thought to be more like modem avians in morphology 

than Archaeopteryx. If Protoavis had feathers, it was not necessarily a bkd; the 

suggestion of Protoavis being a flyer is wananted by the anatomy of the fossils. 

The bones, few and fragile, will be cast into replicas for museum display if the 

pubUc is fortunate. At some point, I predict that the Texas Tech Museum will feature a 

full-sized restoration and a mural offering a visual nanative assertion for the existence of 

Protoavis. From such exhibits, the public will leam that Protoavis was a protobkd, it 

was featiiered, it retained reptilian features as a result of its evolution from more 

primitive forms, and it flew across the sky, above die heads of carnivorous Postosuchus 

and Shuvosaurus as NickeU depicted in a habitat restoration for Rise (1997, p. 42). hi 

such a form, Protoavis will exist and more broadly teach and persuade pubUc audiences. 
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even as new evidence changes the state of knowledge among experts about its 

morphology and habits. 

As a technical communication researcher, I am not troubled by the contingency of 

the facts upon which knowledge about Protoavis is constmcted. I am concemed only 

with our disciplinary approaches to such artifacts and thek rhetorical and epistemic roles. 

Our approach needs to acknowledge and provide terms for discussing the nature of 

images of Protoavis, along with an iterative and recursive analytical framework to 

reinforce the dynamic character of interpretations and knowledge. If we succeed, I 

believe we will have achieved a much more robust approach not oiUy to images but to all 

technical rhetoric, and we will be in a far better position to help educate a populace 

constantly bombarded with seemingly inscmtable texts, new media, and new production 

and interpretive contexts. Better understanding of such discourses and all of their verbal 

and visual components should remain our goal. 
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